Delaware
Diversity Statement
In a recent report by the National Coalition on School Diversity, it is argued that the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act should add an incentive for diversity in federally funded charter
schools. It is believed that the reauthorization of this act should not contribute to the increasing
socio-economic and racial isolation that currently exists, but rather support a movement
towards more culturally, racially and economically diverse environments for student learning
(Issue 2, March 2010).
In an educational landscape that is obsessed with standardized testing and seemingly defines
the best schools by the highest average scores, it is no wonder that even parents often look
only at demographic statistics, rather than truly understanding the benefits and strengths that
exist in many diverse schools across the country. In line with the belief of creating more diverse
schools, The Delaware Met holds as a core philosophy that children who are placed in diverse
learning environments will flourish at greater levels and be more prepared to enter society as
culturally literate and knowledgeable beings. The Delaware educational landscape and more
specifically Wilmington, currently does not provide this diversity for its students. In schools
across the city there is a clear delineation between what is offered to schools populated with
low-income, minority students and those populated by their more resourced peers.
While the core tenant of the charter school movement was to provide choice and innovation
for public school parents, over the last twenty years, charter schools, across the country have
also participated in a process of de facto re-segregation. Eric Grannis, Founder of The Tapestry
Project, which promotes the integration of charter schools states, “Maybe we would serve
minority students better if, instead of creating good schools for minorities to make up for the
bad schools minorities have had for so long, we just created good schools for everyone” (NY
Daily News, May 29, 2011). Schools such as Community Roots and Brooklyn Prospect have
embraced the diversity that exists within their NY communities serving a population of students
that is 30% White and 70% Minority. The Delaware Met board believes that Wilmington has the
opportunity to embrace the city’s diversity as well and believe that The Delaware Met can serve
as this example.
Although there is currently not legislation that allows for preferences that identify percentages
of minority, non-white, low-income, non-low income or that allows for multiple lotteries to
achieve these priorities, The Delaware Met will seek to achieve this diversity through strategic
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recruitment, and placement of the school. To achieve the diversity that we believe will be
beneficial to all students we would hope to see student enrollment representative of the
following percentages:
60%
40%
65%
35%

Minority
Non-Minority
Low income
Non-Low Income
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Comparison of Models – Delaware Met, Vo-Tech, Sarah Pyle Academy
Sarah Pyle Academy
for Academic Intensity

Delaware Met

New Castle County Vo-Tech

Mission

The mission of The Delaware Met is to
ignite the passions of high school
students through the discovery and
development of their unique interests;
to empower students to develop selfconfidence and create their own success
through a personalized learning
environment and purposeful internships
of their choice; and, with the support of
advisors and community partners,
students will graduate as confident and
capable young adults, prepared to make
their mark on the world!

The New Castle County Vocational
Technical School District is a public
school system dedicated to providing
each student the opportunity to reach
his or her potential as a productive and
successful member of the community.
This is accomplished by offering
students an innovative curriculum,
which combines academic instruction,
career training, and structured work
experiences designed to bridge the gap
between classroom learning and
workplace skills.

The mission of the Sarah Pyle Academy
for Academic Intensity is to provide a
select population with an innovative,
challenging and technologically
advanced non-traditional high school
environment that will assist each
student to achieve the ultimate goal of
earning a high school diploma and
becoming employed and ready for posthigh school training. This nontraditional learning environment will
help accelerate achievement for those
students who have been unable to
attain success in the traditional high
school environment.

Size

528 at full enrollment

4503 enrolled in 4 high schools

150 students

Admissions










Public charter open to all high
school students within a 5 mile
radius of downtown Wilmington
Parents sign an admissions
agreement, acknowledging the
unique academic program
Lottery, if over-subscribed




Application criteria for student
selection include attendance,
grades, application essay, and
comments from teachers and
counselors at the middle school
Students not guaranteed a
particular school or program
2139 applications in 2011-2012 for
about 1, 000 seats
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Available only to students in the
Christina School District
Admission is based on referral from
home high school
Maintains a waiting list

Delaware Met
Academic
Program







Internships/
Career
Development






College and
Career
Readiness




Sarah Pyle Academy
for Academic Intensity

New Castle County Vo-Tech

Personalized Learning Plan (PLP)
defines learning targets for content
and personal qualities
PLP allows for student direction of
learning with advisor support
Integration of real world learning
into the academic program
All academic instruction is projectbased and integrated whenever
possible
Student presentations of learning 4x
per year to defend PLP and
acquisition of standards




Based around students’ passions
and interests, limited only by local
resources
6.5 hours per day on Tuesday and
Thursday for about 12 weeks
Ability to change career focus or
experience different careers
Student completes a meaningful
project at the internship site that
benefits the site and is linked to
academics and career goals



92% graduation rate
95% college acceptance





Traditional academic program
Teacher directs student learning
based on general data trends
Content and courses are
departmentalized












Highly focused on a single career
area and acquisition of skills
Ability to switch career areas is
limited to seats that become
available across the district
42 careers are organized into five
career clusters
Co-ops only available in senior year
of high school



40% continue their education
through trade schools and college
18% continue their education parttime
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Four hours a day, organized into a
morning, afternoon, or twilight
session
Individualized proficiency-based
curriculum
Designed to fill gaps quickly and
assist students in credit recovery
Largely using on-line or computerbased instruction

All students go to internships or
paid jobs for three hours per day,
Monday - Thursday
Onsite coordinator matches
students to internship or job
opportunities with student input

Students receive diplomas from
home school

Technology Plan for the Delaware Met
Mission Statement:
The Delaware Met will replicate the Big Picture Learning (BPL) Model, which is a dynamic
approach to learning, doing, and thinking that has been changing the lives of students,
educators, and entire communities since 1995. All components of the school design are based
on three principles:
 Learning must be based on the interests and goals of each student;
 A student’s curriculum must be relevant to people and places that exist in the real
world; and
 A student’s abilities must be authentically measured by the quality of their work.
Delaware Met students are responsible for meeting the Common Core and Delaware
Prioritized Standards. Through the learning goals defined in each student’s Personalized
Learning Plan, students will be taught how to reason, solve problems, and be active members
of the community. The goals in each student’s Personalized Learning Plan are organized around
the following BPL categories:
 Empirical Reasoning.
 Quantitative Reasoning.
 Communication.
 Social Reasoning.
 Personal Qualities.
The Personalized Learning Plan is formulated with a team that includes the student, parents,
advisors, and mentors. Besides setting goals, each Personalized Learning Plan addresses how
the student’s goals will be achieved. A key component of achieving the Personalized Learning
Plan goals is the two-day-a-week internship. With a mentor, student interns complete authentic
projects requiring intensive investigations which are aligned to Common Core and Delaware
Prioritized Standards.
Vision:
The vision for the Delaware Met Technology Plan is to successfully serve the Big Picture
Learning Model. Utilizing Project-Based Learning, in a Big Picture Learning School, a student’s
interests or passions are the driver for motivating him/her to meet standards and goals.
Through a 1:1 student computing ratio, instructional technology complements Big Picture
Learning by enabling each student to proceed at his/her own rate on their individual projects
using computers provided by the school. Students will be able to access technology as an
essential tool to personalize the educational experience and to promote independent student
learners.
At the Delaware Met, technology will:
 Enhance student productivity, efficiency, creative expression, communication, and
access to information.
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Be used to facilitate and encourage students’ use of technology to become life-long
learners.
Provide a collaborative space where students can work together on projects and
teachers/advisors can monitor their work.
Provide a support system for the two day a week internship and interaction between
student and mentor.
Be leveraged to improve critical thinking and problem solving, including research skills,
data collection and analysis.
Function as a tool where students can organize their thinking and presentation of ideas.
Allow students to integrate various media into a single exhibition.
Provide a platform to house the Personalized Learning Plans and the student work
which provides evidence of meeting state standards.
Provide access to community resources to enhance their academic work and projects
tied to internships in the community.
Allow for efficient communication between students, advisors, administration, parents,
and mentors.
Supplement classroom instruction in math and reading to create a blended learning
environment and to further individualize student learning through remediation,
acceleration, and individualized learning.
Prepare students to use current and future technologies outside of the educational
environment.
Promote and facilitate family involvement in the student’s education process.

Goals and Strategies for Using Technology to Improve Education
Goal 1 - Foster communications between students, faculty, administration, mentors, and
parents
 Use of Big Picture Online, the Insight Data Dashboard, and Home Access Center
 Electronic communication via email and newsletter.
 Maintaining school level and classroom web pages (at least once per month).
 Preparing and delivering computer based lesson plans.
 Storing documents on the shared drive (server based share) and in the “cloud.”
 Utilizing other server/network based resources such as Googledocs.
 Text messaging to facilitate communication.
 Online learning to augment and individualize classroom instruction and as a repository
of projects and digital media.
Goal 2 - Serve the BPL Concept in the classroom
 Using 21st Century tools for instruction (i.e. – blogging, slide shows, wikis, etc.).
 Social networking.
 Digital Storytelling.
 Skype to connect with other Big Picture Schools.
 Using the Internet for external links to quality resources.
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Collaboration in a shared virtual space.
Utilizing on-line learning tools and tutoring to individualize learning.
Frequent web updates for families.

Goal 3 - Foster students’ independent learning style and research skills in and after school
 Building interconnections between various multimedia resources, including multi-media
presentations and video production to showcase learning.
 Creating or co-creating resources and materials with colleagues.
 Evaluating and/or reflecting on resources to decide on effectiveness or validity.
 Collaboration with students, mentors, and advisors in the Big Picture Network.
Goal 4 – Ensure that 100% of staff and students complete needs assessments, and see an
increase in skills attainment over time
 The Delaware Met will conduct annual needs assessments of both staff and students
which will include specific skills “tests” and online and paper surveys.
 The administration will designate a timeline of completion for all staff and student
needs assessments and surveys.
 Test results will be compared year to year to ascertain the rate of skill improvement.
Goal 5 - Have 100% participation in keeping all student demographic and performance data
up to date in eSchool
 The Delaware Met will use eSchool to record demographic information, attendance and
student grades. This system will assist in accurate reporting and record keeping.
 The Delaware Met will require each teacher to: submit weekly lesson plans or agendas
electronically, record student attendance daily in eSchool and set up and maintain
electronic grade books in eSchool.
 The building Technology Coordinator will check on-line for daily submission of
attendance, lunch counts and bi-monthly recording of grades in the electronic grade
book.
Goal 6 - Have 100% of classroom teachers use the MAP assessment data to identify students’
weak and strong areas
 The Delaware Met will utilize electronic NWEA MAP Assessments, which assesses
students in Language Arts, Reading and Math.
 Data collected from this assessment is used by teachers and staff to target
interventions.
Goal 7 - Have 100% of the staff capable of utilizing information technology to manage and
enhance the educational experience
 Administrators will attend annual technology workshops to aid in decision making and
purchasing of new software and equipment.
 During pre-service training, teachers will receive training and practice time using
PowerPoint and Electronic Lesson Plans.
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Technology professionals from Innovative Schools will make weekly service visits to
ensure the equipment is in proper working order, and advise administration of needed
upgrades.
The building Technology Coordinator will maintain inventory software that will be used
to record the locations and inventory of all technology in the building.

Technology Steering Committee
The Delaware Met will maintain a Technology Steering Committee (TSC) with members
comprised of School Staff and Parents. The team will meet quarterly to review the technology
plan, current needs, and propose solutions. New members will be appointed each year as
students graduate. The TSC will be a valuable source of feedback and input from staff and
parents on the effectiveness of the technology plan’s implementation.
Professional Development Strategy for School Staff
The following steps will be taken to ensure staff proficiency with technology skills:
1. Provide yearly instruction in use of teacher’s computer systems. This will include local
network login access and installed office suite software functionality.
2. Provide yearly instruction in eSchool Plus and other student information systems,
including Big Picture Online, to teaching staff.
3. Staff will receive yearly instruction on uses and benefits of Instructional Technology in
their classrooms.
4. Other training, both on-site and off-site, will be provided for staff on an individual basis
and based on the technology that is available at the School. This will be done as
individual needs are identified and as new technologies are introduced to the teacher’s
environment.
5. Staff will be required to investigate the application of new technology developments in
the education process, modeling the use of technology for students.
6. In accordance with both DPASS II and Big Picture Learning, each advisor will have an
individualized teacher education plan that will include one goal around using
technology.
7. The Delaware Met will administer the LoTi (Levels of Teaching Innovation) survey to
regularly assess the needs of its staff.
8. Front Office staff will receive instruction on use of eSchool Plus, or applicable software,
for entering attendance data, accessing student records, and adding information related
to students to the eSchool Plus, or another applicable, database.
Teachers and staff need regular support and instruction to innovate their classroom activities
with technology. Attending workshops, conferences, and other training events will help
continue the development of our staff. The Delaware Met will also utilize a train-the-trainer
model when it comes to introducing innovations. There will be many opportunities for the staff
to share what they have learned with their colleagues, at all times modeling what was learned
for colleagues. This is vital to the evolution of the technology program. Also, utilizing surveys
such as LoTi will help school leaders see the progression of the staff as they become more
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comfortable with teaching with technology. The School leaders will continually reassess the
needs of the teachers through ongoing assessment, both formally and informally.
Policies for 1:1 Computing
The Board of the Delaware Met recognizes that at 1:1 computing environment presents a
unique set of challenges regarding the protection of students in a virtual space, the protection
of hardware, and the logistics of tracking student computers. During the planning year, the
school leader will work with the project manager of the CMO and request guidance from the
Delaware Center for Educational Technology to develop policies and procedures to manage the
1:1 technology environment and to outline the school’s acceptable use policies. The policies
and procedures for computer use will be inserted into the Student and Parent Handbook and
communicated to parents at the school’s information sessions prior to enrolling and at the
beginning of each school year.
Additionally, through the advisory program, lessons from iSafe will be incorporated into the
program at all grade levels to ensure that the Delaware Met is in compliance with Children's
Internet Protection Act and is eligible for E-rate funding. The incorporation of iSafe lessons will
be more robust in 9th and 10th grades and gradually decrease over the four years of high school
as students demonstrate responsibility in appropriate online behavior, including interactions
with other individuals on social networking sites, blogging, and chat rooms, and cyber bullying
awareness and response. However, all grade levels at the Delaware Met will include a review
of the Technology Policies and Procedures, review and signature of student and parent on the
Acceptable Use Policy, and internet safety lessons from iSafe.
Assessment of Services, Hardware and Software Needed
In order to make technology a part of both required curriculum and Big Picture Learning,
students must have daily access to computers and to the internet, therefore the 1:1 computing
environment is a necessary component of the educational plan.
1. There will be 22 students per classroom. Students will each be assigned a laptop
computer for the school year. Families will be asked to pay for the insurance on the
computer to cover replacement and/or repair costs. If families are unable to bear this
expense, scholarships will be available.
2. Each teacher will receive a laptop to use.
3. When funding permits, the school will have a 6 computer video production lab,
including an audio capability.
4. The school will not include a technology lab since students will be working
independently and collaboratively on projects and each student will have his/her own
laptop.
5. When choosing new technology, the Delaware Met leadership team will schedule
presentation meetings involving professionals with expertise in the new technology.
They require a list of current users for the new technology, and after contacting them,
provide feedback at this presentation meeting.
6. The Delaware Met will conduct student, parent and teacher surveys to allow for
suggestions for future changes, purchases or service needs.
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7. Every classroom at the Delaware Met will be connected to the school local area
network. Every office will also be connected to the school local area network. The
school LAN will be connected to the Internet.
8. The Delaware Met will have access to the DDOE state-wide network via a TLS
connection that is provided by the State of Delaware once opened as a Delaware
Charter School.
9. Every classroom will have a phone that can be used by teachers to either reach the front
office or to dial local calls outside the school. All administrative staff will have desktop
phones with both local and long distance capabilities. The main office will have a fax
capability.
10. The Delaware Met will have LCD projectors available to the teacher. Interactive White
Boards will be purchased as the budget allows.
11. All computers have email (provided by the state of Delaware), office suite and network
browsing software capabilities (internet connectivity also provided by the state of
Delaware). Additionally, specialized software for specific instructional needs will be
available.
Budget to Support the Technology Plan:
The revenue source for most of the technology purchases are state funds, and some are part of
the Consolidated Grant Process. For the next three years additional funds, as will be available
for technological purchases via the Consolidated Grant and Operating Funds in alignment with
this Technology Plan. The Board will consider any resources available through Par-Tech and will
seek fundraising opportunities to support the technology in the school.
Evaluation Plan to Monitor Progress and Goal Attainment
The IT system must support the school goals. The Principal and the IT Coordinator will decide on
specific ways to measure progress towards these goals and will evaluate the system based on
the progress noted and adjust the IT strategy accordingly. Specific measurements could include:
Goal 1, Foster communications between students, faculty, administration, and parents:
 Each student will demonstrate the ability to use a search engine to research homework
assignments and provide proper references and footnotes.
 Each student will demonstrate proficiency in using the Delaware MET Charter School
website to obtain homework assignments.
 Each student will demonstrate proficiency in using Big Picture Online, the Big Picture
Dashboard and repository of projects and digital media.
Goal 2, Serve the BPL Concept in the classroom:
 Each student will demonstrate proficiency in using the Internet for external links to
quality resources.
 Each student will demonstrate the ability to use Social networking, Skype, and on-line
learning tools in collaborative and individual learning.
Goal 3, Foster students’ independent learning style and research skills in and after school:
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Students will demonstrate the ability to utilize multimedia resources in multi-media
presentations and video production to showcase learning, including co-creating
resources and materials with colleagues.
Each student will demonstrate judgment in evaluating and/or reflecting on resources to
decide on effectiveness or validity
Students will demonstrate the ability to collaborate with students and advisors in the
Big Picture Network.

Goal 4: 100% of staff and students complete needs assessments, and see an increase in skills
attainment over time.
 Each student will be able to prepare and give a grade level appropriate independently
produced multimedia or PowerPoint presentation.
 Annual technology surveys will be completed by staff, students and parents and will
allow school leadership to assess effectiveness of current practices and plan future
programs.
 Records will be kept of staff members who have received training in a specific skill area.
Each year’s needs assessments results should show a decrease in the number of
returning staff members needing basic professional development.
 Student progress will be monitored through research assignments, keyboarding
assignments and printed reports from the Independent Learning System, and also from
the MAP Online Assessment.
Goal 5: Have 100% participation in keeping all student demographic and performance data up
to date in eSchool.
 Assess school progress towards achieving 100% eSchool use at the end of each semester
against the 100% goal and advise teachers as appropriate.
 School administrators will monitor the submission of electronic lesson plans, daily
attendance count and electronic grade book maintenance for use of the appropriate
skills.
 Assess school progress towards achieving 100% eSchool use at the end of each semester
against the 100% goal and advise teachers as appropriate.
Goal 6: Have 100% of classroom teachers use the MAP assessment data to identify students’
weak and strong areas.
 Survey teachers to assess school progress towards achieving 100% MAP use at the end
of each semester against the 100% goal and advise teachers as appropriate.
Goal 7: Have 100% of the staff capable of utilizing information technology to manage and
enhance the educational experience.
 As an on-going formative evaluation process, both formal and informal surveys will be
conducted as needed to assess the use and acceptance of technology in the teaching
environment. During the school year, areas where the introduction of technology is not
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viewed as effective will be brought to the school leader. The school leader will propose
modifications that may enhance the utility of the technology.
At the end of each school year, a final survey will be conducted to determine whether
the technology implemented met the needs and goals of the school. The overall level of
success achieved in the implementation and use of technology in the teaching
environment will be assessed from formal and informal feedback received from the
teachers, parents and administrative staff. School leaders will subsequently make
recommendations for changes and enhancements of the educational technology for the
next school year.
School Administrators will achieve 100% attendance at annual technology workshops to
aid in decision making and purchasing of new software and equipment.
Teachers will achieve 100% attendance at pre-service training and practice time for
PowerPoint and Electronic Lesson Plans.
Teachers will achieve 100% proficiency in PowerPoint and electronic lesson plans. If a
teacher is unable to complete the portion in the timeframe, their curriculum
coordinator will meet individually with them to discuss any possible problems and
provide one-on-one training.
Assess school progress towards achieving equipment purchase and installation at the
end of the school year against the purchase plan described above
A 100% audit of equipment at the end of the year and assess against current records
and adjust accordingly.

Following approval of the charter, the Delaware Met will complete the required
Technology Plan to access E-rate funding and submit to DCET according to the
established timeline.
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Research on Curricular Tools
English Language Arts - Humanities and Embedded/Integrated Academics
Berryman, S. E. (1991, October). Cognitive science: Challenging schools to design effective
learning environments [Technical paper]. New York: Institute on Education and the Economy.
Jacobs, H. H. (Ed.). (2010). Curriculum 21: Essential education for a changing world. Alexandria,
VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Lake, Kathy. (1994). Integrated curriculum: School improvement research you can use. NWREL.
Retrieved December 4, 2012 from http://www.curriculumassociates.com/professionaldevelopment/topics/Integrated-Curriculum/extras/lesson1/Reading-Lesson1.pdf.
Lesgold, A. (2009). Better schools for the 21st century: What is needed and what it will take to
get improvement [Electronic Version]. Retrieved April 15, 2010, from
http://www.lpc.pitt.edu/data/publications/Alan-Lesgold-Better-Schools-for-the-21stCentury.pdf.
Social Studies - History Alive!

Available at http://www.teachtci.com/social-studies-textbook-results.html
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING
THE INTERACTIVE
MATHEMATICS PROGRAM
The Interactive Mathematics Program (IMP) is the collaborative effort of mathematicians,
teacher-educators, and teachers working together since 1989. Developed with support
from the National Science Foundation (NSF)1 and other funding agencies, the IMP first
edition was published after more than 10 years of research, pilot testing, evaluating, field
testing, revising, and detailed reviewing.
IMP is a comprehensive program of problem-based mathematics that integrates
traditional material, such as algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, with coverage of
important topics such as statistics and probability, which have been underemphasized
in many traditional programs. The IMP four-year core curriculum meets college
entrance requirements and prepares students to use problem-solving skills in higher
education and on the job.

Research on Learning
The IMP authors drew on contemporary research about how students learn and
developed a program that would offer students multiple ways to learn mathematics in a
problem-solving context.2 In the classroom, the teacher’s goal is to challenge students to
conjecture, to build arguments, and to formulate and solve problems. IMP students ask
questions and learn key concepts and skills through an integrated and balanced treatment
of all strands of mathematics.

1 IMP materials development was sponsored
by the National Science Foundation under
award number EIS-9255262. Any opinions,
findings, and conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this publication are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the National Science Foundation.
2 National Research Council. (2001). Adding It
Up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics.
J. Kilpatrick, J. Swafford, & B. Findell (Eds.).
Mathematics Learning Study Committee,
Center for Education, Division of Behavioral
and Social Sciences and Education.
Washington, DC: National Academy Press.
National Research Council. (2000). How People
Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience and School.
J. D. Bransford, A. L. Brown, & R. R. Cocking,
Committee on Developments in the Science of
Learning and Committee on Learning Research
and Educational Practice, Commission on
Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education.
Washington, DC: National Academy Press.
Schoenfeld, A. H. When good teaching leads
to bad results: the disasters of "well-taught"
mathematics courses, Educational
Psychologist, 23(2), 145–166.
3 Robinson, E. & M., J. Maceli. (2000). The
Impact of Standards-Based Instructional
Materials in Mathematics in the Classroom.
In M. Burke & F. Curcio (Eds.), Learning
Mathematics for a New Century (2000
Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics, pp. 112–126). Reston, VA:
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
4 Schoen, H. (1993). Interactive Mathematics

A salient feature of . . . NSF-funded curricula at every level is their emphasis on
the sense-making activity of mathematics that requires reasoning and justification
as part and parcel of understanding. . . . Moreover, the level of sophistication and
degree of justification increases as students progress through the grades.3

Research on Program Effectiveness
Several long-term studies of student performance and participation show that the IMP
curriculum improves students’ learning and increases their study of advanced
mathematics. Studies conducted during the pilot testing, a comprehensive NSF-funded
evaluation during field testing, and further studies of the published curriculum yield
several important conclusions.4
• On standardized tests, IMP students consistently perform as well as, and often better
than, their peers enrolled in traditional high school mathematics course sequences.

1
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Program. In N. L. Webb, H. Schoen, & S. D.
Whitehurst (Eds.), Dissemination of nine
pre-college mathematics instructional
materials projects funded by the National
Science Foundation, 1981–91. Madison:
University of Wisconsin–Madison, Wisconsin
Center for Education Research.
Webb, N. L. (2003). The Impact of the
Interactive Mathematics Program on Student
Learning. In S. Senk & D. R. Thompson (Eds.),
Standards-Based School Mathematics
Curricula: What are they? What do students
learn? (pp. 375–398). Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates.
Wolff, E. (2001). Summary of Matched-Sample
Analysis Comparing IMP and Traditional
Students at Philadelphia High School for Girls
on Mathematics Portion of Stanford-9 Test. In
J. Merlino & E. Wolff, Assessing the
Costs/Benefits of an NSF "Standards-Based"
Secondary Mathematics Curriculum on
Student Achievement. Philadelphia, PA:
The Greater Philadelphia Secondary
Mathematics Project.

• On tests focusing on quantitative reasoning, general problem solving, and statistics,
IMP students significantly outperform their peers in traditional programs.
• IMP students demonstrate more positive attitudes about mathematics and take
more mathematics courses, including advanced courses, compared to their peers
in traditional programs.

5 Webb, N. L., & M. Dowling (1996). Impact of
the Interactive Mathematics Program on the
retention of underrepresented students: Crossschool analysis of transcripts for the class of
1993 for three high schools. Project Report 96-2.
Madison: University of Wisconsin–Madison,
Wisconsin Center for Education Research (WCER).
6 Ibid.

Closing the achievement gap
Data gathered from student subgroups show that IMP has a positive effect on student
achievement among diverse student populations. In a transcript study of three high
schools, IMP students were compared with their peers who took the traditional
high-school mathematics course sequence. A statistically significant, higher percentage
of IMP students completed at least three years of college-preparatory mathematics, and a
statistically significant, higher percentage continued their studies in advanced courses
in mathematics.5
This finding was true for all ethnic groups of significant size at each of the three schools
in the study. (See Figure 1.) The finding was also true for both female and male students.
Advanced courses undertaken by the IMP students included mathematical analysis,
trigonometry and analytic geometry, precalculus, and calculus.6

WCER Cross-School Analysis, by ethnic subgroup,
of mathematics course completion.
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Figure 1
A statistically significant, higher
percentage of IMP students
completed at least three years of
college-preparatory mathematics, as
compared with their non-IMP peers.
(Webb, 1996)
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A 1998 study analyzed standardized test scores among IMP students attending seven
comprehensive high schools in Pennsylvania.7 The African-American student population
in these schools ranged from 52 to 98 percent of the total. The study examined the
students’ SAT 9 standardized test scores. To match student groups from IMP with
non-IMP student groups, the analysis excluded some special categories of students. Scores
for the IMP group exceeded those for the non-IMP group in every subscore, including
reading and science. The Mathematics Performance Index for IMP student groups was
18.6 points higher than for non-IMP student groups.

High-achieving student groups
Other studies show the IMP curriculum has positive effects for students who are
identified as high achievers. At one school, where background data were available from
seventh grade CTBS tests, students who scored in the upper quartile on these tests were
identified as high performers.8
A separate analysis of these students yielded these results:
• IMP students achieved higher mathematics grade-point averages
than non-IMP students.
• IMP students achieved higher overall grade-point averages than
non-IMP students, even when accounting for mathematics grades.
Among the students in the analysis who chose to take the college aptitude SAT test, IMP
students had a higher mean mathematics score than non-IMP students. Of students
taking the test, the IMP group also had a higher percentage of students doing “very well”
(600 or higher) than the non-IMP group.
In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the IMP curriculum was implemented in three
special-admission schools—schools that draw students from the entire eighth-grade
student population in Philadelphia and, consequently, accept applicants who are among
the top-achieving student population. The 1998 study mentioned earlier analyzed
standardized test scores of the IMP students at these three high schools. Scores for the
IMP group exceeded those for the non-IMP group in every subscore on the SAT 9
standardized test, including reading and science. At these schools, the Mathematics
Performance Index for the IMP student group was 7.8 points higher than for the
non-IMP student group.9

Other indicators of student achievement
A carefully controlled, longitudinal study was conducted from 1996 to 2002 in a
suburban United States high school that simultaneously adopted both the IMP
curriculum and a “4 x 4 block” schedule. In a standard scheduling system, the day is
typically divided into eight 45-minute classes that meet for a 180-day school year. In the
3
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7 In J. Merlino & E. Wolff. (2001).
Assessing the Costs/Benefits of an NSF
"Standards-Based" Secondary Mathematics
Curriculum on Student Achievement.
Philadelphia, PA: The Greater Philadelphia
Secondary Mathematics Project.
8 Webb, p. 385.
9 Merlino and Wolff, p. 24.

4 x 4 block schedule, courses meet for 90 school days for periods lasting an hour
and a half. Although total class time is the same, the longer class periods provide the
opportunity for students and teachers to work in greater depth on a subject.
One aspect of the study compared the Advanced Placement (AP) performance of IMP
students using block scheduling to that of students in previous years who were using a
traditional schedule and program. Students who used IMP in a block schedule showed
these characteristics:

10 Kramer, S. L. (1997a, February and 1997b,
March). What we know about block scheduling
and its effects on math instruction, Parts 1 and
2. Bulletin: National Association of Secondary
School Principals, 81, 586, 587.
Kramer, S. L. (2003). The Joint Impact of Block
Scheduling and a Standards-Based Curriculum
on High School Algebra Achievement and
Mathematics and Course Taking. PhD diss.,
University of Maryland.

• A larger number of students enrolled in Calculus BC, the most advanced
AP mathematics course.
• A larger number of students completed the AP Calculus BC exam.
• Scores on the AP Calculus BC exam were higher.10

Figure 2
Analysis of Advanced Placement outcomes during
implementation of IMP curriculum and block scheduling.

Block scheduling and the IMP
curriculum were implemented
over a three-year period. During
that time, the number of students
receiving the highest possible
score of “5” on the BC Calculus
exam increased. (Kramer, 2003)
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Achievement beyond traditional content
Evidence that IMP students do as well as or better than non-IMP students on
standardized tests is especially meaningful in view of the additional benefits provided by
the program. During the four-year span of the IMP curriculum, students devote roughly
20 to 30 percent of their classroom time learning mathematical content, such as
statistics, that is covered only briefly—or not at all—in traditional mathematics course
sequences. They also learn communication and problem-solving skills that are crucial
in the workplace.
Research has carefully documented the achievement of IMP students in these areas. For
example, in a 1996 study using the five statistics items from the Second International
Mathematics Study, grade nine IMP student groups achieved a mean score of 3.06 (out
of 5) compared with a score of 1.02 for the non-IMP student groups. The two groups
were matched on the basis of eighth-grade achievement tests; the difference in results is
statistically significant at the .01 level. In parallel studies at the tenth and eleventh grade,
IMP students as a group had scores that were higher, to a statistically significant degree,
in the areas of quantitative reasoning and general problem solving.11

Changing attitudes toward mathematics
Other studies have examined attitudes of IMP students toward mathematics as a field
of knowledge. Findings show that IMP students are more likely to value what they are
learning and to perceive mathematics as being useful in their daily lives.12

Success in admission to college
Finally, one of the major criteria by which parents measure success is whether a program
allows students to gain admission to colleges of their choice. The IMP curriculum is
recognized as meeting college preparatory mathematics requirements. IMP students are
routinely admitted to major state college and university systems, all the schools of the Ivy
League, other nationally recognized schools such as Stanford and Wellesley, and
historically Black colleges such as Howard and Spellman. A list of schools where IMP
students have been accepted is available on the Web at www.mathimp.org. The Web site
also contains extensive information about the IMP program.

5
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11 Webb, N. L. & Dowling, M. (1997).
Comparison of IMP Students with Students
Enrolled in Traditional Courses on Probability,
Statistics, Problem Solving, and Reasoning.
Project Report 97-1. Madison: University of
Wisconsin–Madison, Wisconsin Center for
Education Research.
12 Clarke, D., et al. (1992). The Other
Consequences of a Problem-Based
Mathematics Curriculum, Research Report
No. 3. Mathematics Teaching and Learning
Centre, Australian Catholic University.
Boaler, J, et al. (2002). Choosing a math
curriculum: Information from Greendale
High School. Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Teaching and Learning Center.
Available: http://www.stanford.edu/
~joboaler/curriculum/stanford.html.
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The Delaware MET
Course Selection Handbook
Credit Requirements
State of Delaware Law for a Diploma
No public school student shall be granted a State of Delaware Diploma unless such student shall have successfully completed a
minimum of 24 credits in order to graduate including: 4 credits in English/language arts, 4 credits in mathematics, 3 credits in
science, 3 credits in social studies, 2 credits in world language, 1 credit in physical education, 1/2 credit in health, 3 credits in a
career pathway, and 3 1/2 credits in elective courses.

The Delaware MET Credit Requirements
The curriculums for all required courses have been developed to meet State of Delaware Content Standards for English,
mathematics, social studies, and science. The Delaware MET believes in high expectations and building bridges to allow students
to reach those expectations. The curriculum at The Delaware MET incorporates research-based best practices which are known
to help students achieve their full potential and to do their personal best.

THE DELAWARE MET Graduation Requirements
Includes Delaware Department of Education Requirements of 26 credits.
English
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
Foreign Language (Spanish)
Physical Education
Health
Advisory/Project Workshop/LTI Internship Pathway
Internship
Electives/Beyond the Bell

4.0 credits
3.0 credits
4.0 credits
3.0 credits
2.0 credits
1.0 credits
.5 credits
8.0 credits
3.0 credits
3.5 credits

Total:

32.0 credits

Seniors who successfully complete the minimum of 26 credits that include the above courses are eligible for graduation and will
receive a diploma.

Granting Credit
Granting course credit to a student requires a passing final grade and the satisfactory completion of all major course
requirements. In addition, students are required to attend at least 95% of the class meetings. At the beginning of each course,
teachers will provide students with a course syllabus which includes a written list of all major requirements. Parents will be
expected to review the syllabus with their student and return a signed copy to the teacher.
Students must accumulate passing grades in all core curriculum requirements each year to be promoted to the following grade
level. In order to be promoted to 11th grade, students must also complete the Sophomore Gateway Exhibition, which includes
reflection on what has been learned through the academic rotations and Learning Through Interests Internships. This gateway
exhibition will also focus on the students’ career pathway – a series of at least four internships within the same field that
demonstrate a growing proficiency. The student will need to demonstrate which internships will be a part of the sequence and
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where future internships might lead them to build upon the skills learned by the student.
THE DELAWARE MET Grading Policy
Academic work at The Delaware MET will be largely project-based and expectations for grading will be outlined to students
through rubrics and model papers. The following grading scale will be in effect.
A – Excels beyond standards for proficiency
B – Meets standards for proficiency
C – Approaching standards for proficiency
D – Below standards for proficiency
F – Far below standards for proficiency
I – Incomplete

93-100
85-92
77 -84
70-76
below 70
work which must be completed (no credit)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Delaware MET Educational Program
THE DELAWARE MET Course Descriptions
All students will be required to complete programs that maintain high expectations and which will prepare students to succeed in
college, trade school, the military, or career opportunities. Differentiation in the education program will occur in the projects
designed to extend learning into the LTI internship program. The teachers at The Delaware MET will maintain high expectations
for both coursework and student-designed projects. The school provides a tutoring program after school for students who require
more time and assistance to meet course requirements. The following outline of courses provides students with a course of study
that will meet the academic standards endorsed by the State of Delaware.
English
English 9
English 10
American Literature
World Literature
Creative Writing
Communications and Media Studies
Journalism

1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit

Required
Required
Required
Required
Elective
Elective
Elective

Integrated Math I
Integrated Math II
Integrated Math III
Integrated Math IV

1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit

Required
Required
Required
Required

Social Studies
Geography and Civics
Enhanced Economics
US History
World History

1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit

Required
Required
Required
Required

Science
Earth/Physical Science
Life Sciences
Chemistry/Physics
Ecology/Astronomy

1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit

Required
Required
Required
Required

Mathematics
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World Language
Spanish I
Spanish II
Fine and Performing Arts
Chorus
Performance Choir*
Introduction to Art
Art in the Community*
Art in the Media*
Media Production
* added in 2014-2015

1.0 Credit
1.0 Credit

Required
Required

.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit

Elective
Elective
Elective
Elective
Elective
Elective

Advisory/Project Workshop/LTI Internship Pathway
Advisory 101
2.0 Credits
Advisory 102
2.0 Credits
Advisory 103*
2.0 Credits
Advisory 104**
2.0 Credit
* added in 2014-2015
** added in 2015-2016
Learning Through Interests Internships
LTI Internship 1
LTI Internship 2
LTI Internship 3*
LTI Internship 4*
LTI Internship 5**
LTI Internship 6**
* added in 2014-2015
** added in 2015-2016
Driver’s Education
Driver’s Education

Required
Required
Required
Required

.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit
.5 Credit

Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required

.25 Credit

Elective

Course Descriptions
English Language Arts
English Language Arts I
1.0 Credit
Required
The course is designed to provide a wide range of reading experiences with print and non-print materials that have
literary, informational, persuasive, and practical purposes. Students are required to use the writing process and
criteria for effective writing to demonstrate their abilities to write in a variety of forms and for multiple audiences
and purposes. Students use writing to make sense of their reading and thinking experiences. Students will build
their listening and speaking skills through collaborative projects and exhibitions that utilize technology to
communicate ideas. This course will be integrated with social studies content.
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English Language Arts II
1.0 Credit
Required
Students will continue to build the reading, writing, speaking, listening, observing, and using of technology that was
started during the freshman year. The course will include a diverse reading list of print and non-print literary,
informational, persuasive, and practical “texts.” Students will use the writing process to write a variety of forms for
multiple audiences and purposes. A strong focus is placed on the informational form for the purpose of recognizing,
using, and analyzing: author’s purpose, organization patterns, text features, and persuasive techniques. Students are
asked to make text to self, text to text, and text to world connections for the purpose of formulating and explaining
opinions. Students will make multiple presentations and collaborate on projects. Students will continue to integrate
inquiry skills and technology to communicate ideas. This course will be integrated with social studies content.
American Literature
1.0 Credit
Required
Students will study the chronological development of American literature while linking thematically to students’
study of American history and the overall theme of the “American Dream.” Students will study various authors and
diverse genres, such as short stories, novels, plays, poetry, non-fiction, literary essays, and drama as they learn about
each time period. Students will demonstrate their academic writing in a formal MLA formatted research piece tied
to their LTI project and exhibition. Writing will include transactive, expository, personal, and literary writing.
Students will grow in their speaking and listening skills through presentations, exhibitions, and collaborative
projects. This course will give students the opportunity to collaborate through presentations, analyze several
different texts for real world application as well as for aesthetic purposes, and to use technology to enhance their
reading comprehension and writing skills.
World Literature
1.0 Credit
Required
Students will thematically study world literature as it connects with their study of world history and the theme of
“Conflict and Community.” Through the year, students will read and study a broad range of literature from the
Americas, Africa, Europe, Southwest and South Central Asia, China, and the Pacific. Through a close reading of
these texts, students will deepen their understanding of how culture and context shape the writing and how writers
craft language to provide meaning and entertainment for the reader. Project-based literature study will include
collaboration and conversation about the texts and written responses include analytical and comparative analysis.
Students will develop expository, analytical, and argumentative pieces, as well as creative writings, including their
75 page autobiography which was begun as a freshman. Students will hone their speaking and listening skills
through presentations and in preparation for their graduation gateway exhibition. Technology will be integral to all
areas of this English course.
Creative Writing
0.5 Credit
Elective
Using a workshop approach to writing, students will write on poetry, short stories, plays, and literary essays.
Students will design and publish the school literary magazine, including writing for the magazine as well as
evaluating writing submitted from students outside of the class. The students from the course will host a monthly
coffee house after-school as venue for Spoken Word poetry and other student voices. This course will be taught in a
project-based, workshop format and may be taken more than once.

Communications and Media Studies
0.5 Credit
Elective
Students will learn about techniques for public speaking and speech writing, specializing in rhetoric and persuasive
writing. Students will practice making several speeches throughout the course to develop their ability to address
groups. Students will learn about the media and critically analyze the media’s role in our culture. In addition,
students will contribute to the production of the daily announcements and school publicity and marketing materials.
This course will be taught in a project-based, workshop format and may be taken more than once.
Journalism
0.5 Credit
Elective
Students will develop their newspaper reporting and persuasive writing abilities. Students will apply the basics of
newspaper reporting to such publications as the student newspaper, yearbook, news TV program, webpage, and
other current school publications. The class will be designed as writing workshop where students will be
responsible for creating assignments, writing articles, selling advertising, taking photographs, and researching other
topics of interest. This course will be taught in a project-based, workshop format and may be taken more than once.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Geography and Regional Planning
0.5 Credit
Required
This geography course creatively challenges students to use the tools of geography to view, analyze, and understand
the world around them. In this project-based course, students will be presented with contemporary problems
encountered in local communities and asked to solve them. Then they will compare their solutions with the
solutions developed by the community leaders. In all areas, geography is a contextualized study. In this course,
students will research problems, analyze data, and suggest solutions. This course is taught in a humanities block
with English I.
Citizenship and Civics
0.5 Credit
Required
Citizenship and Civics is an overview of citizenship roles and responsibilities designed to help students become
independent thinkers and conscientious citizens. This course deals with political trends and behavior which citizens
consider to be relevant to the most pressing issues of the day. This project-based course will provide students with
experiences that will develop attitudes of citizenship within a democratic society. Topics include: (1) the
policymaking process, (2) public participation in policymaking, (3) citizenship rights and responsibilities in a
changing society, and (4) the relationship between modern society and government. Study of the local government
should be a component of this course. This course is taught in a humanities block with English I.
Enhanced Economics
1.0 Credit
Required
Enhanced Economics examines the allocation of resources and their uses for satisfying human needs and wants. The
course analyzes economic reasoning used by consumers, producers, savers, investors, workers, voters, and
government in making decisions. Key elements of the course include study of scarcity and economic reasoning,
supply and demand, market structures, role of government, national income determination, the role of financial
institutions, economic stabilization, and trade. The functions of government in a market economy and market
structures will be examined. The behavior of people, societies and institutions and economic thinking is integral to
this course.
United States History
1.0 Credit
Required
In this course, students will be expected to identify and review significant events, persons, and movements in the
early development of the nation. The course then gives major emphasis to the interaction of key events, people, and
political, economic, social, and cultural influences in national developments from the late nineteenth century through
the present. Students are expected to trace and analyze chronological periods and examine the significant themes
and concepts in U.S. History. They will develop historical thinking and research skills and use primary and
secondary sources to explore topical issues and to understand the cause for changes in the nation over time. This
course will be taught in tandem with American Literature and will involve several integrated projects.
World History
1.0 Credit
Required
World History emphasizes events and developments in the past that greatly affected large numbers of people across
broad areas and that significantly influenced peoples and places in subsequent eras. Key events related to people
and places as well as transcultural interaction and exchanges are examined in this course. Students are expected to
compare and contrast events and developments involving diverse peoples and civilizations in different regions of the
world. They will examine examples of continuity and change, universality and particularity, and unity and diversity
among various peoples and cultures from the past to the present. Students are also expected to practice skills and
process of historical thinking and research and apply content knowledge to the practice of thinking and inquiry skills
and processes.
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Mathematics
The Interactive Mathematics Program (IMP) is a four-year problem based mathematics curriculum with the rigor
required for college-bound students. The IMP curriculum is designed around four-to-eight-week units that are each
organized around a central problem or theme. Motivated by this central focus, students solve a variety of smaller
problems, both routine and non-routine, that develop the underlying skills and concepts needed to solve the central
problems in that unit
IMP I
1.0 Credit
Required
The first-year curriculum contains an introduction to problem-solving strategies, the use of variables, and the
meaning and use of functions and graphs, as well as concepts from statistics, geometry, and trigonometry. These
mathematics ideas are set in varied contexts, such as the settlement of the American West, games of chance, Edgar
Allan Poe's The Pit and the Pendulum, and measurement of shadows.
IMP II
1.0 Credit
Required
Students work with powerful mathematical ideas, including the chi-square statistic, the Pythagorean theorem, and
linear programming, and learn a variety of approaches to solving equations. Problem contexts include statistical
comparison of populations, the geometry of the honeycomb, and maximization of profits from a cookie store.

IMP III
1.0 Credit
Required
Students extend their understanding of material studied in preceding years of the curriculum, while learning about
and applying new topics such as combinatorics, derivatives, and algebra of matrices. A baseball pennant race,
population growth, and decision-making on land use provide some of the contexts for the mathematical concepts.

IMP IV
1.0 Credit
Required
Fourth-year IMP has a more varied subject matter than a calculus-focused course, and includes topics such as
circular functions, computer graphics, and statistical sampling. Units build on the strong knowledge base of students
who have completed three years in the program. Problem settings include a Ferris-wheel circus act and election
polling.

SCIENCE
Earth/Physical Science
1.0 Credit
Required
This challenging course provides students with important insights into the physical environment of the earth. An
overview of the chemical properties and the physical forces of motion that shape the earth’s features will be
investigated in a logical sequence. Emphasis will be on addressing state standards through an integrated curriculum
that relates energy, alchemy – chemistry, and the earth’s systems to the fields of geology, meteorology/climatology,
astronomy, and oceanography.

Life Sciences
1.0 Credit
Required
In this course, students will explore the nature of science and the theory of evolution by natural selection, understand
the chemical basis of many life processes, and investigate the storage of genetic information in DNA, its
transmission and its expression during protein synthesis. Students will also investigate the application of these
topics to biotechnology. Inquiry and technology-based experiences will prepare students with the skill and
processes needed for college and/or the work environment. Laboratory work will allow the students to explore
fundamental chemical relationships and become more familiar with basic chemical laboratory techniques and
procedures.
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Integrated Chemistry-Physics
1.0 Credit
Required
Integrated Chemistry-Physics is a course focused on the following core topics: motion and energy of macroscopic
objects; chemical, electrical, mechanical and nuclear energy; properties of matter; transport of energy; magnetism;
energy production and its relationship to the environment and economy. Instruction will focus on developing
student understanding that scientific knowledge is gained from observation of natural phenomena and
experimentation by designing and conducting investigations guided by theory and by evaluating and communicating
the results of those investigations according to accepted procedures. Laboratory work will allow the students to
explore fundamental chemical relationships and become more familiar with basic chemical laboratory techniques
and procedures.
Astronomy and Space Science
.5 Credit
Required
In this course, students will learn about the earth, the solar system, stars, the galaxy and the universe. The astronomy
section of the course will provide experiences in planetary science and astronomy, and the Space Science section will
provide experiences about the technology and theory of space travel. Students will learn about rockets, remote sensing,
orbital mechanics, space shuttle technology, the earth’s place in the universe, constellations, lives and deaths of stars, and
the latest astronomical research on new planet discoveries.
Ecology
.5 Credit
Required
Ecology is a laboratory science course that enables students to develop an understanding of the natural and manmade environment and the environmental problems the world faces. Students explore ecological concepts through
an inquiry approach. Embedded standards for Inquiry and Technology & Engineering are taught in the context of the
content standards for Individuals, Populations, Communities, Ecosystems, Biomes, Humans and Sustainability.

VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
School-Wide Chorus
0.5 Credit
Elective
Chorus places emphasis on active participation and performance, tone quality, expression, diction, blend, breath
support, musical discrimination, and interpretation. Fundamentals of music theory and music history are introduced
and music from a variety of genres will be performed. The chorus will perform traditional and classical pieces of
music, as well as music representative of the cultural background of the school, connecting students, heritage,
culture, and traditions. This course may be taken multiple times.
Performance Choir
0.5 Credit
Elective
Students taking performance choir will develop musicianship and specific performance skills through ensemble and
solo singing while building a high quality repertoire in the diverse styles of choral literature appropriate in difficulty
and range for the students. Students develop the ability to understand and convey the composer's intent in
performance of music. Time outside of the school day may be scheduled for rehearsals and performances. Students
are required to participate in performance opportunities outside of the school day that support and extend learning in
the classroom. Students may take this course more than once. Pre-requisite: Chorus
Visual Art Production
0.5 Credit
Elective
Visual Art Production is designed to a general course to introduce and extend students’ understanding and skills in
producing visual art. The content of the course will include an introduction to two and three-dimensional art that
encompasses art history, art criticism, aesthetics, and production and leads to the creation of portfolio quality works.
Students explore historical and cultural background and connections; analyze, interpret, theorize, and make
informed judgments about artwork and the nature of art; create two and three-dimensional works of art, reflect upon
the outcomes, and revise their work; relate art to other disciplines and discover opportunities for integration. This
course will be taught in a studio format to accommodate students’ varying skill levels.
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Art in the Community
0.5 Credit
Elective
This course will focus on students’ study of the visual artwork, drama, dance, and other performances that are
representative of the local community. Students will learn about various types of art and research their history and
criteria for evaluation. Together, students will seek to draw lines connecting forms of art and discussing what art
contributes to the community. Students will also become artists themselves and create a portfolio of work to share.
This course will be taught in a project-based, workshop format and may be taken more than once.
Art in the Media
0.5 Credit
Elective
Students will focus on how art (photography, video, political cartoons, etc.) is used in the media both as a work unto
itself and as it contributes and impacts the message given in the new story. The course will consider art that is found
in print, on TV, and on the web. Elements of effective photography and videography will be explored and applied to
various media events. Students will also learn about graphic design and will try to create their own art as they
produce video infomercials and other public service ads. This course will be taught in a project-based, workshop
format and may be taken more than once.
Media Production
0.5 Credit
Elective
In Media Production, students will be expected to develop an understanding of the media industry with a focus on
fundamental elements and principles of visual art and design. In addition to the creation and design of graphic
materials for use as illustration, advertising, and computer graphics, students will also design and create multimedia
projects that are based on the challenges in the media production industry. Students will employ a creative design
process to create original two- or three-dimensional projects; and apply art elements and principles to photographic
works and multimedia applications that include digital and interactive media. This course will be individualized
through a workshop format, so students may take the course multiple times.

TECHNOLOGY
Keyboarding and Writing On-Line
0.5 Credit
Elective
Using computers quickly and effectively is an essential life skill. In this course, students will train their fingers to
type quickly to make all of their work on the computer a bit smoother and faster. Students will also practice their
keyboarding skills by creating and maintaining a blog to which other students can respond. Students will be
required to both create the blog and write on other’s blogs to keep the fingers flying.
Computer Applications
0.5 Credit
Elective
This course will introduce students to the integrated MS Office program, which is widely used in business. Students
will learn basic and advanced functions of MS Word, MS Excel, and MS Power Point. MS ACCESS will be
introduced. This course will take on a workshop approach as students complete projects to learn to use the MS
Office program. Computer word terminology is a component as this course will help students acquire the skills
needed to pass the computer literacy examination.
Publications, Power Point, and Applied Technology
0.5 Credit
Elective
This course is a nature extension of Computer Applications as students will learn the process of combining text and
graphics using the computer to create attractive, stimulating publications and presentations. They will learn to create
documents such as newsletters, invitations, letterheads, and advertising materials. They will also learn to combine
text, graphics, photos, and videos in Power Point to meet the needs of a listening audience.
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WORLD LANGUAGES
Spanish I
1.0 Credit
Required
Spanish I introduces students to the Spanish language, the people who speak Spanish, and the geography and culture
of the lands where Spanish is spoken. Emphasis is placed upon developing understanding in speaking, reading, and
writing the language. Oral practice is reinforced through dialogue, scenarios, presentations, and games. Aspects of
Spanish culture is researched and presented in written form and orally to the class.
Spanish II
1.0 Credit
Required
Spanish II is designed to further develop the language skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing Spanish.
There is still much emphasis placed on oral practice through dialogues, scenarios, “how-to” presentations and
teacher/student generated games. Considerable time is spent developing reading skills and applying them to Spanish
literature. Aspects of Spanish culture is researched and presented in written form and orally to the class.
Spanish III
1.0 Credit
Elective
Spanish III builds upon effective strategies for Spanish language learning by facilitating the use of the language and
cultural understanding for self-directed purposes. This course encourages interpersonal communication through
speaking and writing; exchange detailed information in oral and written form; and write cohesive information with
greater detail. Students will also continue to develop their reading and listening comprehension skills, such as using
cognates, synonyms and antonyms to derive meaning from written and oral information, and comprehending
detailed written or oral directions. Students will address the presentational mode by presenting student-created
material on a variety of topics, as well as reading aloud to practice pronunciation and intonation.

Physical Education and Health
Lifetime Fitness
0.25 Credits Each
1.0 Credit Required
Lifetime Fitness will promote a physical education program that encourages students to find an activity that they
enjoy and can engage in beyond high school. Based on their interests, freshman and sophomore students will select
to participate in four ¼ credit activities that promote a variety of physical activities in a variety of settings such as
team sports; dual sports activities; individual physical activities; outdoor pursuits; self-defense and martial arts;
aquatics; gymnastics; yoga; rowing; and dance. In each module, students will practice skills that demonstrate:
competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform the physical activity; understanding of
movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical
activities; regular participation in physical activity to achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical
fitness; responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings; value for
physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction; and physical activity as
critical to the development and maintenance of good health.
Health and Wellness
0.5 Credit
Required
Health & Wellness provides students with a study of personal health and wellness, physical activity, healthy eating,
promoting safety and preventing unintentional injury and violence, promoting mental and emotional health, a
tobacco-free lifestyle and an alcohol- and other drug-free lifestyle and promoting human development and family
health. Through a variety of instructional strategies, students practice the development of functional advanced
health information (essential concepts); determine personal values that support health behaviors; develop group
norms that value a healthy lifestyle; develop the essential skills necessary to adopt, practice, and maintain healthenhancing behaviors and wellness advocacy skills.
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ADVISORY/LEARNING THROUGH INTERESTS INTERNSHIPS
CAREER PATHWAY

Advisory 101
2.0 Credits
Required
Advisory 101 is for students in their freshmen year and is the class that builds connections between the academic
rotations, integrated project work and learning through interests. Students will work with their advisor and parents
to develop a Personalized Learning Plan that is based on data collected through assessment and includes
intermediary and long term academic goals and pathways of success to reach those goals. Students will spend a
significant time learning about their interests and connecting them to fields of study and work in the real world.
Students will complete interviews and job shadowing days with works and professionals in their fields of interest.
Students’ fall exhibition will be a presentation on what they have learned about themselves, their interests, and how
those transfer into career options. Significant time will be spent developing students’ skills to interact with an adult,
professional world, including role plays. Students will spend time volunteering in the community to practice their
skills, including the planning and coordination of a service-learning project. In the spring, students will arrange
their own Learning Through Interest Internship and complete a project that integrates academic content with their
real world experience. See annual expectations for Delaware MET students listed below.
Advisory 201
2.0 Credits
Required
Learning Through Interests Internship (LTI)
1.0 Credit
Required
Advisory 201 and LTI is for students in their sophomore year and continues to build connections between the
academic rotations, integrated project work and LTI interships. Students will revise their intermediary and long
term goals on their Personalized Learning Plan to reflect achievements freshman year and updated assessment data.
Blended learning opportunities will be available during advisory time to individualize instruction. In the fall and the
spring, based on their interests, students will use the LTI database, phone calls, personal networks, interviews, and
job shadowing to locate an internship site and mentor in the community. Each LTI internship will include an
academic project that is beneficial to the site and involves deep learning of integrated content. The LTI internship
will culminate in an exhibition of learning that connects the LTI project with academic content and industry
standards. Students will begin to explore different colleges in the area, matching them to their interests, and take at
least one college tour with their advisory. Students will continue to develop their draft of the autobiography begun
in Advisory 201, participate in at least one community advocacy project, and prepare for the sophomore gateway.
See annual expectations for Delaware MET students listed below.
Advisory 301
2.0 Credits
Required
Learning Through Interests Internship (LTI)
1.0 Credit
Required
Advisory 301 is for students in their junior year and builds the sequenced pathway study of LTI’s within a single
field of study. Work at the LTI sites will include the student learning valuable skills that are integral to the
functioning of the business or organization and will be cumulative as students complete LTI’s and projects within
the same field. At their exhibitions, students will integrate what they have learned across several LTI’s within the
same field and the academic rotations. Students will develop a portfolio of colleges and universities that match their
interests and attend at least one college tour; students will also begin to explore funding options for college.
Students will collect artifacts for the college admission portfolio and begin a draft of a college entrance examination.
The Personalized Learning Plan will continue to drive the academic program as it is revised by the student with
input from the advisor, parents, and mentor, now integrating what students have learned about college admission
requirements and planning to address gaps in learning. Blending learning opportunities will continue to be
coordinated through the learning plan. Students will collaborate with other students in the advisory to complete a
community advocacy project and continue to write and revise their autobiography. See annual expectations for
Delaware MET students listed below.
Advisory 401
Learning Through Interests Internship (LTI)

2.0 Credits
1.0 Credit
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In their senior year, students will complete their capstone project, connecting the sequenced LTI’s to the academic
rotations, and deep learning about industry standards within their professional field of study. To dive deeper into a
field of study, students may complete one extended LTI that extends over two semesters or complete two shorter
LTI’s. Students will use their Personalized Learning Plan to coordinate the academic program, assess gaps, and plan
for addressing the gaps. Some students may take classes at a local college to accommodate advanced studies and
dual enrollment. Students will apply to several colleges to provide that option after college and work through
financial aid forms in cooperation with their advisor and parents. Through collaboration with other students who are
juniors or seniors, students will collaborate on a community advocacy project within their field of study to further
their understanding of how the real world connects to academic content. Students will complete their 75 page
autobiography and prepare for their senior gateway presentation that is a culmination and reflection on everything
they have learned while at The Delaware MET and out at LTI experiences. See annual expectations for Delaware
MET students listed below.

Driver’s Education
Driver’s Education Course
.25 Credit
Elective
Driver Education consists of two separate instructional phases and is scheduled during the student’s sophomore or
junior years. Part one is the classroom theory phase, which meets for a minimum of 30 classroom hours. Part two is
the roadwork phase that provides the student with at least seven hours behind the wheel, plus an additional 7 hours
of observation time. Students will use the Delaware Driver Manual supplied by the state of Delaware. In class,
students will participate in class discussions, writing activities, group worksheets, small group discussions, oral
presentations, and a final driving exam. This course will be offered at varied times, including during the school day,
after-school, and during the summer break.

The Delaware MET Annual Expectations for Students
As part of the educational program, all students at The Delaware MET will meet the following annual
expectations. In addition to the general expectations of all students, the expectations of each grade level
are further defined. Students will be held accountable for these expectations through their advisory and
academic rotation blocks.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Annual Expectations for All Students at the Delaware MET
Follow interests in the real world (informational interviews, volunteering/
community service, research)
Have a positive impact on the community (service learning, etc.)

Completed as part of
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory

7.

Work with teacher/advisor to develop and/or revise Personalized Learning Plan
Meet with learning-plan team three times per year to confirm Personalized
Learning Plan (beginning of each semester and at the year’s end) and review
portfolio of evidence. Update Personalized Learning Plan online.
Complete the work outlined in the Personalized Learning Plan
Be aware of gaps in learning and address them through project work and/or blended
learning
Build a portfolio of best work and keep a binder of all work in each subject area

8.

Upload projects to Big Picture Online and collect online feedback as part of the

Advisory

5.
6.
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Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
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9.

review process
Have four public exhibitions of work per year (one per LTI experience and one
mid-year and one in June), integrating technology as a presentation tool

10. Participate in at least two arts and culture activities per year
11. Blog in journals three times per week to reflect on learning – engage others in
online chatter about the book and respond to other reading blogs
12. Maintain a books to read list – fiction and nonfiction
13. Schedule daily planners every week
14. Maintain an LTI/professional contact log
15. Come to school on time every day
16. Be responsible for actions and locations; sign out of advisory
17. Be responsible for technology hardware and using technology and online resources
responsibly
18. Show respect for self and others
19. Take responsibility for the learning process
20. Take advantage of opportunities for personal and academic growth
21. Make productive summer plans prior to the end of the school year

Advisory
Advisory/
Beyond the Bell
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
All areas
All areas
All areas
Advisory

1.
2.

Annual Expectations for 9th Grade
Complete all annual expectations for all Delaware MET students
Prepare for and take the 9th grade ELA and math DCAS

Completed as part of
Advisory
ELA/Math

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Prepare and take the End of Course Assessment for IMP 2, if applicable
Read at least four books outside of ELA and post on the advisory reading blog
Successfully complete Humanities 9
Successfully complete IMP 1 or 2
Successfully complete Earth and Physical Science
Successfully complete Spanish I

Math
Advisory
Humanities/Advisory
Math/ Advisory
Science/ Advisory
Spanish/ Advisory

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Successfully complete Physical Education
Successfully complete Health
Participate in at least one community service project
Obtain at least one LTI experience
Complete proposal for Autobiographical Project
Complete 25 pages or the equivalent for your Autobiographical Project

Physical Education
Health
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory/ELA
Advisory/ELA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Annual Expectations for 10th grade:
Complete all annual expectations for all Delaware MET students
Obtain an LTI during the first semester
Obtain an LTI during the second semester
Prepare for and take the 10th grade ELA and math DCAS
Prepare for and take the End of Course Assessment for ELA 2

Completed as part of
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
ELA/Math
ELA

Prepare for and take the End of Course Assessment for IMP 2
Read at least five books outside of ELA, update reading inventory, and post on the
advisory reading blog

Math

6.
7.
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8.
9.

Present mini-exhibitions in each learning goal area during third quarter
Create a personal webpage to showcase yourself as a learner and to organize best
work from 9th and 10th grades
10. Take the PSAT
11. Begin to research colleges and look at requirements

Advisory

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Advisory
Humanities/ Advisory
Math/ Advisory
Science/ Advisory
Spanish/ Advisory

Visit at least one college campus
Successfully complete Humanities 10
Successfully complete IMP 2
Successfully complete Biology
Successfully complete Spanish II
Complete two LTI experiences with associated projects, integrate technology as a
learning and presenting tool
18. Participate in one community advocacy project
19. Complete an additional 25 pages or the equivalent for your Autobiographical
Project
20. Prepare for Gateway Exhibition:
 portfolio of best work
 four required letters of recommendation (advisor, mentor, parent, peer)
 written defense showing student is ready for increased responsibility for their
own learning and prepared to play a more active leadership role

Advisory
Advisory
Advisory

Advisory
Advisory
Advisory/ELA

Advisory

1.

Annual Expectations for 11th grade:
Complete all annual expectations

Completed as a part of
Advisory

2.

Demonstrate heightened personal qualities and depth of work

3.

Play a leadership role in the school and/or community

Advisory/
Academic Rotations
Advisory

4.

Advisory

7.
8.
9.

Complete an LTI internship during the first semester related to an identified career
field, integrating technology as a learning tool
Complete an LTI internship during the second semester related to an identified
career field, integrating technology as a learning tool
Read at least six books, including two non-fiction, update reading inventory, and
post on the advisory reading blog
Prepare for and take the IMP End of Course Assessment
Prepare for and take the US History End of Course Assessment
Successfully complete Humanities 11

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Successfully complete IMP 3
Successfully complete Chemistry and Physics
Successfully complete one elective in the arts
Meet with a college counselor and share information with learning plan team
Research five colleges and their admission requirements
If gap remains in college admission requirements, address them in learning plan

Math/ Advisory
Science/ Advisory
Arts
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory

5.
6.

16. Visit at least two colleges
17. Create a draft of college essay
18. Begin to create a college portfolio (resume, transcript, essay, awards, best work),
develop a college application website as a tool to present with college applications
19. Prepare and take SAT or ACT in the spring
20. Complete an additional 25 pages or the equivalent for your Autobiographical
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Advisory
Advisory
Math
Humanities
Humanities/ Advisory

Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory/ELA
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Project
21. Have senior capstone project proposal approved by committee
22. Collaborate with others in the advisory to complete a community advocacy project

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Advisory
Advisory

Annual Expectations for 12th Grade:
Complete all annual expectations
Demonstrate heightened personal qualities and depth of work
Play a leadership role in the school and/or community
Collaborate with other students on a community advocacy project with field of
interest and related to capstone project
Complete an LTI internship during the first semester related to an identified career
field, integrating technology as a learning tool
Complete an LTI internship during the second semester related to an identified
career field, integrating technology as a learning tool
Successfully complete Humanities 12
Successfully complete IMP 4
Successfully complete Chemistry and Physics
Successfully complete one elective in the arts
Develop senior capstone project work plan based on proposal, explain how you will
use technology to facilitate learning and as a presentation tool
Meet consistently with senior project mentor
Contact a resource related to the capstone project at least every other week and
keep track of these contacts
Complete an in-depth senior capstone project
Read a book a month (nine total, including two non-fiction books), update reading
inventory, and post on the advisory blog
Prepare for and take SAT or ACT
Complete a Senior Portfolio of best work

Completed as part of
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory

Visit and interview with at least four colleges
Research and apply to colleges
Research and apply for scholarships and financial aid
Create a post-Delaware MET plan
Complete Autobiographical Project (75 pages or equivalent)
Using technology and a multi-media presentation, prepare for and present work and
reflection at graduation gateway exhibition

Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory/ELA
Advisory/
Academic Rotations
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Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Humanities/ Advisory
Math/ Advisory
Science/ Advisory
Arts
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory
Advisory

Learning Through Interests Pathway Description
The Learning Through Interests (LTI) Pathway is the heart of the academic program at the
Delaware Met. It provides the real world application for learning that creates relevance and
engagement for students. While students spend three days per week on campus in advisories
and in academic rotations, twice per week, students spend the day at an LTI site, pursuing their
passions in the real world. At the LTI site, the student is learning valuable skills that are integral
to the functioning of the business or organization. For example, at a hospital, a student might
intern with one of the hospital nutritionists. While the student may spend some time learning
about the functioning of a hospital kitchen, it is imperative that the student also work directly
with the nutritionist to learn about how and why various diets are designed for different
patients, connecting diet and health. It is around such critical job functions that the student’s
LTI project would be developed.
For each LTI, the student will complete an in-depth project that gives back to the organization
at which he/she is interning. For example, at the hospital, the nutritionist might need some
literature developed to use with patients, such as education materials regarding the treatment
of a specific disease or condition through diet. The LTI student might be charged with
researching the condition and how diet can affect symptoms, designing appropriate diet
recommendations, and developing the materials. Through the process, the student would work
with his/her advisor to make sure that standards are being met for particular content areas – in
this case, ELA, science, and health. The student would also work with his/her advisor to make
sure that the quality of the work is commensurate with what is expected in the workplace.
Unlike a school project, for which the advisor would be the only audience, these materials
would be researched and developed to be used as an educational tool with real patients.
In most cases the LTI experiences will be sequential and reflect advancing skills. For example, a
student interested in animals might first do an LTI with the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals. This might then lead to an LTI with a general veterinarian, and then to time spent
working with a veterinarian in a specific subspecialty – equine medicine, for example. In each
case, the LTI would be tied back to a project that includes academic skills and demonstrates the
students advancing. The value of students staying within a given field is that they are able to
fully explore the career options within that field, make contacts and connections, learn about
the industry standards for that area, and learn specialized job skills that can be applied if they
decide not to go to college after graduation.
In the freshman year, the LTI experience will be focused on introducing students to the
professional world and the opportunities that are available after graduation. Students will work
with their advisors to explore their interests and the possible careers that match those
interests. Students will develop skills around workplace etiquette and expectations, including
the writing of resumes, job interview techniques, working collaboratively, and other social skills
required on the job. LTIs will include job shadowing experiences to make sure that the
internship site is a good fit. Early in freshman year, advisories may venture out in teams to
complete LTI experiences together around common interests or to complete community
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service. If individual students are ready, they may begin individualized LTI experiences in the
first semester. By the second semester of freshman year, all students will be equipped with the
tools to find an LTI site connected to their interests and to intern there two afternoons per
week. Beginning in the sophomore year, each student will engage in an LTI internship every
Tuesday and Thursday.
In the sophomore year, students will first come to The Delaware MET for advisory prior to
leaving for their LTIs. This will allow advisors to monitor how the LTIs are progressing, assist
with project work, and continue to develop on-the-job skills. In the junior and senior years,
students will report directly to their LTI sites on Tuesday and Thursday mornings.
While most of the LTI experiences will be in local businesses and organizations, some students
may find other interests in a given semester. For example, one semester, a student’s LTI might
revolve around planning, fundraising, and taking a trip abroad. Another LTI might deal with
lobbying the state legislature regarding an issue relevant to the student, including researching
the context for the proposed new law, rallying community support, developing educational
materials, talking with legislators, and the like. Students will be limited only by their interests
and the extent of the possibilities they see in the world around them.
Integrated LTI Project Work
As described above, students will complete projects connected to their LTI internships and
integrating academic content. Each academic team of four core advisors will designate a time
during the day when students can move between advisories to get help across the content
areas. For example, a student may be in the advisory led by the ELA teacher but need help on
his/her LTI project from the social studies teacher. In advance, the student may schedule time
to confer with the social studies teacher during the Integrated LTI Project Work time.
Additionally, this time will be designated for students to work collaboratively with one another
on projects, if they so wish, either within the same advisory or across advisories, if on the same
team. Students may also use the time to work on computers, researching and designing
presentations; practice presenting for exhibitions; or receive feedback from peers on their
work. In all cases, students will be working on applying the content from their core classes to
their project work, making their learning relevant.
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Steps for a Successful LTI
The student will:
Step One:

Identify areas of interest and research associated professions and possible resources in
the community

Step Two:

Use the Delaware Met LTI database to see if any existing LTI sites match your interests
If yes, email the LTI coordinator to be cleared to contact that site
If no, begin to research business and organizations in the community that match your
interests. Make a list of possible LTI sites and get clearance to begin pursing an LTI with
that site

Step Three:

Prepare cover letter and resume, asking for an initial interview
Follow-up with phone calls

Step Four:

Schedule and attend interview
Ask for a Shadow Day and Schedule

Step Five:

Attend a Shadow Day with the potential mentor
Complete Shadow Day Anthropology
Ask to come back as an internship
Ensure that the advisor calls potential mentor to discuss details and to answer questions

Step Six:

Meet with mentor and advisor to plan LTI project after two weeks at the site
Add the project and learning goals to the Personalized Learning Plan

Step Seven:

Work hard meet deadlines and deliverables
Learn everything he/she can from the mentor
Prepare for advisor to visit the LTI every 3-4 weeks

Step Eight:

Prepare LTI project and artifacts for quarterly Exhibition of Learning
Share the experience, project, and learning with peers, advisors, parents, and mentor
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Evaluation of the LTI
LTIs will be evaluated using a rubric that will be developed from the following criteria.
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Project Based Learning FAQ’s

What is Project Based Learning?
Project Based Learning (PBL) is a methodology in which students go through an extended
process of inquiry in response to a complex question, problem, or challenge. Rigorous projects
help students learn key academic content and practice 21st century skills like collaboration,
communication and critical thinking.
Project Based Learning is a paradigm shift from traditional teaching methods to methods that
are innovative, authentic, and relevant to students’ real-world experiences, igniting in them a
passion for engaging in the in-depth inquiry process required to solve complex problems. The
goal of PBL is to graduate students who have mastered the core curriculum, and who possesses
a repertoire of 21st century skills, making them ready for college and beyond.

Why use Project Based Learning?
•
•
•

•

Students gain a deeper understanding of the concepts and standards at the heart of
a project.
Projects build vital workplace skills and lifelong habits of learning.
Projects can allow students to address community issues, explore careers, interact
with adult mentors, use technology, and present their work to audiences beyond the
classroom.
PBL can motivate hard to reach students who have not been able to make an
authentic connection to their learning.

How does Project Based Learning align with the Common Core Standards?
•

The Common Core Standards are infused with language that closely parallels the
language of PBL in the sense that there is a heightened emphasis on the acquisition
of both necessary content and the 21st century skills of communication,
collaboration, and critical thinking. Through a project based learning method,
students are provided the opportunity to gain a deeper sense of not only
understanding of the necessary content standards, but also an opportunity to see
how their learning has a direct correlation to their immediate community. Students
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•

•

must become savvy in the art of professional communication, collaborating with
their classmates and being involved with community members.
The Common Core Standards are designed to be robust and relevant to the real
world, reflecting the knowledge and skills that our young people need for success in
college and careers. In Project Based Learning, students are provided learning
experiences both within and beyond the classroom, promoting community
connections and acquisition of skills that will propel them into future successes.
The Common Core Standards provide a consistent, clear understanding of what
students are expected to learn, so teachers and parents know what they need to do
to help them succeed. Educating students through a project approach allows
students to gain a deeper understanding of content through real world application
and through the lens of a specific role. Role criteria and performance guidelines are
clearly set and aligned to the expectations in the standards.

How does Project Based Learning provide teachers a multi-layered look at students’
acquisition of content knowledge?
Traditional best practices are still a viable source of collecting assessment data on our
students. However, in PBL there is a balance of assessments including, traditional,
formative, 21st century skills, team/group, peer and self. Students are assessed not only
on their abilities to accurately demonstrate knowledge of significant grade level
content, but also on their ability to work collaboratively with others, work within
defined roles, and accurately assess themselves and others in terms of project specific
criteria. Students begin to see themselves as thinkers, learners, leaders, innovators and
problem solvers.

For more information on PBL, visit www.bie.org.
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7LPHaPLQXWHV
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'HVFULSWLRQ6WXGHQWVZLOOOHDUQWKHGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKH$&7DQG6$7DVZHOODVWLSVDQG
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'HOLYHUDEOH1RWHV
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The Delaware MET – Personalized Learning Plan
(Note: This plan is a sample to show how students will plan for their own success. The categories of work will be adjusted based on the expectations for each grade level.)

Learning Plan Date:

Student:

Advisor:

LTI Site:

My Work

Exhibition

Title and Project Description
including Use of Technology or
attach Project Proposal

Artifacts to
Show Learning

Mentor:

Contact Information:
Plan for Reaching My Goals

Setting My Goals
Empirical
Reasoning

Quantitative
Reasoning

Communication

Social
Reasoning

Personal
Qualities

Include Date Project will be Posted on BPL Online

Resources
Needed

Week by week plan for the marking period, including how you will
use technology to help you reach your goals

(Print and non-print sources,
people, technology, etc.)

Advisory 101

LTI Search, Work, Projects
Fall Semester

Spring Semester

Academic Rotation: Humanities/ELA

Academic Rotation: Humanities/Social Studies
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How will I know my
work is high quality?

The Delaware MET – Personalized Learning Plan
(Note: This plan is a sample to show how students will plan for their own success. The categories of work will be adjusted based on the expectations for each grade level.)
My Work

Exhibition

Title and Project Description
including Use of Technology or
attach Project Proposal

Artifacts to
Show Learning

Plan for Reaching My Goals

Setting My Goals
Empirical
Reasoning

Quantitative
Reasoning

Communication

Social
Reasoning

Personal
Qualities

Include Date Project will be Posted on BPL Online

Resources
Needed

Week by week plan for the marking period, including how you will
use technology to help you reach your goals

(Print and non-print sources,
people, technology, etc.)

Academic Rotation: Mathematics

Academic Rotation: Science

Academic Rotation: Spanish

Academic Rotation: Health and Lifetime Fitness

Arts and Culture Activities and Electives
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How will I know my
work is high quality?

The Delaware MET – Personalized Learning Plan
(Note: This plan is a sample to show how students will plan for their own success. The categories of work will be adjusted based on the expectations for each grade level.)
My Work

Exhibition

Title and Project Description
including Use of Technology or
attach Project Proposal

Artifacts to
Show Learning

Plan for Reaching My Goals

Setting My Goals
Empirical
Reasoning

Quantitative
Reasoning

Communication

Social
Reasoning

Personal
Qualities

Include Date Project will be Posted on BPL Online

Resources
Needed

Week by week plan for the marking period, including how you will
use technology to help you reach your goals

(Print and non-print sources,
people, technology, etc.)

Project College

Community Service or Community Advocacy Project

College Classes

Related Learning Experiences
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How will I know my
work is high quality?

The Delaware MET – Personalized Learning Plan
(Note: This plan is a sample to show how students will plan for their own success. The categories of work will be adjusted based on the expectations for each grade level.)
My Work

Exhibition

Title and Project Description
including Use of Technology or
attach Project Proposal

Artifacts to
Show Learning

Plan for Reaching My Goals

Setting My Goals
Empirical
Reasoning

Quantitative
Reasoning

Communication

Social
Reasoning

Personal
Qualities

Include Date Project will be Posted on BPL Online

Resources
Needed

Week by week plan for the marking period, including how you will
use technology to help you reach your goals

(Print and non-print sources,
people, technology, etc.)

How will I know my
work is high quality?

Independent Reading Log
Book 1:

Project/Assessment:

Book 2:

Project/Assessment:

Book 3:

Project/Assessment:

Book 4:

Project/Assessment:

Book 5:

Project/Assessment:

Extracurricular Activities / Sports/Clubs:

Dates of Participation:

Awards / Accomplishments
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Activity Advisor and Related Contacts:

The Delaware MET – Personalized Learning Plan
(Note: This plan is a sample to show how students will plan for their own success. The categories of work will be adjusted based on the expectations for each grade level.)

Jobs (Place and Position):

Learning Plan Conference Date:
September

Dates of Employment:

People Who Need to Attend:

Description/Major Responsibilities:

Supervisor and Phone Number:

Comments/Suggested Revisions to Personalized Learning Plan From the Committee:

November
February
March
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Revisions Complete?

Narrative, Fall, 2012
Met Sacramento High School
Student:
Advisor: (write name here)
Highlights of the Quarter:
●
●

Internship/Career Development Work
Item

Exceeds

Meets

Approaches

Does not
Meet

Approaches

Does not
Meet

Comments

Resume
Cover Letter

Who Am I Project Work
Item

Exceeds

Meets

Comments

Written
Autobio.
Visual
Oral
presentation

Grades
Class

Grade

Comments

Learning Goals
Item

Exceeds

Meets

Approaches

Does not
Meet

Discussed at
least 2
learning goals
Discussed
ways to
improve for
Personal
Qualities

Exhibition Feedback:
What they did well:
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Comments

Narrative, Fall, 2012
Met Sacramento High School
What they could improve:
Goals for Next Semester:
(Suggestion: Write this to the student, as in, “Lexi, I’ve seen some improvement in...but you
could still...”)

Sincerely,

Vince McGee
Advisor, Met Sacramento High School
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Sample Bullying Policy, Courtesy of Kuumba Academy Charter School
To be considered for adoption by the Board of The Delaware Met following charter approval

Sample Bullying Policy
The Delaware Met recognizes that safe learning environments are necessary for students to
learn and achieve high academic standards. Our school strives to provide safe learning environments
for all students and all employees.

I. Prohibition of Bullying
To further these goals and as required by 14 Del. C. 4112D, The Delaware Met hereby
prohibits the bullying of any person on school property or at school functions or by use of data or
computer software that is accessed through a computer, computer system, computer network or other
electronic technology of a school district or charter school from grades kindergarten through grade
twelve. The District further prohibits reprisal, retaliation or false accusation against a target,
witness or one with reliable information about an act of bullying. 1
"School function" includes any field trip or any officially sponsored public or charter
school event in the State.
"School property" means any building, structure, athletic field, sports stadium or real
property that is owned, operated, leased or rented by any public school district or charter
school including, but not limited to, any kindergarten, elementary, secondary, or
vocational-technical school or charter school, or any motor vehicle owned, operated,
leased, rented or subcontracted by any public school or charter school.

II. Definition of Bullying
As used in this policy, bullying means any intentional written, electronic, verbal or physical act or
actions against a student, school volunteer or school employee that a reasonable person, under the
circumstances should know will have the effect of:
1

Legal or Regulatory Requirements are in italics throughout.
A. Placing a student, school volunteer or school employee in reasonable fear of substantial harm to
his or her emotional or physical well-being or substantial damage to his or her property.
B. Creating a hostile, threatening, humiliating or abusive educational environment due to the
pervasiveness or persistence of actions or due to a power differential between the bully and the
target; or
C. Interfering with a student having a safe school environment that is necessary to facilitate
educational performance, opportunities or benefits; or
D. Perpetuating bullying by inciting, soliciting or coercing an individual or group to demean,
dehumanize, embarrass or cause emotional, psychological or physical harm to another student,
school volunteer or school employee.
Explanation: Bullying is usually defined as involving repeated acts of aggression that
aim to dominate another person by causing pain, fear or embarrassment. However, one
act alone may constitute bullying if the requisite intent and effect set forth in the
definition are met. Bullying may be perpetuated by an individual or a group. It may be
1
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Sample Bullying Policy, Courtesy of Kuumba Academy Charter School
To be considered for adoption by the Board of The Delaware Met following charter approval
direct or indirect. Although a person may be repeatedly bullied, a different person might
be doing the bullying each time, which may make it difficult to recognize that bullying is
occurring. An act is intentional if it is the person's conscious objective to engage in
conduct of that nature. The actions listed below are some examples of intentional actions
which may become bullying depending on their reasonably foreseeable effect:
Physical bullying: Pushing, shoving, kicking, destroying of property, tripping, punching, tearing
clothes, pushing books from someone’s hands, shooting/throwing objects at someone, gesturing,
etc.
Verbal bullying: Name calling, insulting, making offensive comments, using offensive language,
mimicking, imitating, teasing, laughing at someone’s mistakes, using unwelcome nicknames,
threatening
Relational Bullying: Isolation of an individual from his or her peer group, spreading rumors.
Cyber-bullying: Bullying by using information and communication technologies. Cyber-bullying
may include but is not limited to:
1. Denigration: spreading information or pictures to embarrass,
2. Flaming: heated unequal argument online that includes making rude, insulting or
vulgar remarks,
3. Exclusion: isolating an individual from his or her peer group,
4. Impersonation: Using someone else’s screen name and pretending to be them
5. Outing or Trickery: forwarding information or pictures meant to be private.
Sexual Bullying: Unwanted touch of a sexual nature, unwanted talking about private parts,
unwanted comments about target’s sexuality or sexual activities.
This list should be used by way of example only, and is by no means exhaustive. These
actions become bullying if they meet the definition with regard to intent and reasonably
foreseeable effect. This policy is not intended to prohibit expression of religious,
philosophical or political views, provided that the expression does not substantially disrupt
the education environment. Similar behaviors that do not rise to the level of bullying may still
be prohibited by other district policies or building, classroom or program rules.

III. School-wide Bully Prevention Program
The Delaware Met is committed to support each school in their adoption of a school-wide
bully prevention Program. The school is directed to develop or adopt a school-wide bully
prevention program that is research-based.
A. The Delaware Met will strive to meet these goals:
1. Reduce existing bullying problems among students
2. Prevent development of new bullying problems
3. Achieve better peer relations and staff-student connections at school
B. Our program contains:
1. School level component
a. All school staff will to strive to:
i. Treat others with warmth, positive interest and involvement
ii. Set firm limits for unacceptable behavior
iii. Apply nonphysical, non-hostile negative consequences when rules are
broken.
iv. Act as authorities and positive role models
v. Solve bullying problems in a consistent manner across all grade levels and
all school locations.
2
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Sample Bullying Policy, Courtesy of Kuumba Academy Charter School
To be considered for adoption by the Board of The Delaware Met following charter approval

b. The Delaware Met will create a PBS team to mentor and evaluate
implementation of school wide program.
c. Policy is in effect in all areas of the school, including but not limited to
hallways, buses, and specials.
d. The following principles will apply to everyone on school property or at a
school function:
i. I will not bully others
ii. I will try to help anyone that I suspect is being bullied
iii. I will try to include students who are left out.
iv. If someone is being bullied, I will tell an adult
e. The Delaware Met will kick-off a School-wide bully program with an
assembly every year. This may also include committee and staff
trainings, school-wide questionnaires, staff discussion group
meetings, and programs to involve parents, as determined by the PBS
team.
2. Classroom level components
a. Post and enforce principles against bullying (Posters)
b. Regular, ongoing class meetings, discussions, or role playing activities
c. Involve parents in bullying prevention.
d. Find creative ways to incorporate issues involving bullying into the regular
curriculum.
3. Individual Level Components
a. Supervise students’ activities
b. Ensure that all staff intervenes appropriately on the spot when suspected
bullying occurs
c. Discuss bullying behavior with students who bully and (separately) with
targets of bullying, and with their parents.
e. Develop Behavioral Intervention Plans for involved students, with a
graduated response.
f. Address bystander involvement.
4. Community Level Components
a. Develop partnerships with community members to support your school’s
program
b. Help spread anti-bullying message in the community
c. Involve community members in the PBS team.
C. Resources and Curricula
The Delaware Met will implement a bully prevention program to ensure the
education of our students and staff on the seriousness of bullying in the school. However this
will not be used as the sole component of the program.
D. When setting up their school wide bully prevention program, The Delaware Met will
avoid the following:
1. Relying on quick fixes. A one-time speaker may be one component of the program
but by itself does not meet the requirements of a school wide program.
2. Providing group treatment or self-esteem programs for students who bully is
inappropriate as research shows that these methods are counterproductive.
3. Focusing on anger control management for those who bully. Bullying is not a
result of uncontrolled anger toward the target, but rather proactive aggressive
behavior. Anger management may be more appropriate for participants in mutual
conflicts or for those who are being bullied.
3
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4. Providing Mediation/Conflict Resolution for bullying. The power imbalance
involved in bullying may make the process intimidating for the victim and therefore
inappropriate. These methods are useful only where the peers involved in conflict
were formerly friends, or in situations of normal peer conflict that is not based on a
power imbalance.
5. Exposing a specific victim’s feelings to the bully or class.

IV. Positive Behavior Support Team
The Delaware Met will establish site-based committee that is responsible for coordinating
the school's bully prevention program including the design, approval and monitoring of the program.
A majority of the members of the site-based committee shall be members of the school professional
staff, of which a majority shall be instructional staff. The committee also shall contain
representatives of the administrative staff, support staff, parents and staff from the special
program(s). These representatives shall be chosen by members of each respective group except that
representatives of the non-employee groups shall be appointed by the school principal.
A. The PBS team shall:
1. Hold regular meetings
2. Select a coordinator of the program
3. Consider, decide upon and coordinate any staff training sessions (beyond the 1
hour gang and bully prevention training required in 11 Del. C. 4123A), as
needed.
4. Create and maintain a training log (either paper or electronic) to keep a record of
the school staff which have been trained, and what training they have
received. Decide upon the need for and provide short, concise training
updates in writing or at staff meetings.
5. Consider, decide upon and oversee formal or informal evaluation techniques and
materials (such as questionnaires), as needed
6. Consider, decide upon and order materials, as needed
7. Consider, decide upon and lead staff discussion groups as needed
8. Consider and decide upon additional guidelines for consistent positive
consequences for those who follow the rules and consistent negative
consequences for students who break them.
9. Review and refine the school supervisory system.
10. Plan a school kick-off event
11. Establish subcommittees, as needed
12. Decide upon and implement methods of notification to students, parents and the
community concerning the school-wide program.

V. Reporting Requirements
Bullying is unacceptable and a culture of openness is the best way to counter such behavior.
It is the responsibility of each member of the school community: pupils, staff and parents to report
instances of bullying or suspicions of bullying, with the understanding that all such reports will be
listened to and taken seriously.
A. Any school employee that has reliable information that would lead a reasonable person to
suspect that a person is a target of bullying shall immediately report it to the administration.
1. Initial Concerns
4
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a. Staff members are encouraged to watch for early signs of bullying and stop them
before they worsen.
b. Even though there has been no report of bullying to a staff member, each staff
member is encouraged to be vigilant and look for students who appear to be
isolated from other students, about whom inappropriate comments are made by other
students, or who show signs of peer victimization.
c. To confirm their concerns the staff member may choose to take the following
steps:
i. Intensify observations of student in question
ii. Confer with colleagues about that student
iii. Consult the school’s bullying database.
iv. Take an informal survey of students about class climate
v. Engage in short personal interviews with some students
vi. Conduct a brief sociometric survey
vii. Contact the parent to see how student likes school
viii. Speak privately with the victim
2. Written Report
a. If measures confirm the staff member’s concerns that a student is being
bullied, if a staff member receives a report of a bullying matter, or if a staff member
observes a bullying incident, they must inform the person designated by the
administration immediately and in writing within 24 hours. The written report shall
be reasonably specific as to actions giving rise to the suspicion of bullying and shall
include:
i. Persons involved, designating bully, target, and bystanders roles.
ii. Time and place of the conduct and alleged, number of incidents.
iii. Potential student or staff witnesses.
iv. Any actions taken.
b. Short, easy to use forms can be obtained from the principal or district
office.

VI. Investigative Procedures
A. The Delaware Met will establish a procedure for the administration to promptly
investigate in a timely manner and determine whether bullying has occurred.
1. All complaints must be appropriately investigated and handled consistent with due
process requirements.
2. The School Leader will be responsible for responding to bullying complaints.
3. Neither complainant nor witnesses should be promised confidentiality at the onset
of an investigation. It cannot be predicted what will be discovered or what kind of hearing
may result. However, efforts should be made to increase the confidence and trust of the
person making the complaint. Whenever practical, the investigating person will make efforts
to document the bullying from several sources. This prevents the bully, when confronted,
from assuming that the victim is the complainant. Student victims may have a parent or
trusted adult with them, if requested, during any investigatory activities.
4. After receiving notice of the suspected bullying, either through a short form, an
incident report, or an anonymous or other written complaint, the designated person will
review the complaint in conjunction with any other related complaints. Reasonable steps will
then be taken by the designated person to verify the information and to determine whether the
5
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information would lead a reasonable person to suspect that a person has been a victim of
bullying.
5. Once the administrator has confirmed that a person has been the victim of bullying,
the administrator will take prompt investigatory steps to determine who committed the acts of
bullying and whether others played a role in perpetuating the bullying. The administrator will
avoid forewarning the student suspects, and will interview suspects separately and in rapid
succession.
6. After identifying those who committed the act or acts of bullying, the administrator
will apply disciplinary action, consistent with due process rights, and the range of
consequences identified herein. The bully will be informed that graduating consequences will
occur if the bullying continues.
7. The administrator will keep a written record of the bullying incident, and any
disciplinary actions taken. The administrator will keep any written statements of those
committing the bullying, victims and witnesses. Discussions with all parties should be
documented as soon as possible after the events. The school will not destroy or discard any
material records or evidence while a criminal investigation into or prosecution relating to the
incident is ongoing. The location of the records shall be in the Dean’s office as a safe
neutral place for access.
8. A follow-up will be completed two weeks later to determine whether the bullying
has continued, and whether additional consequences are needed. An additional follow-up will
occur in two months, regardless of whether new incidents have been reported.
9. Each confirmed incident must be recorded in the School Register of Bullying
Incidents. The School register is also located in the Dean’s office.
B. All confirmed bullying incidents must be reported to the Department of Education by the
principal or his designee within five (5) working days pursuant to Department of Education
regulations,
C. The administrator should be aware that some acts of bullying may also be crimes which
under the School Crime Reporting Law (14 Del. C. 4112) are required to be reported to the
police and /or the Department of Education.

VII. Non-Classroom Supervision
To the extent that funding is available, The Delaware met will develop a plan for a system of
supervision in non-classroom areas. The plan shall provide for the review and exchange of
information regarding non-classroom areas.
A. The PBS team will review and refine the supervisory system specifically to make bullying
less likely to happen using the following techniques:
1. Determine the “hot spots” for bullying in the building, and why those hot spots
exist.
2. Consider ways of either keeping certain groups apart during transition, or building
positive collaborations between older and younger students.
3. Consider adult density in hot spots, if necessary.
4. Consider the attitude and behaviors of supervising adults in hot spots, and
determine a way to increase their competence in recognizing and intervening
in bullying situations.
5. Determine and disseminate a consistent graduated method by which all staff will
recognize and respond to bullying.

6
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6. Develop and provide a method for communication of staff so that a staff who
observes bullying can intervene and notify other staff involved in supervising
the same students during the day.
7. Develop a consistent and user-friendly school-wide method of logging bullying
incidents or observations about students at risk for bullying or being bullied.
8. Develop or review the policy for hallway supervision before and after school and
during the time when students are moving between classes

VIII. Consequences for Bullying
Consequences for bullying should be immediately and consistently applied and must be
delivered in a non-hostile manner. Consequences should be disagreeable or uncomfortable but should
not involve revenge or hostile punishment.
A. Consequences should take into account:
1. Nature and severity of the behaviors
2. Degrees of harm
3. Student’s age, size and personality (including development and maturity levels of
the parties involved)
4. Surrounding circumstances and context in which the incidents occurred
5. Prior disciplinary history and incidences of past or continuing patterns of behavior
6. Relationships between the parties involved (including any imbalance of power
between the perpetrator and victim)
7. Ease of use for staff (within available resources and time constraints)
B. The appropriate range of consequences for bullying is as follows:
1. Removal of positive reinforcers:
a. Time-out.
b. Loss of a privilege.
2. Use of negative or unpleasant stimuli:
a. Rebuke or verbal reprimand clearly specifying what is not acceptable and
consequences if repeated.
b. Notice to parent.
c. Serious talk with school staff member.
d. Serious talk with school staff member with parents present.
e. Supervised break times.
f. Behavioral report cards sent home.
g. Creation of a behavior contract.
h. In-school suspension.
i. Detention.
j. Reassignment of seats in class, lunch or on bus.
k. Reassignment of classes. (Extreme case)
l. A referral to an external agency
m. Reassignment to another school, or another mode of transportation.
p. Expulsion.
q. Report to Law Enforcement officials
3. In addition, but never as replacement for disciplinary action, formative activities
should be given, which may include:
a. Reparation to victim in the form of payment for or repair of damage to
possessions out of bullies own money.
7
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b. Cooperation with assessment of problems.
c. Education about what bullying is and why it is not acceptable.
d. Documentation on books or films about bullying.
e. Completion of bully related workbooks.
f. Completion of Letter of acknowledgement of actions to victim (only after
reviewed by staff and never in cases of sexual bullying).
g. Completion of psychological assessment or evaluation.
h. Completion of counseling (In house or referral to an outside agency,
individual or family).
i. Cooperation with a behavioral management program developed in
consultation with a mental health professional.
j. Submission to a psychological, psychiatric or neuropsychiatric evaluation
before bully can return to school.
k. Completion of community service.
C. The Delaware Met believes that positive consequences should be given when students are
obeying the rules about bullying. These consequences may include:
1. Enthusiastic, concrete, behavior-specific praise
2. Creative consequences that are positive for your students considering their age,
sex, and maturity level.
D. The Delaware Met believes that victims should be given support. If bullying is suspected,
staff members will make an effort to:
1. Find a private opportunity for discussion with victim.
2. Discuss with victim what support they need.
3. Ensure their safety.
4. Record the event and follow through with actions.
5. Provide the victim with opportunities to gain peer support.
6. Refer the victim to available help in-school.
7. Provide the victim with an opportunity to explain to the alleged perpetrator that the
conduct is unwelcome, disruptive, or inappropriate either in writing or face to
face, if the victim chooses to do so.
8. Make referrals to external agencies if necessary.
9. Provide the victim with information for mental health or medical treatment needs.

IX. Training.
A. The Delaware Met will provide a combined training each year totaling at least one (1)
hour in the identification and reporting of criminal youth gang activity pursuant to § 617, Title 11 of
the Delaware Code and bullying prevention pursuant to § 4112D, Title 14 of the Delaware Code.
The training materials shall be prepared by the Department of Justice and the Department of
Education in collaboration with law enforcement agencies, the Delaware State Education
Association, the Delaware School Boards Association and the Delaware Association of School
Administrators. Any in-service training required by this section shall be provided within the
contracted school year as provided in 14 Del. C. § 1305(e).
B. All school employees must either attend the provided training session live or watch the
official film provided by the district in lieu of attendance, with written proof in the form of signing in
an out of the live session, or signing the film in and out, and providing adequate written answers to
questions about the film.

8
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X. Reporting Procedures
A. The procedures for a student and parent, guardian or relative caregiver pursuant to §
202(f) of this Title or legal guardian to provide information on bullying activity will be as follows:
1. Staff members will respond quickly and appropriately when a student reports bullying.
2. Staff members, will provide the student with a practical, safe, private and age-appropriate place to
report bullying.
3. A letter box will be placed outside the Dean’s office, so that students who feel unable to talk they
can have a point of contact. Information found in the box will be treated with care and the
Dean will be responsible for this information. Bullying request for support forms will be
available to all students, but are not required for a report.
4. Written complaints shall be specific as to actions. The complaint should include information as to:
a. Conduct involved
b. Persons involved, designated bully, target, and bystanders’ roles
c. Time and place of the conduct alleged, number of incidents
d. Names of potential student or staff witnesses.
e. Any actions taken in response
5. Short, easy to use complaint forms can be obtained from the principal or district office.
6. Anyone may report bullying. A report may be made to any staff member. Reports should be made
in writing.
7. Each principal will designate a person or persons responsible for responding to bullying
complaints.
8. Every identified complainant who files a written complaint with a staff member will receive a
written explanation of results to the extent that it is legally allowed and be given an opportunity to
inform the designated person as to whether or not the outcome was satisfactory. Easy to use followup forms will be made available.
9. Every confirmed bullying incident will be recorded in the School Register of Bullying incidents,
which will be a central record for designated staff to read. This will give an indication of patterns
which may emerge of both bullies and victims.

XI. Anonymous Reports
Formal disciplinary action solely based on an anonymous report is not permitted.
Independent verification of the anonymous report is necessary in order for any disciplinary action to
be applied.

XII. Notification of Parents
A Parent, guardian or relative caregiver pursuant to 14 Del. C § 202(f) or legal guardian of
any target of bullying or person who bullies another must be notified.

XIII. Retaliation
Retaliation following a report of bullying is prohibited. The consequences and appropriate
remedial action for a person who engages in retaliation shall be determined by the administrator after
consideration of the nature, severity, and circumstances of the act.
9
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XIV. Procedure to Communicate with Medical and Mental Health
Professionals.
A. The following procedures for communication between school staff members and medical
professionals who are involved in treating students for bullying issues must be followed:
1. Pediatricians/Primary Care Physicians and Mental Health Professionals are
important links in the overall wellness of the whole child. The ability to communicate
appropriately to identify the optimal health care needs of the child is necessary when issues at
school impact the physical and emotional health of the child. This is especially true in
bullying due to the social nature of the problem. Release of information forms must be signed
by the parent, guardian or relative caregiver pursuant to 14 Del. C. § 202(f) or legal guardian
in order for the primary care physician or mental health professional to communicate with
school personnel regarding any treatment of a child. Releases should be signed both at school
and at the physician or mental health professional’s office before communication may take
place according to HIPPA and FERPA guidelines.
2. If a parent refuses to sign a release form at school the school will review this policy
with them, explaining the reasons the release would be advantageous to their child.
3. After confirmation that a child has been involved in a bullying incident, if the
administrator’s designee recommends a mental health evaluation be completed, the school
may:
a. Require that return to school will be contingent upon the clinical evaluation
providing recommendations and treatment plan if identified as appropriate.
b. Require that student remain in in-school suspension and that return to regular class
schedule will be contingent upon the clinical evaluation providing recommendations
and treatment plan if identified as appropriate.
4. Summary of this evaluation shall be shared at a meeting with student,
parent/guardian and school administrator’s designee) prior to return to school or the general
population.
B. Emergency evaluations can be obtained through Christiana Care Health Services Emergency
Center at Christiana or Wilmington Hospital (302)-733-1000, the Rockford Center (866)-847-4357.
Crisis services are also available through Child Mental Health, State of Delaware 24 hour hot line
(302)-633-5128. Non-emergent services can be obtained through Children and Families First (800)734-2388, Catholic Charities (302)-655-9624, and Delaware Guidance (302)-652-3948 in New
Castle County or by contacting your medical insurance for recommended providers in your area.

XV. Implementation
The school bullying prevention program must be implemented throughout the year, and integrated
with the school's discipline policies and 14 Del. C. § 4112.

XVI. Accountability
The Delaware Met will adopt a policy by December 1, of each school year. The policy will be
distributed to all students, parents, faculty and staff by above date.
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Sample Bullying Policy, Courtesy of Kuumba Academy Charter School
To be considered for adoption by the Board of The Delaware Met following charter approval

XVII. Awards
A. Each year, each school district or Charter School shall submit to the Delaware Department of
Education a nominations for 1 exemplary school and the reasons why they believe that school should
receive an award for its Bully Prevention Program, with supporting documentation.
B. Criteria to be considered are:
“A school employee, school volunteer or student is individually immune from a cause
of action for damages arising from reporting bullying in good faith and to the
appropriate person or persons using the procedures specified in the school district or
charter schools’ bullying prevention policy, but there shall be no such immunity if the
act of reporting constituted gross negligence and/or reckless, willful, or intentional
conduct.”

XVIII. Other Defenses
A. The physical location or time of access of a technology-related incident is not a valid defense in
any disciplinary action by the school district or charter school initiated under this policy provided
there is sufficient school nexus.
B. This section does not apply to any person who uses data or computer software that is accessed
through a computer, computer system, computer network or other electronic technology when acting
within the scope of his or her lawful employment or investigation of a violation of this policy in
accordance with school district or charter school policy.

XIX. Relationship to School Crime Reporting Law
An incident may meet the definition of bullying and also the definition of a particular crime under
State or federal law. Nothing in this policy shall prevent school officials from fulfilling all of the
reporting requirements of § 4112, Title 14 of the Delaware Code, or from reporting probable crimes
that occur on school property or at a school function which are not required to be reported under
that section. Nothing in this section shall abrogate the reporting requirements for child abuse or
sexual abuse set forth in Chapter 9 of Title 16 of the Delaware Code, or any other reporting
requirement under State or federal law

XX. Rules and Regulations
Implementation of this policy shall comply with all rules and regulations the Delaware Department
of Education may promulgate to implement Title 14 Section 4112D of the Delaware Code.
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What is Restorative Justice?
Restorative Justice (RJ) is a new justice paradigm that is unlike the traditional approaches to discipline that have been
used extensively in school systems. Traditionally, discipline has been handled by the school administration or teachers
and based on a system of rewards and punishments for behaviors deemed appropriate or inappropriate, respectively.
Restorative Justice, on the other hand, actively involves the victim of the infraction in addressing the offender directly to
hold them accountable and give them a chance to explain their actions. In this meeting, the victim and the offender are
invited to decide how the offender can make amends for their misdeed. In this way, the victim can experience
empowerment from being actively involved in the justice process and the offender can experience responsibility, in
attempting to make sense of the breach of the school rules or normative expectations. In this process, the community of
family, friends, social workers, police officers, or other interested parties are often invited to support both the victim and
offender on their path towards healing and wholeness once again. Key RJ principles include: focusing on the harms of the
incident instead of the broken rule, understanding that these harms create responsibilities for the offender to remedy to the
best of their ability, re-establishing broken relationships, showing equal concern for the welfare of the victim and the
offender, using inclusive processes based on consensus, and respecting all parties in the process of addressing and
remedying harms (Umbreit, 1995, Umbreit, 1994, Zehr, 2002, and Zehr, 1995).
Why are Restorative practices and philosophies being utilized in school systems?
Restorative Justice is being used in school systems as a response to a growing dissatisfaction with traditional approaches
to school-based discipline. As an approach, indicated above, RJ calls for a skill set and philosophy that are very different
from traditional approaches to discipline, but it has been suggested that these differences might not be incompatible with
one another but instead complimentary (Lowry & Tuchman, 2004, p.12). While a strict behavioralist approach to
discipline, focusing exclusively on rewards and punishments to provide incentives in complying with school rules and
norms, is incompatible with the philosophy underlying RJ, traditional methods of teaching pro-social skills and using
traditional discipline as a contingency plan to deal with children not interested in going through an RJ process or who are
not willing to take responsibility for their actions, traditional discipline would indeed be compatible (Riestenberg, 2000,
p.4).
Zero tolerance discipline policies now popular in many schools are seen as too restrictive by many working in the school
system (Rappoport, 2005, p.1). Severe punishments in schools often do more harm than good (Wachtel, 2003, p.1). In
fact, in schools that use harsh punishments due to policy regulations students report feeling less safe in school than
students where moderate punishments are the norm (McNeely, Nonnemaker, & Blum, 2002, p.145).
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Some school-based RJ programs have arisen as a response to particular problems in given schools. One such problem is
the problem of bullying and violence within the school (Katchen & Ginsberg, 2001, Morrison, 2005, & Riese, 2003, p.3,).
Restorative Justice is thought to be an effective intervention to cope with violence as it seeks to restore balance to the
power imbalances that have occurred as a result of the violence (Morrison, 2005, p.2). The storytelling involved in RJ
processes can result in the victim feeling empowered by having the offender (and others) listen to and empathize with
their story of their trauma (Pranis, 2001, p.7). The creative enterprise of determining appropriate restitution, when this is
part of the process, is thought to be particularly important in these cases (Katchen & Ginsberg, 2001, p.2).
The pressure for schools to decrease rates of suspension and expulsion, incidents of discipline, rates of recidivism, and
referrals to the police has also facilitated to turn to Restorative methods (Chmelynski, 2005, Claassen-Wilson, 2000, &
Riestenberg, 2003b, p.7). Suspension and expulsion often lead to further problems and children can experience them as
either a traumatic disruption of their connection with the school or as a “vacation” (Claassen-Wilson, 2000, Riestenberg,
2000, p.4, & Studer, 2001, p.3). Either perception can be detrimental to the students psyche and their future behavioral
decisions at the school. Ultimately, the opportunity presented by a challenging behavior in a school setting has also the
potential for the student(s) involved to learn and grow and RJ maximizes this developmental opportunity (Claassen and
Claassen, 2004, 11).
How is Restorative Justice being employed in school systems?
There are a variety of practices used in the school system being employed under the rubric of Restorative Justice. In its
application, RJ is being used by schools in an almost limitless combination of ways. Any particular practice may or may
not be used by a school with an RJ program. It is therefore impossible to say what a standardized approach to
implementing an RJ program would look like, as no such program exists. Underlying all programs, however, is a
commitment to the philosophy of Restorative Justice, bringing RJ to the lives of the students, staff, and other stakeholders
of the school, and using at least one of the RJ practices, outlined below:
Victim-offender mediation – The process where the victim of the breach of the school rules and the offender come
together in a meeting for a dialogue with the help of a trained mediator. In the meeting, the victim shares their story of
victimization with the offender and learns more about the circumstances surrounding the rule breach as the offender offers
their account of the event and takes responsibility for their actions. Frequently a restitution plan to reestablish
relationships and make amends for the normative breach will result (e.g. Palazzo & Hosea, 2004, p.7).
Conferencing (family group or large group) – This process is similar in practice to victim-offender mediation, however,
the victim and offender have the opportunity to invite support people, with parents regularly taking part, and secondary
victims in the community are represented by other interested parties (such as teachers, social workers, or others affected
by the rule breach) (e.g. Palazzo & Hosea, 2004, p.7). Large group conferencing is a modification to the family group
conferencing process created to accommodate a greater number of people in response to an infraction involving a greater
number of victims, offenders, and community members, where a group dialogue is facilitated with all present
(Riestenberg, 2001, p.18).
Circles – This is a process whereby a sub-community in the school (a group of students, a group of teachers and students,
or any other school grouping) sits in a circle. This circle of people passes a talking piece around (often something of
meaning to the group like a teddy bear for elementary school students). The possessor of the talking piece is the only one
permitted to talk and the others in the group are to listen to their narrative. Circles have proven to have a wide variety of
applications in schools. Originally used in much the same way as victim-offender mediation or conferencing (as a
disciplinary measure), circles have been innovated to create community in a classroom, reintegrate offenders into their
school setting, to discuss academic concerns, or to accomplish any number of other group tasks (Claassen-Wilson, 2000,
p.2, Palazzo and Hosea, 2004, p.7, Rappoport, 2005, Riese, 2003, p.3, Riestenberg, 2003a, Riestenberg, 2003b, p.7, &
Studer, 2001, p.3). School staff have also used the circle process to discuss administrative concerns (Riestenberg, 2003b,
p.7) and students have used the process to brainstorm advocacy initiatives to involve themselves in at their school
(Student Conflict Hearing Board, 2001).
Peer mediation – In this process a cadre of mediators are trained from amongst the student body. These mediators then
offer to intervene in conflicts at school by facilitating a meeting between the parties in conflict. Here there may or may not
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be a clear offender as with victim-offender mediation. This practice is not exclusive to Restorative Justice programs but is
highly compatible with its tenets and is considered to be a part of many RJ programs (e.g. Hopkins, 2003, p.5).
Training in communication skills – Again, this process is not strictly reserved for RJ programs. It involves teaching a
variety of communication skills, anger management techniques, conflict management strategies and the like to students to
give them the capacity to deal with their own conflicts productively. This capacity building is an integral part of a great
many RJ programs, as well (Bargen 2003, p.4, Rappoport, 2005, p.3, & Riestenberg, 2000, p.4).
Modeling RJ values and changing the culture in the school – Ultimately, it is the hope of many RJ programs to
influence the culture of a school such that it exhibits RJ values in everyday interactions in the school (Blood &
Thorsborne, 2005 & Wachtel, 1999, p.4). This worldview paradigm shift is not achieved quickly but slowly, as more and
more teachers, staff, and students in the school model behaviors and take actions in accordance with RJ principles. Over
time, schools with RJ programs have developed to become in line with RJ values (Bargen, 2003, p.4, Studer, 2001, p.3).
Restorative classroom management – Teachers to various degrees are able to integrate RJ principles and practices into
their own classroom to deal with challenging behaviors. Beyond using the circle process with students when classroom
norms have been breached, it is possible to create “respect agreements” as a group in order to establish an RJ compatible
behavioral expectation contract. Students can also be given choice in determining if they would like to use a Restorative
process. As well, it is possible to conduct Restorative conferences in the classroom. The focus in such a classroom is on
relationship damage and disrespect fro people and property rather than on rule infractions (Claassen & Claassen, 2004).
Curriculum development – Academic topics in the classroom can be modified to accommodate and teach RJ principles.
For example, Compton, Conrad, and Murray have modified History and Literature lessons to engage the students in
thinking how Restorative dialogues could have taken place in History or in fiction. Students role-play dialogues between
slaves and slave owners, Native Americans and settlers, or South Africans and Afrikaners to teach perspective taking and
empathy (2001, p.22).
There are, of course, a great many other potential applications for RJ in the school setting (such as Victim Impact Panels
and Mentoring) (Colorado School Mediation Project, 2005) but the above practices have been the most common and
promising RJ practices to date. Practices range on a continuum from the formal (a conference set at a special time where
all involved parties are invited, for instance) to the informal (an impromptu victim-offender meeting on the playground
where one child hurt another’s feelings, for example) (Lowry & Tuchman, 2004, p.6 & Wachtel, 1999). Some particularly
innovative techniques have resulted in more informal settings. Removing a desk in a vice-principles office to make space
for a circle (Fiene, 2001, 4), using Curious George to communicate RJ concepts to children (Claassen-Wilson 2001, p.5),
and using RJ questioning to promote empathy (such as, who was affected by this action and how?) (Rappoport 2005, 2)
are examples that all promote a school environment which accords with RJ values.
There has been an increasing desire to go beyond implementing the Restorative practices and outlined above and to
develop a “whole-school approach” in implementing an RJ program. A whole-school approach involves bringing
Restorative principles to all levels of school life, to everyday interactions, and changing the school environment (Bargen,
2003 & Hopkins, 2003). It is only when Restorative philosophies are integrated into all school systems will the full
potential of an RJ program be realized (Wachtel, 1999, 4). This requires all of the stakeholders that are involved in the
school be made aware of RJ and it’s potential contribution to the school culture and all of those stakeholders take
responsibility for to nurturing relationships and transforming relational patterns to conform with RJ principles (Hopkins,
2003, p.6).
Is Restorative Justice an effective approach to use in school systems?
Restorative Justice programs have met with a great deal of success in school systems, though as these interventions are
relatively new and there are very little data attesting to their efficacy. Anecdotal evidence has been very favorable. “Since
Pease (an alternative school in Minneapolis-St. Paul) adopted the restorative justice process, the staff has seen some
amazing school culture shaping at the school” (Randall Comfort, School Director at the Mounds Park Academy in
Chmelynski, 2005, p.2). “Restorative Justice has been very effective in all cases and we have not seen repeat instances
with the same students. We find it to be a powerful process for all participants…” (Katchen & Ginsberg, 2001, p.2). “I’ve
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been in the school business for 37 years and restorative processes and the most promising approach to resolving conflict
that I’ve ever seen” (Metzen & Metzen, 2001, p.17).
Where there are data on the efficacy of RJ programs it is very promising, though very preliminary. The Minnesota
Department of Education commissioned a study on 5 pilot RJ sites to assess the effectiveness of the programs. In one
school when comparing the 2001-2002 school year with the 2002-2003 school year (the intervention year), discipline
referral dropped by 57%, in-school suspensions dropped by 35%, out of school suspensions dropped by 77%, and
expulsions dropped from 7 to 1. As well, 69% of students reported that they were better able to resolve conflicts since the
program’s implementation. In 2 other schools, there were reductions in suspensions of 63% and 45%, respectively. In
another school, 35% of teachers felt that bullying and teasing were lessened and 40% indicated that there was less student
conflict and more student problem-solving since the RJ program came to their school. Over 50% of elementary students in
another school indicated that they were better able to get along with their classmates, they felt better about themselves,
and that they could solve more of their own problems after the RJ program was implemented. In yet another school, daily
referrals for violent offences dropped from 7 per day to less than 2 (Riestenberg, 2003a).
Buxmont Academy, alternative programs for delinquent youth in Lansdale, Pennsylvania, using RJ practices, assessed the
impact RJ had in their school by comparing themselves to public schools in the area. 16% of Buxmont students reported
getting picked on compared to 49% of the public school students, 24% of Buxmont students said that students have stolen
from each other 4 or more times in the last month compared to 47% of the public school students, and 8% of the Buxmont
students said that students have wrecked each other’s property 4 or more times in the last month compared to 31% of the
public school students. Generally, the student body felt safer than before they had an RJ program. As well, students
completing the Buxmont program showed increases in self-esteem and pro-social skills while showing decreases in
recidivism rates (McCold and Wachtel, 2002).
Commonly, students in schools with RJ programs have shown decreased rates of suspension, expulsion, and referrals to
the police (Claassen-Wilsen, 2000, p.2). However, RJ programs in schools which focus only on RJ practices and take a
more reactive stance to student norm breaches have had a more limited impact than in schools that have adopted more
holistic, proactive approach and adhere more completely to the values of RJ throughout the entire school (Blood &
Thorsborne, 2005, p.2). As well, there are some problems in interpreting the limited evaluation data that have been
collected to date. There are no standardized measurement tools being used, RJ programs vary widely in their application,
and virtually no long-term studies on the efficacy of RJ programs have been conducted with insufficient comparison years
to consider patterns of change in the schools. Studies thusfar have lacked adequate comparison groups and, overall, have
not been particularly rigorous.
What are some problems being encountered when using Restorative Justice in school systems?
There are still some outstanding issues that are ongoing challenges for those wanting to implement a Restorative Justice
program in a school. The need for funding to get the program off the ground and sustaining it is, of course, always a
consideration (Riestenberg, 2003b, p.7). The importance of getting the administration and the community to buy-in to the
program cannot be overstated and can be a laborious process (Rourke, 2001, p.2 and Studer, 2001, p.3). As indicated
above, changing the school culture to conform with RJ principles can also be difficult and setting up an RJ program has
been found to be very time consuming (long-term it is thought to save time in dealing with fewer disciplinary issues,
however) (Hopkins, 2003, p.5). It has also been suggested that overuse of circle processes could reduce their effectiveness
over time (Randall Comfort in Chmelynski 2005, p.2). Further study is needed to confirm this suspicion. The challenges
regarding the limited amount of data to date and the lack of standardization in application and evaluation of RJ programs
will also need to be addressed if RJ programs are to demonstrate their success empirically in the future. Though, on the
other hand, it is a great strength that RJ programs can be adapted to the needs of a particular school and have no
prescribed form. This flexibility does, however, create a challenge for the evaluator in ensuring that their chosen
methodology conforms to the application of the program in a given school and necessitates that the exact character of the
school’s RJ program needs to be clearly stated.
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A Day in the Life of a Delaware Met Student
Samantha’s story, written below, tells the story of one day in her life at The Delaware Met.
Imgaine the possibiliites for all students as they, like Samantha, work to build connections
between their LTI internships, their future goals, and the academic program. Samnatha’s story
will demonstrate how The Delaware MET brings rigor, relevance, and relationships alive and
teaches students in a fundamentally different and unique way.
Wednesday, May 16, 2015
7:45 am
Samantha, 15, hops off the morning bus and hurries towards her school. She’s excited about
the day ahead and silently rehearses her role in the day’s ‘Pick-Me-Up.’ She still gets a little
nervous speaking in front of the whole school, but her advisor, Ms. Meyers, specifically
challenged her to lead the activity this morning as a warm up for this evening’s exhibition. She
would have never agreed to do something like this at her old school, but since coming to the
Delaware MET, Samantha has found a new kind of confidence in herself. She felt it was safe to
take risks. Ms. Meyers had gone through some tough times with her this past school year, and
Samantha knew she could count on her. Samantha really wanted to make her proud at
tonight’s exhibition.
8:00 am
Samantha meets her advisory in the cafeteria and they wait for the rest of the school to come
in. They go over the script they’ve put together for ‘Pick Me Up,’ a whole-school kickoff to the
day that is part team-building activity, part school assembly, and part administrative business.
Samantha and three students from the advisory have planned to role-play a hazing incident,
then the other students in their advisory will debrief with the rest of the school. When ‘Pick Me
Up’ ends, they hope the whole school community will have thought carefully about how to
treat each other with respect.
9:35 am
After spending the first half hour of advisory doing calendar and planning for the upcoming
college visit, it’s time for Samantha to meet one-one-one with Ms. Meyers to make sure she is
prepared for this evening. Samantha and Ms. Meyers sit together in the advisory room while
other students work on their independent projects. They are going over the last minute details
for the exhibition this evening.
“Okay, so you’re sure the spreadsheet simulation will work? You’ve had a chance to test it out?
Ms. Meyers asks.
Samantha nods. “Everything’s working. I went through it two times yesterday, and will go try it
again this afternoon during advisory. Michael and Rosalie have already said they’d help. Don’t
worry, Ms. Meyers.”
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For the past two quarters, Samantha has had an internship with Mr. Patrick, the manager of the
Regal Cinemas at the Brandywine Town Center. Normally, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, she
spends her days on-site at Mr. Patrick’s office, but she is at school today to prepare for her
exhibition. At her internship site, Samantha works closely with her mentor to learn the ins and
outs of the theater business. For the past two months, Samantha has conducted a cost-benefit
analysis of vendors subleasing the concessions stand at 5 of the 10 theaters. Tonight, she’ll
present the results of that study and tie it into the learning goals she set along with Ms. Meyers
and Mr. Patrick.
10:40am
“It’s just like arguing a point in a debate, Samantha,” explained Mr. Rossi, another advisor at
the Delaware MET and a certified math teacher, “but here you have to use mathematical logic
as your evidence.” Samantha knows she wants to apply to the University of Delaware. She had
surprised herself by completing all of her Integrated Math I coursework with flying colors. She
finds Integrated Math II program a little more challenging, but knows that Mr. Rossi will help
her master the content.
1:30 pm
During the final meditation and cool down of yoga class at the Central YMCA, Samantha walks
through the rest of her day mentally to make sure she has enough built-in practice time to
insure that her exhibition is ready. She wants to do a good job and knows she needs to practice
a few more times before she is completely comfortable.
3:10 pm
After her final academic class, Genetics and Biotechnology, Samantha rushes back to her
advisory room. Michael and Rosalie, students in Samantha’s advisory, sit at computers. They
are helping Samantha finalize her Exhibition by testing out her computer model, asking
questions, and giving her feedback. She appreciates their willingness to help, and her
confidence that her Exhibition will go well is growing.
“Sammy, this is so cool. I can tell exactly how much those theaters have saved over the
past year using the sublease system,” says Michael.
“So what’s the most important thing you learned?” asks Rosalie.
Samantha smiles because she knows Ms. Meyers is likely to ask the same question later. She
puts on a theatrical and fake- sophisticated voice: “In response to your query, I conclude that
my most important learning realization is that one should never be defeated by a problem
simply because one can’t yet see a solution…just messin’! Really, I had this idea to help the
theaters figure out if they should start subleasing their concession stands based on the rising
costs of employee benefits, but I didn’t really know how. Once I saw all the data, I knew I could
figure it out. If I had given up because I didn’t have the skills, I never would have taken this on.
But Mr. Patrick saw it was a good idea and helped me figure out how to calculate and report
the possibility of savings based on the little data we had. So I guess what I learned is, if you’ve
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got a hard problem, you have to have patience to go after what you still may need to learn if
you really want to solve it.”
3:40 pm
Ms. Meyers reminds every one of the exhibition schedule for the remainder of the week and
makes sure everyone is scheduled to be a panelist at least three times, and observe a minimum
of seven exhibitions. Ms. Meyers had stressed the importance of pre-arranging for panelists
during these Exhibitions as part of the daily life skills instructions they had in their advisory.
Samantha was thankful she would have a little downtime prior to the 6:45 exhibition.
6:45 pm
Ms. Meyers, Mr. Patrick, Michael, Rosalie, Lourdes, the school counselor, the school principal,
Samantha’s mom and three invited guests from the community are seated in the computer
room. Several terminals are displaying an interactive spreadsheet that Samantha designed. At
the front of the room, Samantha begins her Exhibition.
8:15 pm
Samantha opens the door to her apartment. She and her mom come in, still discussing some of
the details from her exhibition. Samantha is tired, but she feels an enormous sense of pride at
having completed such a successful exhibition. She is replaying the feedback from the
community participants – one of whom would like to borrow her cost analysis system for his
own business. As she enters her room, Samantha notices a card on her desk. She sits down to
read the note from Ms. Meyers, and signed by the rest of the advisory. “Dear Samantha, Be
proud of your accomplishments as a student, and a friend. We are proud to be your advisory.
“Samantha closes her eyes for a moment, feeling the warmth of her Career Academy advisory
family, and looking forward to another day.
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A Day in the Life of a Delaware Met Advisor
Tom’s story, written below, tells the story of one day in his life at The Delaware Met. As an
advisor, his job is to facilitate students’ learning, helping them tap into their passions and
interests and to discover how the academic content that they are learning in school is
applicable to the real world. How Tom thinks about students, teaching, learning and
assessment in a way that is fundamentally different from a traditional high school. He is driven
by the need to help students build connections between their LTI internships, their future goals,
and the academic program, bringing rigor, relevance, and relationships to life at the Delaware
MET.
Wednesday, May 16, 2017
7:00 am
Tom gets to school and surveys his advisory room. Several of his students will present their
Gateway exhibition today and he wants to make sure that they have what they need. He is so
proud of how far they have come in two years. Natalie, one of the students presenting today,
was a surly young lady who was too worldly and smart mouthed for her own good. After a
home visit, Tom learned that Natalie’s father was incarcerated and her mother worked two jobs
to keep the family afloat. Natalie was left to survive on her own and ran around with a tough
crowd. Tom lines up the evaluation rubrics and feedback forms that the other students and
visitors will use to help Natalie reflect on her learning. Yesterday, Tom conferenced with
Natalie during the advisory time to make sure that she was ready. He suggested a few revisions
to her analysis of her reading and math scores and recommended that she include a few more
artifacts to demonstrate how she was growing in social and empirical reasoning skills.
8:00 am
Tom greets his advisory students as they come into the commons area for team Pick Me Up.
He makes eye contact with Natalie and gives her the “thumbs-up.” She waves back and then
continues her conversation with Pria who is in Rashid’s advisory. Tom takes a quick attendance
of who is in the room from his advisory and notices that David is missing - again. He will have to
give his mom call and see where he is, if she knows. David missed his LTI yesterday without
calling David or his mentor. Tom will have to conference with David to revisit his Personal
Qualities goals to make sure that prompt attendance and accountability are on the list and to
find out what is going on with David. If they can figure out what is causing David’s attendance
issues, they can work to solve the problem and get David back on track with his mentor.
8:05 am
Sharon’s advisory is presenting today. They run through the usual agenda – welcome, PODcast
(poem of the day), and news and views. For the main part of the program two of the students
are sharing the experience they had in the Dominican Republic last month. As part of their
Senior Capstone Project, the students did fundraising, research, and planning so that they could
go to the DR for two weeks and engage middle school children in learning about safe sex and
STD’s. Both of these students had been part of LTI’s with a local nonprofit who does work in
the Wilmington community around safe sex and the prevention of STD’s.
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8:45 am
In advisory, Tom takes attendance while the students complete today’s journal prompt,
“Complete the following metaphor: Life is like ____________. Apply this simile to your own
life how does your life make it true?” The students will use this journal entry later as an
organizational technique as they build their autobiographies. After journal time, Tom does a
quick recap of the presentation at Pick Me Up and quickly reviews the elements of the Senior
Capstone Project. He asks the students to start thinking about what their project will be, based
around their passions and interests.
Next, Tom reviews who is presenting at the Gateway Exhibitions that afternoon and what is
expected of those in attendance. Tom makes a point to check in with Natalie about her
presentation. She is confident about what she has to say and asks if she can go in to the
common space to rehearse one more time with Diamond. Diamond is presenting her exhibition
tomorrow and would also like some practice and feedback.
While most of the students in the advisory are checking their Learning Plans or using laptops to
access their online portfolios, Tom turns to Jordan, who is also presenting his Gateway today.
“I’m not sure that I can do this, Tom. I feel like my stomach is in knots. The other kids are going
to like what I’ve done.”
“Jordan, you can do this. You’ve done incredible work learning about photography, light
refraction, chemistry, and perspective with your mentor. Think about all of the learning targets
you identified at the beginning of the LTI, you’ve reached them all and have artifacts to show
your work. I am so proud of the work you’ve done this year. Have you run through your
Prezzi? Is everything good to go?”
“Yeah, it’s ready, but what if I don’t pass the Gateway?”
“You will, Jordan, trust me. Everything I’ve seen from you is good. You’ve met your learning
targets. Your reading and math scores show growth. You wrote that awesome poem to share
as a reflection on who you have become in the last two years. I bet that the feedback you
receive today will be awesome. Would you feel better if you ran through it once or twice?
Sharon’s advisory is over at the Business and Entrepreneurial Center for an exhibition. You can
use her room.”
10:30 am
In English class, Tom splits the time having students practice oral communications skills in
preparation for their exhibitions and facilitating literature circles. Students are completing a
project about different economic systems to meet their social reasoning goals for the marking
period, so Tom has the students reading novels from different parts of the world that show how
people live in various economies and social systems. The students selected their novel based
on their interest and readiness and as a group they made a plan for their reading schedule and
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how they would display their learning about how life is different based on the economic
system. Through the discussion in their literature circles and then in jigsaw groups where
different students who read different novels come together, students will learn that economy
and social structure are intertwined and drive daily life and that shifts in social structure can
impact the economy. Of course, this will require that students have comprehended the
nonfiction texts that Susan, the social studies advisor is using with the students. The literature
circles will culminate next week, so Tom is listening carefully to the students’ discussion to
make sure that they understand what they’re reading and are making the necessary
connections between how the people are living and the social structure and economy in which
they live.
11:00 am
The class moves onto oral communications practice in preparation for the Gateway Exhibitions.
Tom has found that it is a good idea to do impromptu speeches during exhibition time as a
warm up to the exhibition and to increase the students’ comfort speaking in front of groups.
It’s a nice way to scaffold the experience for them. After reviewing a rubric on presentation
skills, Tom calls on Jared to go first. He gets up, draws the topic “Oceans” from the
speechmaking jar, plans for 90 seconds, and then launches into his three minute speech.
Afterwards, he asks for feedback from the group. Several students use the rubric and the
feedback protocol of “I liked…. I noticed….I wondered….” as a way to safely share feedback.
Tom directs five more students who are slated to present their exhibitions today and tomorrow
to give a speech.
12:00 pm
Over lunch, Tom and Lydia, another advisor on the team, collaborate to plan the backpacking
LTI that several students would like to do over the summer. The students are interested in both
backpacking and raising money for a local charity who advocates for children with autism. Their
students, Yvonne and Chris both did an LTI with the charity this year and want to do more to
contribute to the organization. They asked Tom and Lydia if they would be the mentors for a
special LTI that would research, plan, fundraise, and execute a summer backpacking trip that
would double as a fundraiser for the autism charity. It would be open to anyone in the school
to participate and the students who go would raise money for each mile they would hike. Their
plan is to hike 20 miles of the Appalachian Trail. Tom and Lydia talk about how to best mentor
these students, providing some structure to the project, while letting Yvonne and Chris take the
leadership role in directing the project.
1:00 pm
The Natalie’s Gateway Exhibition is about to begin. Tom passes out the Gateway Exhibition
rubric and feedback form for the students and guests to complete and reference when they
give their feedback. Natalie has invited her mom and grandmother to the presentation along
with her mentor. They beam at her from the back of the room as Natalia begins her Exhibition
by describing who she was two years ago when she began her journey at the Delaware Met.
She shares some selected artifacts from her 8th grade cumulative folder that paint a picture of a
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girl who was on a destructive pathway. She contrasts those with a letter of recommendation
that was recently written by her mentor for a summer math program. She describes how the
LTI’s and real world experiences have helped her to reach her personal qualities goals and have
given her the focus of a career that is attainable if she works hard. For her academic portion,
Natalie shares her DCAS and MAP data that also show her improvement. Natalie reflects that
she still struggles in math, but hopes that the summer math program will help her learn more
and improve performance in that area. For each of the academic goal areas, Natalie shares
highlights and artifacts from the last two years that demonstrate her growth and understanding
in communications, quantitative reasoning, empirical reasoning, and social reasoning, including
a video that Natalie made of a Spoken Word poem recounting the history of civil rights in the
United States. While Natalie is presenting, Tom uses his laptop to record notes and comments
on the Gateway Exhibition grading sheet. He will use this later to compose the end of year
narrative for Natalie that will accompany her report card.
After the presentation, Natalie asks for feedback from the group. Each student uses the rubric
and provides specific feedback using the feedback protocol of “I liked…. I noticed….I
wondered….” Natalie takes careful notes of their comments and will work those into her
personal reflection essay that she will complete tomorrow during advisory. Tom asks Natalie’s
mom and grandmother to comment, and they affirm how proud they are of Natalie and could
never have imagined that Natalie would grow so much and become the articulate young lady
who presented today. Tom is proud of Natalie too. She has done a tremendous amount of
work in two years and is ready to move through the Gateway and into her junior year.
6:45 pm
Tom attends an evening Gateway Exhibition with Gertrude, another advisor. Tom does an
exceptional job facilitating student feedback, and Gertrude has asked Tom to come and provide
some feedback to her regarding how she can do a better job getting her 9th grade students to
give specific and helpful feedback to each other. Tom watches the exhibitions and takes notes.
He notices that Gertrude’s students do a really good job engaging the other students and
guests in the exhibition. He takes some notes about strategies his students can use and plans
to share them tomorrow with his advisory. After the exhibitions, Gertrude and Tom meet for
about 20 minutes to share feedback, discussion protocols, and ideas for teaching students to
use the protocols.
8:00 pm
Tom returns home after an unusually busy day. Tomorrow he will write Natalie’s narrative
paragraph after she turns in her reflection sheet, but for now he relaxes, kicks off his shoes, and
enjoys the satisfaction of knowing the positive impact he is having on his students’ future and
looking forward to another day.
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2010 Pre-K-Grade 12 Gifted Programming Standards
Gifted Education Programming Standard 1: Learning and Development
Introduction
For teachers and other educators in PreK-12 settings to be effective in working with learners with gifts and talents, they must
understand the characteristics and needs of the population for whom they are planning curriculum, instruction, assessment, programs,
and services. These characteristics provide the rationale for differentiation in programs, grouping, and services for this population and
are translated into appropriate differentiation choices made at curricular and program levels in schools and school districts. While
cognitive growth is important in such programs, affective development is also necessary. Thus many of the characteristics addressed in
this standard emphasize affective development linked to self-understanding and social awareness.

Standard 1: Learning and Development
Description: Educators, recognizing the learning and developmental differences of students with gifts and talents, promote ongoing
self-understanding, awareness of their needs, and cognitive and affective growth of these students in school, home, and community
settings to ensure specific student outcomes.
Student Outcomes

Evidence-Based Practices

1.1. Self-Understanding. Students with gifts and
talents demonstrate self-knowledge with respect to
their interests, strengths, identities, and needs in
socio-emotional development and in intellectual,
academic, creative, leadership, and artistic
domains.

1.1.1. Educators engage students with gifts and talents in identifying interests,
strengths, and gifts.

1.2. Self-Understanding. Students with gifts and
talents possess a developmentally appropriate
understanding of how they learn and grow; they
recognize the influences of their beliefs, traditions,
and values on their learning and behavior.

1.2.1. Educators develop activities that match each student’s developmental
level and culture-based learning needs.

1.3. Self-Understanding. Students with gifts and
talents demonstrate understanding of and respect
for similarities and differences between themselves
and their peer group and others in the general
population.

1.3.1. Educators provide a variety of research-based grouping practices for
students with gifts and talents that allow them to interact with individuals of
various gifts, talents, abilities, and strengths.
1.3.2. Educators model respect for individuals with diverse abilities, strengths,
and goals.

1.4. Awareness of Needs. Students with gifts and
talents access resources from the community to
support cognitive and affective needs, including
social interactions with others having similar
interests and abilities or experiences, including
same-age peers and mentors or experts.

1.4.1. Educators provide role models (e.g., through mentors, bibliotherapy) for
students with gifts and talents that match their abilities and interests.

1.5. Awareness of Needs. Students’ families and
communities understand similarities and
differences with respect to the development and
characteristics of advanced and typical learners
and support students with gifts and talents’ needs.

1.5.1. Educators collaborate with families in accessing resources to develop
their child’s talents.

1.6. Cognitive and Affective Growth. Students with
gifts and talents benefit from meaningful and
challenging learning activities addressing their
unique characteristics and needs.

1.6.1. Educators design interventions for students to develop cognitive and
affective growth that is based on research of effective practices.
1.6.2. Educators develop specialized intervention services for students with
gifts and talents who are underachieving and are now learning and developing
their talents.
1.7.1. Teachers enable students to identify their preferred approaches to
learning, accommodate these preferences, and expand them.

1.7. Cognitive and Affective Growth. Students with
gifts and talents recognize their preferred
approaches to learning and expand their repertoire.
1.8. Cognitive and Affective Growth. Students with
gifts and talents identify future career goals that
match their talents and abilities and resources
needed to meet those goals (e.g., higher education
opportunities, mentors, financial support).

1.1.2. Educators assist students with gifts and talents in developing identities
supportive of achievement.

1.4.2. Educators identify out-of-school learning opportunities that match
students’ abilities and interests.

1.8.1. Educators provide students with college and career guidance that is
consistent with their strengths.
1.8.2. Teachers and counselors implement a curriculum scope and sequence
that contains person/social awareness and adjustment, academic planning,
and vocational and career awareness.
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Gifted Education Programming Standard 2: Assessment
Introduction
Knowledge about all forms of assessment is essential for educators of students with gifts and talents. It is integral to
identification, assessing each student’s learning progress, and evaluation of programming. Educators need to establish a challenging
environment and collect multiple types of assessment information so that all students are able to demonstrate their gifts and talents.
Educators’ understanding of non-biased, technically adequate, and equitable approaches enables them to identify students who
represent diverse backgrounds. They also differentiate their curriculum and instruction by using pre- and post-, performance-based,
product-based, and out-of-level assessments. As a result of each educator’s use of ongoing assessments, students with gifts and
talents demonstrate advanced and complex learning. Using these student progress data, educators then evaluate services and make
adjustments to one or more of the school’s programming components so that student performance is improved.

Standard 2: Assessment
Description: Assessments provide information about identification, learning progress and outcomes, and evaluation of programming
for students with gifts and talents in all domains.
Student Outcomes

Evidence-Based Practices

2.1. Identification. All students in grades PK-12
have equal access to a comprehensive
assessment system that allows them to
demonstrate diverse characteristics and behaviors
that are associated with giftedness.

2.1.1. Educators develop environments and instructional activities that
encourage students to express diverse characteristics and behaviors that are
associated with giftedness.
2.1.2. Educators provide parents/guardians with information regarding diverse
characteristics and behaviors that are associated with giftedness.

2.2. Identification. Each student reveals his or her
exceptionalities or potential through assessment
evidence so that appropriate instructional
accommodations and modifications can be
provided.

2.2.1. Educators establish comprehensive, cohesive, and ongoing procedures
for identifying and serving students with gifts and talents. These provisions
include informed consent, committee review, student retention, student
reassessment, student exiting, and appeals procedures for both entry and exit
from gifted program services.
2.2.2. Educators select and use multiple assessments that measure diverse
abilities, talents, and strengths that are based on current theories, models, and
research.
2.2.3 Assessments provide qualitative and quantitative information from a
variety of sources, including off-level testing, are nonbiased and equitable, and
are technically adequate for the purpose.
2.2.4. Educators have knowledge of student exceptionalities and collect
assessment data while adjusting curriculum and instruction to learn about each
student’s developmental level and aptitude for learning.
2.2.5. Educators interpret multiple assessments in different domains and
understand the uses and limitations of the assessments in identifying the
needs of students with gifts and talents.
2.2.6. Educators inform all parents/guardians about the identification process.
Teachers obtain parental/guardian permission for assessments, use culturally
sensitive checklists, and elicit evidence regarding the child’s interests and
potential outside of the classroom setting.

2.3. Identification. Students with identified needs
represent diverse backgrounds and reflect the
total student population of the district.

2.3.1. Educators select and use non-biased and equitable approaches for
identifying students with gifts and talents, which may include using locally
developed norms or assessment tools in the child’s native language or in
nonverbal formats.
2.3.2. Educators understand and implement district and state policies designed
to foster equity in gifted programming and services.
2.3.3. Educators provide parents/guardians with information in their native
language regarding diverse behaviors and characteristics that are associated
with giftedness and with information that explains the nature and purpose of
gifted programming options.

2.4. Learning Progress and Outcomes. Students
with gifts and talents demonstrate advanced and
complex learning as a result of using multiple,
appropriate, and ongoing assessments.

2.4.1. Educators use differentiated pre- and post- performance-based
assessments to measure the progress of students with gifts and talents.
2.4.2. Educators use differentiated product-based assessments to measure the
progress of students with gifts and talents.
2.4.3. Educators use off-level standardized assessments to measure the
progress of students with gifts and talents.
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2.4.4. Educators use and interpret qualitative and quantitative assessment
information to develop a profile of the strengths and weaknesses of each
student with gifts and talents to plan appropriate intervention.
2.4.5. Educators communicate and interpret assessment information to
students with gifts and talents and their parents/guardians.
2.5. Evaluation of Programming. Students
identified with gifts and talents demonstrate
important learning progress as a result of
programming and services.

2.5.1. Educators ensure that the assessments used in the identification and
evaluation processes are reliable and valid for each instrument’s purpose,
allow for above-grade-level performance, and allow for diverse perspectives.
2.5.2. Educators ensure that the assessment of the progress of students with
gifts and talents uses multiple indicators that measure mastery of content,
higher level thinking skills, achievement in specific program areas, and
affective growth.
2.5.3. Educators assess the quantity, quality, and appropriateness of the
programming and services provided for students with gifts and talents by
disaggregating assessment data and yearly progress data and making the
results public.

2.6. Evaluation of Programming. Students
identified with gifts and talents have increased
access and they show significant learning
progress as a result of improving components of
gifted education programming.

2.6.1. Administrators provide the necessary time and resources to implement
an annual evaluation plan developed by persons with expertise in program
evaluation and gifted education.
2.6.2. The evaluation plan is purposeful and evaluates how student-level
outcomes are influenced by one or more of the following components of gifted
education programming: (a) identification, (b) curriculum, (c) instructional
programming and services, (d) ongoing assessment of student learning, (e)
counseling and guidance programs, (f) teacher qualifications and professional
development, (g) parent/guardian and community involvement, (h)
programming resources, and (i) programming design, management, and
delivery.
2.6.3. Educators disseminate the results of the evaluation, orally and in written
form, and explain how they will use the results.
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Gifted Education Programming Standard 3: Curriculum Planning and Instruction
Introduction
Assessment is an integral component of the curriculum planning process. The information obtained from multiple types of
assessments informs decisions about curriculum content, instructional strategies, and resources that will support the growth of students
with gifts and talents. Educators develop and use a comprehensive and sequenced core curriculum that is aligned with local, state, and
national standards, then differentiate and expand it. In order to meet the unique needs of students with gifts and talents, this curriculum
must emphasize advanced, conceptually challenging, in-depth, distinctive, and complex content within cognitive, affective, aesthetic,
social, and leadership domains. Educators must possess a repertoire of evidence-based instructional strategies in delivering the
curriculum (a) to develop talent, enhance learning, and provide students with the knowledge and skills to become independent, selfaware learners, and (b) to give students the tools to contribute to a multicultural, diverse society. The curriculum, instructional
strategies, and materials and resources must engage a variety of learners using culturally responsive practices.

Standard 3: Curriculum Planning and Instruction
Description: Educators apply the theory and research-based models of curriculum and instruction related to students with gifts and
talents and respond to their needs by planning, selecting, adapting, and creating culturally relevant curriculum and by using a
repertoire of evidence-based instructional strategies to ensure specific student outcomes.
Student Outcomes

Evidence-Based Practices

3.1. Curriculum Planning. Students with gifts and
talents demonstrate growth commensurate with
aptitude during the school year.

3.1.1. Educators use local, state, and national standards to align and expand
curriculum and instructional plans.
3.1.2. Educators design and use a comprehensive and continuous scope and
sequence to develop differentiated plans for PK-12 students with gifts and
talents.
3.1.3. Educators adapt, modify, or replace the core or standard curriculum to
meet the needs of students with gifts and talents and those with special needs
such as twice-exceptional, highly gifted, and English language learners.
3.1.4. Educators design differentiated curricula that incorporate advanced,
conceptually challenging, in-depth, distinctive, and complex content for
students with gifts and talents.
3.1.5. Educators use a balanced assessment system, including preassessment and formative assessment, to identify students’ needs, develop
differentiated education plans, and adjust plans based on continual progress
monitoring.
3.1.6. Educators use pre-assessments and pace instruction based on the
learning rates of students with gifts and talents and accelerate and compact
learning as appropriate.
3.1.7. Educators use information and technologies, including assistive
technologies, to individualize for students with gifts and talents, including those
who are twice-exceptional.

3.2. Talent Development. Students with gifts and
talents become more competent in multiple talent
areas and across dimensions of learning.

3.2.1. Educators design curricula in cognitive, affective, aesthetic, social, and
leadership domains that are challenging and effective for students with gifts
and talents.
3.2.2. Educators use metacognitive models to meet the needs of students with
gifts and talents.
3.3.1. Educators select, adapt, and use a repertoire of instructional strategies
and materials that differentiate for students with gifts and talents and that
respond to diversity.
3.3.2. Educators use school and community resources that support
differentiation.
3.3.3. Educators provide opportunities for students with gifts and talents to
explore, develop, or research their areas of interest and/or talent.

3.3. Talent Development. Students with gifts and
talents develop their abilities in their domain of
talent and/or area of interest.

3.4. Instructional Strategies. Students with gifts
and talents become independent investigators.

3.4.1. Educators use critical-thinking strategies to meet the needs of students
with gifts and talents.
3.4.2. Educators use creative-thinking strategies to meet the needs of students
with gifts and talents.
3.4.3. Educators use problem-solving model strategies to meet the needs of
students with gifts and talents.
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3.4.4. Educators use inquiry models to meet the needs of students with gifts
and talents.
3.5. Culturally Relevant Curriculum. Students with
gifts and talents develop knowledge and skills for
living and being productive in a multicultural,
diverse, and global society.

3.5.1. Educators develop and use challenging, culturally responsive curriculum
to engage all students with gifts and talents.
3.5.2. Educators integrate career exploration experiences into learning
opportunities for students with gifts and talents, e.g. biography study or
speakers.
3.5.3. Educators use curriculum for deep explorations of cultures, languages,
and social issues related to diversity.

3.6. Resources. Students with gifts and talents
benefit from gifted education programming that
provides a variety of high quality resources and
materials.

3.6.1. Teachers and administrators demonstrate familiarity with sources for
high quality resources and materials that are appropriate for learners with gifts
and talents.
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Gifted Education Programming Standard 4: Learning Environments
Introduction
Effective educators of students with gifts and talents create safe learning environments that foster emotional well-being, positive
social interaction, leadership for social change, and cultural understanding for success in a diverse society. Knowledge of the impact of
giftedness and diversity on social-emotional development enables educators of students with gifts and talents to design environments
that encourage independence, motivation, and self-efficacy of individuals from all backgrounds. They understand the role of language
and communication in talent development and the ways in which culture affects communication and behavior. They use relevant
strategies and technologies to enhance oral, written, and artistic communication of learners whose needs vary based on exceptionality,
language proficiency, and cultural and linguistic differences. They recognize the value of multilingualism in today’s global community.

Standard 4: Learning Environments
Description: Learning environments foster personal and social responsibility, multicultural competence, and interpersonal and
technical communication skills for leadership in the 21st century to ensure specific student outcomes.
Student Outcomes

Evidence-Based Practices

4.1. Personal Competence. Students with gifts and
talents demonstrate growth in personal
competence and dispositions for exceptional
academic and creative productivity. These include
self-awareness, self-advocacy, self-efficacy,
confidence, motivation, resilience, independence,
curiosity, and risk taking.

4.1.1. Educators maintain high expectations for all students with gifts and
talents as evidenced in meaningful and challenging activities.
4.1.2. Educators provide opportunities for self-exploration, development and
pursuit of interests, and development of identities supportive of achievement,
e.g., through mentors and role models.
4.1.3. Educators create environments that support trust among diverse
learners.
4.1.4. Educators provide feedback that focuses on effort, on evidence of
potential to meet high standards, and on mistakes as learning opportunities.
4.1.5. Educators provide examples of positive coping skills and opportunities to
apply them.

4.2. Social Competence. Students with gifts and
talents develop social competence manifested in
positive peer relationships and social interactions.

4.2.1. Educators understand the needs of students with gifts and talents for
both solitude and social interaction.
4.2.2. Educators provide opportunities for interaction with intellectual and
artistic/creative peers as well as with chronological-age peers.
4.2.3. Educators assess and provide instruction on social skills needed for
school, community, and the world of work.

4.3. Leadership. Students with gifts and talents
demonstrate personal and social responsibility and
leadership skills.

4.3.1 Educators establish a safe and welcoming climate for addressing social
issues and developing personal responsibility.
4.3.2. Educators provide environments for developing many forms of
leadership and leadership skills.
4.3.3. Educators promote opportunities for leadership in community settings to
effect positive change.

4.4. Cultural Competence. Students with gifts and
talents value their own and others’ language,
heritage, and circumstance. They possess skills in
communicating, teaming, and collaborating with
diverse individuals and across diverse groups.1
They use positive strategies to address social
issues, including discrimination and stereotyping.

4.4.1. Educators model appreciation for and sensitivity to students’ diverse
backgrounds and languages.
4.4.2. Educators censure discriminatory language and behavior and model
appropriate strategies.
4.4.3. Educators provide structured opportunities to collaborate with diverse
peers on a common goal.

4.5. Communication Competence. Students with
gifts and talents develop competence in
interpersonal and technical communication skills.
They demonstrate advanced oral and written skills,
balanced biliteracy or multiliteracy, and creative
expression. They display fluency with technologies
that support effective communication

4.5.1. Educators provide opportunities for advanced development and
maintenance of first and second language(s).
4.5.2. Educators provide resources to enhance oral, written, and artistic forms
of communication, recognizing students’ cultural context.
4.5.3. Educators ensure access to advanced communication tools, including
assistive technologies, and use of these tools for expressing higher-level
thinking and creative productivity.

1

Differences among groups of people and individuals based on ethnicity, race, socioeconomic status, gender, exceptionalities, language, religion, sexual orientation, and
geographical area.
6
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Gifted Education Programming Standard 5: Programming
Introduction
The term programming refers to a continuum of services that address students with gifts and talents’ needs in all settings.
Educators develop policies and procedures to guide and sustain all components of comprehensive and aligned programming and
services for PreK-12 students with gifts and talents. Educators use a variety of programming options such as acceleration and
enrichment in varied grouping arrangements (cluster grouping, resource rooms, special classes, special schools) and within
individualized learning options (independent study, mentorships, online courses, internships) to enhance students’ performance in
cognitive and affective areas and to assist them in identifying future career goals. They augment and integrate current technologies
within these learning opportunities to increase access to high level programming such as distance learning courses and to increase
connections to resources outside of the school walls. In implementing services, educators in gifted, general, special education
programs, and related professional services collaborate with one another and parents/guardians and community members to ensure
that students’ diverse learning needs are met. Administrators demonstrate their support of these programming options by allocating
sufficient resources so that all students within gifts and talents receive appropriate educational services.

Standard 5: Programming
Description: Educators are aware of empirical evidence regarding (a) the cognitive, creative, and affective development of learners
with gifts and talents, and (b) programming that meets their concomitant needs. Educators use this expertise systematically and
collaboratively to develop, implement, and effectively manage comprehensive services for students with a variety of gifts and talents to
ensure specific student outcomes.
Student Outcomes

Evidence-Based Practices

5.1. Variety of Programming. Students with gifts
and talents participate in a variety of evidencebased programming options that enhance
performance in cognitive and affective areas.

5.1.1. Educators regularly use multiple alternative approaches to accelerate
learning.
5.1.2. Educators regularly use enrichment options to extend and deepen learning
opportunities within and outside of the school setting.
5.1.3. Educators regularly use multiple forms of grouping, including clusters,
resource rooms, special classes, or special schools.
5.1.4. Educators regularly use individualized learning options such as
mentorships, internships, online courses, and independent study.
5.1.5. Educators regularly use current technologies, including online learning
options and assistive technologies to enhance access to high-level
programming.
5.1.6. Administrators demonstrate support for gifted programs through equitable
allocation of resources and demonstrated willingness to ensure that learners with
gifts and talents receive appropriate educational services.

5.2. Coordinated Services. Students with gifts and
talents demonstrate progress as a result of the
shared commitment and coordinated services of
gifted education, general education, special
education, and related professional services, such
as school counselors, school psychologists, and
social workers.

5.2.1. Educators in gifted, general, and special education programs, as well as
those in specialized areas, collaboratively plan, develop, and implement services
for learners with gifts and talents.

5.3. Collaboration. Students with gifts and talents’
learning is enhanced by regular collaboration
among families, community, and the school.

5.3.1. Educators regularly engage families and community members for
planning, programming, evaluating, and advocating.

5.4. Resources. Students with gifts and talents
participate in gifted education programming that is
adequately funded to meet student needs and
program goals.

5.4.1. Administrators track expenditures at the school level to verify appropriate
and sufficient funding for gifted programming and services.

5.5. Comprehensiveness. Students with gifts and
talents develop their potential through
comprehensive, aligned programming and services.

5.5.1. Educators develop thoughtful, multi-year program plans in relevant student
talent areas, PK-12.

5.6. Policies and Procedures. Students with gifts
and talents participate in regular and gifted
education programs that are guided by clear
policies and procedures that provide for their
advanced learning needs (e.g., early entrance,
acceleration, credit in lieu of enrollment).

5.6.1. Educators create policies and procedures to guide and sustain all
components of the program, including assessment, identification, acceleration
practices, and grouping practices, that is built on an evidence-based foundation
in gifted education.

5.7. Career Pathways. Students with gifts and
talents identify future career goals and the talent
development pathways to reach those goals.

5.7.1. Educators provide professional guidance and counseling for individual
student strengths, interests, and values.
5.7.2. Educators facilitate mentorships, internships, and vocational programming
experiences that match student interests and aptitudes.
7
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Gifted Education Programming Standard 6: Professional Development
Introduction
Professional development is essential for all educators involved in the development and implementation of gifted programs
and services. Professional development is the intentional development of professional expertise as outlined by the NAGC-CEC teacher
preparation standards and is an ongoing part of gifted educators’ professional and ethical practice. Professional development may take
many forms ranging from district-sponsored workshops and courses, university courses, professional conferences, independent
studies, and presentations by external consultants and should be based on systematic needs assessments and professional reflection.
Students participating in gifted education programs and services are taught by teachers with developed expertise in gifted education.
Gifted education program services are developed and supported by administrators, coordinators, curriculum specialists, general
education, special education, and gifted education teachers who have developed expertise in gifted education. Since students with gifts
and talents spend much of their time within general education classrooms, general education teachers need to receive professional
development in gifted education that enables them to recognize the characteristics of giftedness in diverse populations, understand the
school or district referral and identification process, and possess an array of high quality, research-based differentiation strategies that
challenge students. Services for students with gifts and talents are enhanced by guidance and counseling professionals with expertise
in gifted education.

Standard 6: Professional Development
Description: All educators (administrators, teachers, counselors, and other instructional support staff) build their knowledge and
skills using the NAGC-CEC Teacher Standards for Gifted and Talented Education and the National Staff Development Standards.
They formally assess professional development needs related to the standards, develop and monitor plans, systematically engage in
training to meet the identified needs, and demonstrate mastery of standard. They access resources to provide for release time,
funding for continuing education, and substitute support. These practices are judged through the assessment of relevant student
outcomes.
Student Outcomes

Evidence-Based Practices

6.1. Talent Development. Students develop their
talents and gifts as a result of interacting with
educators who meet the national teacher
preparation standards in gifted education.

6.1.1. Educators systematically participate in ongoing, research-supported
professional development that addresses the foundations of gifted education,
characteristics of students with gifts and talents, assessment, curriculum
planning and instruction, learning environments, and programming.
6.1.2. The school district provides professional development for teachers that
models how to develop environments and instructional activities that encourage
students to express diverse characteristics and behaviors that are associated
with giftedness.
6.1.3. Educators participate in ongoing professional development addressing
key issues such as anti-intellectualism and trends in gifted education such as
equity and access.
6.1.4. Administrators provide human and material resources needed for
professional development in gifted education (e.g. release time, funding for
continuing education, substitute support, webinars, or mentors).
6.1.5. Educators use their awareness of organizations and publications relevant
to gifted education to promote learning for students with gifts and talents.

6.2. Socio-emotional Development. Students with
gifts and talents develop socially and emotionally
as a result of educators who have participated in
professional development aligned with national
standards in gifted education and National Staff
Development Standards.

6.2.1. Educators participate in ongoing professional development to support the
social and emotional needs of students with gifts and talents.

6.3. Lifelong Learners. Students develop their
gifts and talents as a result of educators who are
life-long learners, participating in ongoing
professional development and continuing
education opportunities.

6.3.1. Educators assess their instructional practices and continue their
education in school district staff development, professional organizations, and
higher education settings based on these assessments.
6.3.2. Educators participate in professional development that is sustained over
time, that includes regular follow-up, and that seeks evidence of impact on
teacher practice and on student learning.
6.3.3. Educators use multiple modes of professional development delivery
including online courses, online and electronic communities, face-to-face
workshops, professional learning communities, and book talks.
6.3.4. Educators identify and address areas for personal growth for teaching
students with gifts and talents in their professional development plans.

6.4. Ethics. Students develop their gifts and
talents as a result of educators who are ethical in
their practices.

6.4.1. Educators respond to cultural and personal frames of reference when
teaching students with gifts and talents.
6.4.2. Educators comply with rules, policies, and standards of ethical practice.
8
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The Delaware Met
Year 1 Marketing Plan
November 30, 2012
Year 1 marketing strategies for The Delaware Met will focus on two key audiences segments:
I. Rising high school aged students (specifically teenagers aged 12-15)
a. Subcategory – Parents of rising high school aged students
II. Delaware businesses
To best execute this marketing plan, The Delaware Met will work with its CMO, Innovative
Schools, which has experience with developing marketing materials for schools and will assist
with community engagement meetings and developing business partnerships. Areas where
Innovative Schools will be responsible for executing aspects of this plan have been indicated.
I.

Rising High School Aged Students
a. Marketing Goal
In year 1, the school will seek to enroll 132 - 9th grade students and 132 - 10th
grade students by February 2013. Although The Delaware Met will be located in
downtown Wilmington, the school will recruit from all demographics to ensure
that it serves a diverse group of students. The student population will seek to
reflect a 50-50 male to female ratio and a diverse student population comprised of
60% minority, 40% non-minority, 65% low income, 35% non low-income and
15% special education.
b. Targeted Neighborhoods:
Recruitment efforts for The Delaware Met will focus on the city of Wilmington,
with specific marketing to New Castle County school districts which include Red
Clay, Christina, Brandywine, Colonial, and New Castle County VoTech School
Districts. Applications will be accepted from students outside of New Castle
County as well.
c. Key Characteristics of Target Audience
i. Census Datai

CENSUS CATEGORY
Population, 2010

70,851

WILMINGTON

New Castle County
538,479

Persons under 18 years old
Female persons
White persons
Black persons
Asian persons

24.2%
52.5%
32.6%
58%
1%

23.2%
51.6%
65.5%
23.7%
4.3%
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Persons reporting two or more
races
Persons of Hispanic or Latino
origin
Language other than English
spoken at home, percent of
persons age 5+
High school graduate, percent of
persons age 25+
Bachelor’s degree or higher,
percent of persons age 25+
Housing Units, 2010
Homeownership rate
Median household income
Persons below poverty

2.6%

2.5%

12.4%

8.7%

13.1%

13.5%

80%

87.9%

26.4%

32.1%

32,820
49.2%
$39,130
22.3%

217,511
71.2%
$62,051
10.1%

*See also data from Feasibility Study in Appendix xx for additional
information on specific school districts in New Castle County.
ii. Market Segment Analysisii
Market research roughly defines the teen market in the following ways:
 Represents the most multicultural population on record in the
United States
o One out of every three teens age 12 to 19 belongs to a
minority racial or ethnic group as compared to one out
of five in the Pre-Boomer generation.
o Not overly concerned with ethnic designators but can
be best described as “intra-cultural”— they do not
identify themselves as solely African American/Black,
Hispanic/ Latino, Asian American, or Caucasian. Teens
blur the lines between ethnic and racial identities.
 Exhibit a strong need for individuality in their self-expression
 Socially and environmentally conscience
 Realistic and optimistic with a strong sense of individualism,
but not with the fierce independence of previous generations
 Being really good at your job and having “control in your life”
are important components of a teen’s definition of success.
 Value relationships; deep attachment and respect for family
 Understand the need and are able to turn on a dime because
they live with short-term change and volatility on a day-to-day
basis.
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Unlike previous generations, realize that their choices are filled
with a mix of good and bad.
 Have a strong sense of empowerment; believe they can
conquer any challenge; actively seek out causes to support
 Self-assured, trust their own judgment, and have a clear idea of
objectives and goals in life
 Have significant influence on household “purchases” and on
societal trends as parents rely more on teens’ advanced
computer skills to research products online
 Despite being raised in a period of rapid change, they display a
remarkable self-confidence in their judgment. Teens do their
research and exhibit skepticism prior to making large
purchases.
iii. Key Communication Characteristicsiii:
Research shows that the number of teenagers using the internet has grown
exponentially and over 87% of those between the ages of 12 and 17 are
online. Compared to a few years ago, teens’ use of the internet has
intensified and broadened as they log on more often and do more things
when they are online. Additional noteworthy characteristics:
 Have access to evolving new technologies and want and expect to
have control over their media experiences
 Ability to multitask media
 Demand that information be presented in contextual, educational
and entertaining formats, rather than in straight sales pitches
 Ability to actively develop content for online communications
through blogging, posting videos, etc.
 Prefer instant messaging (IM) and text messaging as ways to
connect with their friends; utilize these communications tools for
everyday conversations that range from casual to more serious and
private exchanges. Also use this tool for personal expression.
 Increasingly see email as a tool for communicating with “adults”
such as teachers, institutions like schools, and as a way to convey
lengthy and detailed information to large groups.
d. Strategy:
Taking into account the teen market’s preferred communications style, The
Delaware Met marketing plan will incorporate interactive, engaging, and
experiential components as defined below.
 Interactive
o Implement online strategies such as a website, Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube to develop a campaign that students can
visit and send their friends to. Incorporate humor, and contests
to help promote repeat visits, but Methods will educate the
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students and parents on the unique qualities of the school and
the ways in which it will prepare them for their future.
Engaging
o Utilize community or informational meetings at middle schools
to provide students with an overview of what a day at The
Delaware Met would look like through interactive
presentations. Incorporate Skype sessions so that prospective
students can communicate with peers attending a BPL school
in another state.
Experiential
o All communications tools will help point to the unique value
that The Delaware Met will provide to students. In Year 1messaging will highlight the wide variety of work-related
experiences based on students’ interests which will help
prepare them for their future. (See section Messaging for
examples.) The Delaware Met will also include information
about the businesses that have partnered with the school in
Year 1, examples of projects students would be working on at
those businesses, and information on the Mentors at those sites.

e. Messaging:
 For High School Aged Students
Messaging for The Delaware Met will build on the existing Big Picture
Learning brand. Because the student is truly at the center of the Big
Picture Learning model, wherever possible, the school design will be
explained through the students’ eyes. Pictures of students and student
testimonials for other Big Picture Learning schools will build a basis for
The Delaware Met’s story in Year 1 and provide an authentic picture of
what this school will have to offer Delaware’s students using peer-to-peer
communications strategies.
For example, print and website materials will include a “road map” of a
student that has graduated from a school implementing the Big Picture
model, by focusing on their initial interests as a freshmen, follow them
through their internship experiences, sit in with them on a college
counseling session as they select colleges, and look into their freshmen
year at college where we see them pursuing their passion and furthering
their studies in the field where they will pursue a career.
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The Delaware Met will also include information about the businesses that
have partnered with the school in Year 1, examples of projects that
students would be working on at those businesses and information on the
mentors at those sites.
In Year 2, testimonials from students at other Big Picture Learning schools
will be replaced with testimonials from students attending The Delaware
Met. Students will be asked to contribute to The Delaware Met marketing
plan, and serve as “school ambassadors” to aid in the recruitment of
incoming classes.
 Parents of High School Aged Students

Parents will have a unique role at The Delaware Met and messaging will
be designed to engage them in the decision making process for their child
and inform them of the unique role they will play at the school. Marketing
materials will highlight the unique components of the Big Picture
academic program, the model’s record with academic success, and the
strong network of other Big Picture schools across the country. In
addition, The Delaware Met website will include a “Parent Resource
Center” that will incorporate testimonials from other parents that have
enrolled their child in a Big Picture school, information about community
meetings or webinars they can attend to learn more about the school and
have their questions answered in person.
Parents that complete an application will also receive a home visit from
The Delaware Met principal or teachers to help build trust and respect. A
monthly newsletter and regular emails prior to the opening of the school
will help to continually engage parents and keep them informed of the
school’s progress.
f. Marketing materials to be developed:
To capitalize on the reputation and record of success built by Big Picture
Learning over the past 16 years and reduce the cost of marketing projects in
Year 1, Innovative Schools as CMO will utilize many of the marketing
materials already in place for Big Picture Learning for The Delaware Met.
Existing materials include BPL brochures, BPL website, YouTube videos,
Facebook pages for other Big Picture schools, Twitter feeds and more. In
addition to these resources which are already in place, Innovative Schools will
develop the following unique materials about the school with input from The
Delaware Met governing board and school staff:
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II.

School Logo
Website
Recruitment brochure
Constant Contact software to distribute an electronic newsletter and
email blasts
 Flyers
 Facebook and Twitter Accounts
 E-Newsletter
 Newspaper advertisement
g. Marketing Strategies/ Tools
See attached spreadsheet outlining strategies, tools, and anticipated costs.
h. Evaluation
To evaluate the success of marketing strategies listed above on The Delaware
Met application, students or parents will be asked how they learned about The
Delaware Met by selecting from a list of marketing strategies that were
implemented. Strategies that received a high ranking will be continued in
Year 2.
i. Timeline
See attached timeline.
Delaware Businesses
The Big Picture Learning model is one of the schools reflected in Innovative Schools’
Portfolio of Model Schools and therefore qualifies The Delaware Met for a cost-free
membership in the Alliance of Model Schools. Through this membership, Innovative
Schools as CMO will work closely with the LTI Coordinator/Curriculum expert to
identify and build relationships with local businesses. Innovative Schools’ staff will
work with the School Principal and LTI coordinator to identify key businesses in
Year 1 and build those relationships.
a. Marketing Goal
Secure partnerships with a minimum of 15 businesses in Year 1 for students to
serve as interns.
b. Targeted Neighborhoods
Innovative Schools and The Delaware Met will identify key businesses in New
Castle County that will offer students a diverse array of internship opportunities to
choose from and that are within a reasonable traveling distance from their home
or from the school.

c. Key Characteristics of Target Audience
i. Census Data
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CENSUS CATEGORY
Total number of firms, 2007
Black-owned firms, percent,
2007
Asian-owned firms, percent
2007
Hispanic owned-firms, percent
2007
Women-owned firms, percent
2007

Wilmington

New Castle County

8,502
12.5%

43,660
10.1%

4.2%

5.1%

2.3%

2.1%

No data available

26.5%

ii. Listing of Businesses
See attached chart for a listing of local businesses that Innovative Schools
and The Delaware Met will select from in Year 1.
d. Strategy
New Castle County, and specifically, Wilmington offer a wide array of non-profit,
for-profit, government, small business and corporate work experiences to offer as
internship sites for students attending The Delaware Met. Securing partnerships
with local businesses will require a significant amount of in-person visits and
relationships building to build trust and define clear expectations around the
internship experience and the role of the mentor. The CMO Project Manager,
school principal and LTI Coordinator will work together to identify a minimum of
15 – 20 businesses within the cities of Wilmington to serve as possible internships
sites. In selecting these businesses, efforts will be made to provide students with
a diverse array of possible learning opportunities in a variety of fields (for
example, entertainment, medical, financial, food service, animal care, economic
development, education, child care, etc.). Businesses that express an interest in
serving as a possible internship site will be asked to sign a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) clearly outlining the roles and responsibilities.
e. Messaging
Messaging for The Delaware Met will build on the existing Big Picture brand,
highlighting key businesses that have partnered with other Big Picture schools
around the country. Communications will clearly articulate the role of the
business and expectations around student projects and mentor responsibilities.
Other possible key themes may include:
 Economic viability and preparing our students to be a 21st century
workforce
 Developing Delaware’s students and businesses through meaningful
collaboration.
f. Marketing Materials to be Developed
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Materials developed for students and parents will also be used to promote the
school to local businesses. The CMO Project Manager and LTI Coordinator will
also prepare a few additional materials specifically for local businesses.
 Power Point presentation
 Informational brochure
 A “Community Partners” section of The Delaware Met website
 Memorandum of Understanding
g. Marketing Strategies/Tools
See attached chart.
h. Evaluation
Because the majority of marketing to businesses will be conducted through direct
person-to-person marketing, evaluation of marketing strategies will rely heavily
on direct feedback and overall interest in partnering with the school to serve as an
internship site.
i. Timeline
See attached timeline.
i

U.S. Census Bureau, State & County Quick Facts, Wilmington, Delaware.
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/10/1077580.html. Accesses 16 November 2011.
U.S. Census Bureau, State & County Quick Facts, New Castle County, Delaware.
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/10/10003.html. Accessed 16 November 2011.
ii

Magazine Publishers of America, Teen Market Profile, New York, NY. 2004.
http://www.magazine.org/content/files/teenprofile04.pdf. Accessed 17 June 2011.
PEW Research Center, Millennials: Confident. Connected. Open to Change. 2010.
http://pewsocialtrends.org/2010/02/24/millennials-confident-connected-open-to-change/ Accessed 17 June
2010.
PEW Research Center. The Teens Market in the US. Rockville, MD. 2007.
http://louxis.com/IMD_Project_Planning/wk01/MarketResearch.com_1585254.pdf. Accessed 17 June 2011.
iii

Magazine Publishers of America, Teen Market Profile, New York, NY. 2004.
http://www.magazine.org/content/files/teenprofile04.pdf. Accessed 17 June 2011.
PEW Research Center, Millennials: Confident. Connected. Open to Change. 2010.
http://pewsocialtrends.org/2010/02/24/millennials-confident-connected-open-to-change/ Accessed 17 June
2010.
PEW Research Center. The Teens Market in the US. Rockville, MD. 2007.
http://louxis.com/IMD_Project_Planning/wk01/MarketResearch.com_1585254.pdf. Accessed 17 June 2011.
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To execute its marketing plan, The Delaware Met Marketing and Student Recruitment Committee of the Board, the school leader,
and the CMO Project Manager will work together on student recruitment. In Year 1 recruitment, materials would be developed in
May and June 2013, following the approval of the school’s charter. The bulk of community outreach and student recruitment would
begin in July 2013 and conclude in January 2014 if enough student applications have been received. Should the school have an
excess of applications for open seats, a lottery will be held after the January deadline, and the outcome of the lottery will be
communicated to all applicants in early February. If not enough applications have been received, the school will continue to hold
recruitment events until enough students have enrolled or until the school’s September 30 th count. Students and parents will
receive enrollment packets in July 2014, prior to the school’s opening. This timeline will be repeated in subsequent years.

Strategy

High School Aged Students and Parents of High School Aged Students
Goal

Website and print materials
development
Community Engagement
Meetings
 Meeting will include video
footage of students in
action at the BIG Picture
model
 Meeting will also include a
Skype session with students
already attending a BIG
Picture school so that
students can speak with
other students.
Virtual webinars for individuals

Estimated Cost

Provide a robust and interactive website for families and businesses
to access to learn more about the school. Develop student
recruitment brochure highlighting key information about the school.
Host a minimum of 6 community engagement meetings beginning
in the summer of 2012; 2 in the Wilmington, DE area and 1 in the
Newark, DE area. Locations to be determined based on outcomes
of Feasibility Study community meetings during application year.

$15,000

Host a minimum of 3 virtual webinars for parents and students

No charge
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$250/meeting for child
care/refreshments/rental
fees at site (estimate
provided by Innovative
Schools)

who are not able to attend inperson meetings
 Reduce cost by partnering
with Innovative Schools to
host webinar utilizing their
existing software.
 Webinar invitation and
presentation to be
customized for The
Delaware Met.
Recruitment at middle school
locations

Newspaper advertisements /
Sticker
Blogs

interested in learning more about The Delaware Met.
Host a minimum of 2 virtual webinars for businesses that are
interested in learning more about serving as an internship site for
The Delaware Met.

Host one recruitment session for 8th graders by Nov. 1st in the
following Red Clay, Christina, Brandywine, and Colonial School
District middle schools and charter schools:
 Bayard Middle School
 Gauger-Cobbs Middle School
 George V. Kirk Middle School
 Shue-Medill Middle School
 Pierre S. DuPont Middle School
 Springer Middle School
 Talley Middle School
 Skyline Middle School
 Stanton Middle School
 East Side Charter School
 The New Moyer Academy
 Newark Charter School
 Thomas Edison Charter School
 Bedford (Gunning) Middle School
 McCullough (Calvin R. ) Middle School
 Read (George) Middle School
Full list of advertising opportunities to be developed with Marketing
and Student Recruitment Committee
Post advertisements in Delaware specific blogs that direct readers to
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Will budget $9,500 for
advertising in Year 1
Costs for this included

Non-profit newsletters

Table at local fairs/community
events
Press coverage of school design

The Delaware Met website and social networking sites. Examples
of blogs where advertisements will be placed:
Partner with other education-related non-profit organizations in the
Wilmington and Newark areas to include a short piece about The
Delaware Met in their newsletters. Examples of non-profit
organizations include:
 Metropolitan Wilmington Urban League
 PIC of Delaware
 Learning Link of Delaware
 Voices 4 Change
 Vision 2015
 Rodel Foundation
 Boys and Girls Clubs of Delaware
 Big Brothers Big Sisters of Delaware
 Communities in Schools
 Children and Families First
 Teens in Perspective
 United Way of Delaware
 YMCA
 YWCA
 Innovative Schools
Purchase table space at local fairs and community events such as the
Greek Festival, Italian Festival, etc. A full list of fairs and events to
be developed by March 2012.
Submit press releases at least once every two months to highlight
key milestone in The Delaware MET’s opening. Examples of topics
include:
 Approval of charter application
 Hiring of Delaware MET school leader
 Purchase of Delaware MET building
 Advertise open enrollments; dates and times of community
engagement meetings
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in $9,500 estimate
above.
$0

$0

$0

Local businesses advertising

Twitter

Facebook

YouTube

Strategy
In person meetings

Presentations at local businesses
related organizations

 School opening day
Place flyers in local businesses that agree to serve as internship sites.
Flyers will direct individuals to The Delaware MET website and
social networking sites. Also include recruitment brochures for
those that do not have website access.
Implement a social networking strategy so that school can provide
quick and meaningful updates on the school’s progress with
opening, post important dates, etc.
Implement a social networking strategy so that school can provide
quick and meaningful updates on the school’s progress with
opening, post important dates, and provide a format for the school
leader to provide info about who they are as well as a location where
students and their families can ask questions and share their
opinions.
Build interactive components into The Delaware Met website by
providing links to existing YouTube videos about the Big Picture
model. Encourage students to implement develop their own videos
for YouTube on the Big Picture model during Year 1 for Year 2
student recruitment efforts.
Local Businesses to Serve As Internship Sites
Goal
Schedule meetings with a minimum of 20 businesses to share
information about Delaware MET and serving as an internship site.
Businesses will be selected prior in May 2012.
Provide information to key economic development organizations in
the Wilmington and Newark areas. Schedule individual meetings
with businesses interested in serving as internship sites. Examples
of groups that we would present to include:
 Delaware Business Roundtable
 Kiwanis Club
 New Castle County Chamber of Commerce
 DANA
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$0

$0

$0

Estimated Cost
$0

$0

Parent Organizer
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Welcome
The role of the parent in a Big Picture school is an
important one. This guide is organized to help you
follow your student through their learning journey,
easily access their work, keep on top of upcoming
events, and direct you to frequently asked questions.
If you have any questions or concerns about your
student’s education – call your advisor. After all,
you’re a part of the team!
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Important Contacts
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School Calendar
Provided by schools. Replace with school calendar.
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Advisory Lists
Provided by schools.

5
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School Philosophy and Structure
Pursuing Passions

Advisor

We believe that students learn best
when they are doing something that
they are passionate about in the real
world. Students are encouraged to explore their interests.

Each student is part of a small 12-16
person advisory group. Their advisor
knows them well and helps them
build a strong community while
working on the goals in their individual Learning Plans. You will be in
close communication with your student’s advisor. This advisory will stay
together for 2-4 years. Advisories go
on trips together, debate issues, do
community service, critique each
other’s work, plan school activities,
and more.

Learning Through Internship (LTI)
One of the basic structures of Big
Picture schools is that students spend
two days a week out at an internship
site. By Learning Through Internship
(LTI), the student will learn math, science, reading, writing and many more
skills that he or she cannot learn in a
classroom. LTIs are not meant to help
students pick out a particular career.
At their LTIs, students will learn the
skills needed to go on to college and
beyond.

Personalized Learning

Enrolling Families
Families play an important role in a
student’s education. From helping the
student plan his or her Learning Plan
to participating in events, we rely on
parents as an integral part of our
community.

Each student has an individual
Learning Plan. The Learning Plan
team (the student, parent, mentor
and advisor) work together to create
a challenging and exciting plan.
Learning Plan meetings for your student will be held four times a year.

Assessment
Students are expected to work toward
the goals they’ve set, and reflect on
their work and learning. Four times
a year, the student will exhibit his or
her work to you and a panel of evaluators. Through this process of planning, doing and reflecting, students
discover how to take responsibility for
their own learning. Also, each quarter,
advisors write a narrative assessing
student work and learning.

7
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Journal Writing

Respect and Diversity

Each student writes in a learning
journal three times per week. This is
a way for students to reflect on their
life and learning as well as communicate with their advisor. Advisors read
and respond to these journal entries
each week.

Respect and diversity are two important elements of life and learning at a
Big Picture school. The students have
a great deal of responsibility for their
own learning. However, with the
freedom to pursue their passions,
comes the responsibility to create the
kind of community that is a safe
learning environment for all students.
As a community we respect the diversity within our own community as
well as throughout the world. The
first month of each school year focuses on issues of respect and diversity. As a community we seek to
understand our cultural, religious,
ethnic, gender, and class differences
as well as perspectives outside our
community.

Organization, Self-Motivation
and Time Management
These are probably three of the most
important keys to success. At Big
Picture schools, students must learn to
organize themselves, motivate themselves and follow the project timelines
they’ve created. The Supercalendar is
a planner that students use to plan
their day and project work.

Team Building
Because advisory groups work closely,
a strong team must be built. Camping
trips, ropes courses and trust building
activities are all an ongoing part of
creating an advisory culture. Advisors
invest time towards building a safe,
caring learning environment for their
students.

8
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Group Work
Although there are no formal yearlong classes, there are groups that
meet at different times during the
school year depending on the need
and interests of students. Some examples are book groups (students pick
books and meet weekly to discuss
them), quantitative studios (where students learn mathematical skills to use
in their project work), singing groups,
and community service groups. These
are not the focus of a student’s
Learning Plan, but rather a way for
the student to meet their goals, get
help and work collaboratively with
other students.

The Big Picture

Community Service

Preparing for College

All Big Picture schools strive to have
a positive effect on their communities.
Community service benefits the community and provides rich learning
opportunities for students.

All students are required to apply
to college during their senior year.
Although they may decide not to
attend, we feel that every student
should have the option of attending
college. Therefore, all students create
a college portfolio, visit colleges, go
on interviews, take the ACT or SAT,
write college essays and fill out applications. In addition, we hold several
parent nights to help parents fill out
financial aid paperwork and learn
more about the college process.
Students are also encouraged to take
a college class at a local college before
graduation, so that they have already
had some college experience before
they graduate.

Mediation
When there are conflicts between
members of the school community,
they are mediated to allow both
parties to explain their thoughts
and actions. Logical consequences
are decided upon if further action
needs to occur. Every decision is
made one student at a time. There
are no standardized discipline policies.
Each situation is looked at separately
to decide on the best decision for
everyone involved.

9
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Grade Expectations
These are general expectations for students at Big Picture schools. Every student
learns and grows at his or her own pace – the important thing is for students to
show growth in each area. It is up to the advisor and Learning Plan team to
determine these expectations based on the needs of each student.

Big Picture 101
During the first year, 9th grade
students are expected to:

• Show respect for others and
themselves.

• Follow their interests in the real
world (informational interviews,
shadow days, and LTIs).

• Take responsibility for the learning
process.

• Obtain an LTI in the first semester.

• Take advantage of opportunities
and make summer plans.

• Have a positive impact on the community (service learning, etc.).

• Take part in mediations if
conflicts arise.

• Meet with the full Learning Plan
team at least four times a year.

• Prepare for any state assessments.

• Reflect on gaps in their learning
and address them through project
work.
• Create at least four Learning Plans
during the year.
• Complete the work in their
Learning Plans.

1
0
1

1
0
2

• Build a portfolio of work
online and save hard copies in
their working portfolio and
portfolio box.
• Exhibit their work publicly four
times a year.
• Write in their journals three times
per week.
• Schedule their Supercalendar
every week.
• Come to school each day on time.
• Be responsible for their locations
and actions.

10
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Priorities for Advisors
for the First Year:

Priorities for Principals
for the First Year:

• Develop a community with the
advisory and school as a whole.

• Prepare 9th grade advisors (especially new advisors) for their work
through a well-planned summer
orientation.

• Know each student and family
well both personally and
academically.
• Develop relationships with
students, mentors and family.
• Understand the baseline of skills
students have so that future goals
are realistic and data driven.
• Develop a culture of respect and
responsibility.
• Help students identify their
passions/interests.
• Help students to take responsibility
for their own learning.
• Foster a culture of documentation –
help them build portfolios.
• Write a 9th grade transcript in
the spring.

• Focus intensively on 9th grade
students and advisors during the
first quarter.
• Help advisors schedule the days in
the first month of school so that
9th grade advisories have many
different activities planned.
• Develop teamwork and trust
among advisors so that 9th grade
advisors get support from their
colleagues.
• (After the first year of the school.)
Schedule pairings of rookie advisors and veteran advisors to go to
shadow days, Learning Plan meetings, LTI set-up meetings, and exhibitions together.
• Do mediations with 9th grade
students to set the culture and
tone of the school.

11
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Big Picture 201
During the second year, 10th grade
students are expected to:
• Follow their interests in the real
world (informational interviews,
shadow days, and LTIs).

Specific Second Year Expectations:
• Do at least two in-depth LTI
projects during the year.
• Read at least five books during the
year, keep the portfolio updated.

• Obtain an LTI in the first semester.

• Create a resume.

• Have a positive impact on the community (service learning, etc.).

• Present a Gateway exhibition
during third quarter.

• Meet with the full Learning Plan
team at least four times a year.

• Apply to Senior Institute.

• Reflect on their learning and address gaps through project work.
• Create at least four Learning Plans
during the year.
• Complete the work in their
Learning Plans.
• Build a portfolio of work
online and save hard copies in
their working portfolio and
portfolio box.
• Exhibit their work publicly four
times a year.
• Write in their journals three times
per week.
• Schedule their Supercalendars
every week.
• Come to school each day on time.
• Be responsible for their locations
and actions.
• Show respect for others and
themselves.
• Take responsibility for the learning
process.
• Take advantage of opportunities
and make summer plans.
• Take part in mediations if conflicts
arise.
• Prepare for any state assessments.

12
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• Begin to visit colleges and look
at requirements.
• Work on each Learning Goal area
in depth.
• Create a graduation plan for the
next two years to fill in Learning
Goal gaps.

The Big Picture

Priorities for Advisors
for the Second Year:

Priorities for Principals
for the Second Year:

• Help students continue to pursue
their passions and interests.

• Help advisors transition into Big
Picture 201. Many advisors face
new challenges in their second year.

• Help students to create more indepth and authentic project work.
• Continue to foster a culture of
respect and responsibility.
• Help students prepare their portfolios for the Gateway exhibition.
• Maintain relationships with students, families and mentors.

• Be prepared to focus on 10th
graders in December and January,
and, in late March, to support
them intensively around Gateway
exhibition preparation time.
• Support students in preparing for
Gateway exhibitions by convening
all 10th graders and giving them a
pep talk about how important this
passage is for them and the whole
school.

13
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Big Picture 301
During the third year, 11th grade
students are expected to be role
models as they:

Specific Third Year Expectations:

• Follow their interests in the real
world (informational interviews,
shadow days, and LTIs).

• Play a leadership role in the school.

• Demonstrate heightened personal
qualities and depth of work.

• Obtain an LTI in the first semester.
• Have a positive impact on the community (service learning, etc.).
• Meet with the full Learning Plan
team at least four times a year.

• Get a senior thesis project proposal
approved by committee.
• Read at least six books, including
two autobiographies.
• Write the first 25 pages of autobiography.

• Reflect on their learning and address gaps through project work.

• Meet with the college counselor
and share information with your
Learning Plan team.

• Create at least four Learning Plans
during the year.

• Research five colleges and their
requirements.

• Complete the work in their
Learning Plans.

• Address any remaining gaps in
college admissions requirements
into the Learning Plan.

• Build a portfolio of work
online and save hard copies in
their working portfolio and
portfolio box.

• Bring their family to college night.
• Visit at least three colleges.

• Exhibit their work publicly four
times a year.
• Write in their journals three times
per week.
• Schedule their Supercalendars
every week.
• Come to school each day on time.
• Be responsible for their locations
and actions.
• Show respect for others and themselves.
• Take responsibility for the learning
process.
• Take advantage of opportunities
and make summer plans.
• Take part in mediations if conflicts
arise.
• Prepare for any state assessments.

14
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• Create a draft of college essay.
• Begin to create a college portfolio
(resume, transcripts, essay, awards,
best work).
• Prepare for and take the PSAT
in the fall.
• Prepare for and take the ACT
or SAT in the spring.
• Schedule at least four college
interviews for next year.

The Big Picture

Priorities for Advisors for the
Third Year:

Priorities for Principals for the
Third Year:

• Help students meet all of their
Learning Goals.

• In the fall, expect 11th graders to
have good, deep LTI projects.

• Help students create more project
depth at their LTIs.

• By midyear, start supporting the
college process by working with the
college counselor, college admissions officers, students and parents
to find the best fit for each student.

• Help students to develop leadership
skills within the school.
• Begin the college preparation
process with students.
• Help students create senior thesis
project proposals.
• Help students begin their autobiographies.

• By midyear, highlight the autobiography for 11th graders by asking
how their writing is going, by
sharing samples of autobiographies
that may interest them, or even by
leading a reading group with an
autobiography as the text.
• Support development of senior
thesis project proposals.

15
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Big Picture 401
During the fourth year, 12th grade
students are expected to be role
models as they:

Specific Fourth Year Expectations:

• Follow their interests in the real
world (informational interviews,
shadow days, and LTIs).

• Play a leadership role in the school.

• Obtain an LTI in the first semester.
• Have a positive impact on the
community (service learning, etc.)

• Demonstrate heightened personal
qualities and depth of work.
• Complete an in-depth senior
thesis project.
• Meet consistently with their
thesis mentor.

• Meet with the full Learning Plan
team at least four times a year.

• Contact a resource related to the
thesis at least every other week
and keep track of these contacts.

• Reflect on their learning and address gaps through project work.

• Write a 50-100 page autobiography.

• Create at least four Learning Plans
during the year.

• Prepare for and take the ACT
or SAT.

• Complete the work in their
Learning Plans.

• Complete a college portfolio.

• Build a portfolio of work
online and save hard copies in
their working portfolio and
portfolio box.

• Apply for scholarships.

• Visit and interview with at least
four colleges.
• Research and apply to colleges.

• Exhibit their work publicly four
times a year.
• Write in their journals three times
per week.

• Apply for financial aid.
• Read a book each month (9 total,
including one autobiography),
update portfolio.
• Create a post-high school plan.

• Schedule their Supercalendars
every week.
• Come to school each day on time.
• Be responsible for their locations
and actions.
• Show respect for others and
themselves.
• Take responsibility for the learning
process.
• Take advantage of opportunities
and make summer plans.
• Take part in mediations if
conflicts arise.
• Prepare for any state assessments.
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• Present your work and reflection
at a graduation exhibition.

The Big Picture

Priorities for Advisors
for the Fourth Year:

Priorities for Principals
for the Fourth Year:

• Help students to have successful
senior thesis projects, autobiographies, and college applications.

• Meet with seniors individually in
December for a serious conversation about how they are doing
and whether they are on track
to graduate.

• Help students to prepare for
college and independence.
• Foster a culture of leadership
in the community.
• Help students prepare their final
presentation portfolio for their
graduation exhibition.
• Take part in and plan for
senior/graduation activities.

• Focus on students’ college searches:
know where they are applying, stay
informed about acceptances and rejections, keep eyes open for financial aid opportunities.
• Write students letters of
recommendation for college.

• Write students letters of
recommendation for college.

17
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Helping Your Student
Attendance and punctuality

Talk with your student’s advisor

Help your student get to school on
time and make sure that he or she is
there every day. This is your student’s
job and they have an important responsibility to their advisory, their LTI
and to their own education. Being on
time shows respect and responsibility.

If you’re not sure how your student is
doing, have a concern or just want to
say hello – keep in contact with his or
her advisor.

Talk with your student
about his/her work
Know what your student is working
on. What’s on his or her Learning
Plan? When are the next exhibitions?
Ask to see your student’s
Supercalendar. You can also view
examples of work online. Contact
your student’s advisor to learn how.

Attend Learning Plan
meetings and exhibitions
Support the learning process by
meeting with the team to create your
student’s Learning Plan and attend
exhibitions and help evaluate the
work and learning.

19
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Encourage at home project work

Find learning opportunities

Look at your student’s project timeline and encourage project work at
home. Help your student establish an
organized workspace at your home.
Doing work at home is a valuable
skill and habit for high school and
for college.

Help your student find and take advantage of learning opportunities in
your community. There may be an
after school arts workshop or a
church trip. Help expose your student
to different activities and interests. If
you find a program but can’t afford it,
talk to your student’s advisor to see
about fundraising opportunities in
the school.

Find summer opportunities
Help your student pursue a learning
rich summer opportunity that will
ignite their excitement and passion.

20
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Helping the School
What can you do to help support
your student’s learning on the school
level?

Family Engagement Events
At Big Picture schools, parents are an
active part of the community. Each
year there are several big events where
the whole community comes together
to celebrate:
• Open House usually happens
around October. This event allows
families to see the work and learning that the students have been
doing.

The Family Engagement Committee
is a forum for parents to set up
events, network with one another and
organize to support the school and
their students’ learning. Fundraisers,
political support and community outreach are all aspects of family engagement work. Join the network of parents at Big Picture schools throughout
the country. You can communicate
with other Big Picture schools through
our website forums. Create a network
of excited supportive parents throughout the nation!

• Family Skills and Talents Fair is an
event where parents present their
interests and passions to the school
community. In addition to learning
more about each other, this event
allows students to find potential
mentors from within our own community.

The Buddy Program pairs parents of

• End of the Year Celebration is a
community celebration of the students’ work and learning throughout the year. Students receive
awards as they are ceremonially
passed into the next grade.

is another way to share your skills
and resources with the community.

new students with parents who have
been a part of the school community
for a year or more. This helps parents
to network and answer each other’s
questions about the school.

Mentoring a student from the school

The number one indicator of
success for a child is a good
relationship with a caring adult.
Fortune Magazine
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The Big Picture Learning Cycle

Start

with Your Interests
and Passions

6

1

reflect &
assess it

make it
work for you
learning plan

5

2

pursue
your passions

exhibit it

3

4

organize &
do it

make it real
learning through
internships
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Overview of the Learning Plan
The Learning Plan is a description of
all the work and learning your student
plans to do over the quarter. At each
exhibition, the Learning Plan team
assesses the student’s progress. A
Learning Plan is not cast in stone;
rather, it is updated and revised as the
student develops. The Learning Plan is
supposed to “fit” each student. It
should be challenging but not become
overwhelming to the student.

Learning Goals

Learning Plan Team

1. How does the plan address your
student’s interests and passions?

Each parent is a part of a student’s
Learning Plan team along with the
advisor, student, mentor, and anyone
else who may be useful to your student’s learning.

Learning Plan meetings
Learning Plan meetings happen four
times a year. Meetings can be held at
school or at home. The Learning Plan
team gathers to create a detailed plan
specifically for your student who will
come with some ideas about how to
pursue their interests. After you
attend your student’s first Learning
Plan meeting, subsequent meetings
will allow for progress checks and
feedback.
You will be asked to fill out a parent cover sheet to add to the student’s
Learning Plan.

In today’s changing world, the most
important thing students must learn is
how to learn. The Learning Goals at
Big Picture schools focus on reasoning
and problem solving as well as skills
like reading, writing and mathematical thinking.

Top Ten Questions to Ask Yourself
About Your Student’s Learning Plan

2. In what way did your student help
to create the plan?
3. How is the work authentic? Does
it have a real world application?
4. How is the plan challenging?
5. How realistic is it?
6. Which adults are listed as resources
and mentors for your student?
7. What are the specific goals for
your student’s next exhibition?
8. How does the plan let the student
use his/her hands and mind
together?
9. Which Learning Goals does the
plan primarily address?
10. How does the student feel about
his/her Learning Plan?

Accountability
Students are accountable for the work
they plan into their Learning Plan as
well as any advisory work. Advisors
keep track of how the student is progressing through the work and will
keep you updated. You can help your
student be accountable by asking to
see the Supercalendar and portfolio.
25
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Learning Plan Cover Sheet

Student

Parent

Mentor

Advisor

Grade/Quarter

Date

What are your interests and passions?

What experiences and skills would you like to gain while in school?

What are your goals after graduation?

What are your strengths?

What are the areas you need to work on?

How do you learn best? (Describe your learning style)

What obstacles have you overcome?
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Parent Cover Sheet

Student

Parent

Mentor

Advisor

Grade/Quarter

Date

What are your student's interests and passions?

What experiences and skills would you like your student to gain while in school?

What goals do you have for your student after graduation?

What are your student's strengths?

What are the areas your student needs to work on?

How does your student learn best? (Describe your student's learning style)

What obstacles has your student overcome?
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My Work

Empirical
Reasoning

Learning Plan
Quantitative
Reasoning

LTI Site:

Student:

Communication

Social
Reasoning

Advisor:
Personal
Qualities

Grade:

Resources

Mentor:

Quarter:

form

How will I work on What will I show at
it? How will my
my exhibition?
advisor know?

Date:

ent

stud
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Marine Biology
Workshop

Three Books

Senior Thesis
Work

Third Quarter
Narrative

MET 301

LTI Project
Work

Tom’s Work

Doing graphs, recording
data, data management
and data processing.

Calculate the budgets for
the Mentor Celebration
and the lunch.

onSATPrepmath.

groupandkewi

MathineAdvsory

moneyfrthipjc.

whetrasudnilg
discuon.WrtePy

andListewlvory

andTheBsktblDir.
Do papers or assignments
that Brendan assigns the
class.

Pose hypothesis.
Observe information and
measurements and data
collection. Use logic like
interpreting data and
information. Make
predictions based on
patterns.

Research specific habitats.
I will be doing Water quality
testing, water quality
specifics, will find out more
about Zooplankton and
Biofouling.

Time Management is
important in Marine
Biology course
because it will be one
of my top priorities this
quarter.

timebforynxt
xe hibton.

finshgtebok

Persvanci

’swherI'lbe

Library, Jack
and Dave

reading.

tha

Librayndthome

projectwk

Christanboue

I will go to the classes
on Mon and Wed
between the months
of February and April.
My advisor will know
through our weekly
meetings.

I will show the lab
reports and the
documentation
from my journal.

therboks.

asemntof

Wilshowte
weknds.

silentradgo

paer,hots

Iwilreadung

hadtomke.

budgetchoisI

aboutwh

Showthebudgs
onExcelandtk

planocterig.

ofthevnsI
metingswh

investga
Excel.

andvieotpgs
scholandwive

indeptma
andDol.

myfatherndDv
withemln.

trackndogization

Autobigraphy,JeCl

likecongtpar.

tenhorigads

thescolmuniyk

businetard.Ivol

duringmy

JohnSmith,and

Showthe5page

reflctionpa.

nartive
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Iwilshoat

Thelibraynd
Iwilorknt

journal.

nartive,dmy

Supercalnd,

Iwilshote

mentor.

aprovedbym

getinhprojc

Mondays.

myadvisorn

byit.Wlmewh

timeandohgsb

Iwilsectonumy

Mondays.

completdan

(printedao
Poweint)

cokb

Iwilshote

What will I show
at my exhibition?

Persvanci

boks:ChrisRock's

industry.(localynd
natioly).

cateringdhow

Writeasmnoh

andbilogrphy.

resach,uofqt

Gethisorcalfbu
businethfod

Resarchtingd

shet.
improveathscl.

WriteInvsga5page
paerwithn-depth
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Iwilorknt
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Mythirdquae

Bob,myfather
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Persvanci
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Donald,myetr
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chefandHudson,
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Libray.

Timeangt.
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myprojectand

Resources

form
Date: April 5, 2001
When will I work on
it? How will my
advisor know?

DonaldSmith

Resarchmtil

withnekc.

backyrd,toexperimnt

Personal Qualities

Quarter: Fourth

Writenmyjoual3xa
wek.WritnmySupercalendr,3boks

towel?

upahotlewi

burnedwhtypick

doesaprngt

aboutechniqsd
fodprces.Likwhy

projectm,LTIlgs

ofprducts.
writenou.

Responiblty.

coking;askquetion

andverysmlquti

Persvanc.

thasodwi

explainghowteds
arectd.Wi d
2n

andestimgvryl

andothercfs

canbeomitd

LTI.Findformat

DemonstrahI

listenohmw

fromthesandu

SpeakwithDonld

Findoutwha'seatbl

Alsodnumber

intervwgDoald

withecorp.

Findformatby
mentoriackb.

Social Reasoning

Writeoucpsfmy

Empirical Reasoning

Grade: 11th

numberstocp

Communication

Student: Tom Johnson

Adingasubtrc

Quantitative Reasoning

Sample Learning Plan
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The Learning Goals
Students use the Learning Goals to
help expand their project work and
challenge themselves with new ideas.
These are the five Learning Goals.

1. How do I prove it?
Empirical Reasoning
This goal is to think like a scientist:
to use empirical evidence and a logical process to make decisions and
to evaluate hypotheses. It does not
reflect specific science content material, but instead can incorporate
ideas from physics to sociology to
art theory.
• What idea do I want to test?
(essential question)

2. How do I measure, compare
or represent it?
Quantitative Reasoning
This goal is to think like a mathematician: to understand numbers,
to analyze uncertainty, to comprehend the properties of shapes, and
to study how things change over
time.
• How can I use numbers to evaluate
my hypothesis?
• What numerical information can
I collect about this?
• Can I estimate this quantity?
• How can I represent this information as a formula or diagram?

• What has other research shown?

• How can I interpret this formula
or graph?

• What is my hypothesis?
How can I test it?

• How can I measure its shape
or structure?

• What information (data) do I
need to collect?

• What trends do I see? How does
this change over time?

• How will I collect the information?

• What predictions can I make?

• What will I use as a control in
my research?

• Can I show a correlation?

• How good is my information?
• What are the results of my
research?
• What error do I have?
• What conclusions can I draw from
my research?
• How will I present my results?
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3. How do I take in and
express ideas?
Communication
This goal is to be a great communicator: to understand your audience,
to write, read, speak and listen
well, to use technology and artistic
expression to communicate, and to
be exposed to another language.
• How can I write about it?
• What is the main idea I want to
get across (thesis)?
• Who is my audience?
• What can I read about it?
• Who can I listen to about it?
• How can I speak about it?
• How can technology help me
to express it?
• How can I express it creatively?
• How can I express it in another
language?

4. What are otherpeople’s
perspectives on this?
Social Reasoning
This goal is to think like an historian or anthropologist: to see diverse perspectives, to understand
social issues, to explore ethics,
and to look at issues historically.
• How do diverse communities
view this?
• How does this issue affect different
communities?
• Who cares about this? To whom is
it important?
• What is the history of this? How
has this issue changed over time?

• Who benefits and who is harmed
through this issue?
• What do people believe about this?
• What social systems are in place
around this?
• What are the ethical questions
behind this?
• What do I think should be done
about this?
• What can I do?

5. What do I bring to
this process?
Personal Qualities
This goal is to be the best you can
be: to demonstrate respect, responsibility, organization, leadership,
time management, and to reflect on
your abilities and strive for improvement.
• How can I demonstrate respect?
• How can I empathize more with
others?
• How can I strengthen my health
and well-being?
• How can I communicate honestly
about this?
• How can I be responsible for this?
• How can I persevere at this?
• How can I better organize my
work?
• How can I better manage my time?
• How can I be more self-aware?
• How can I take on more of a
leadership role?
• How can I work cooperatively
with others?
• How can I enhance my community
through this?
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Learning Through Internship (LTI)
Why LTI?

Interest Exploration

The primary purpose of a student’s
Learning Through Internship (LTI) at
a Big Picture school is to build knowledge, understanding and skills in the
context of authentic work. By making
the learning process real, students are
encouraged to take responsibility for
their own learning and become
inspired life-long learners.

In order to pursue their passions,
students must find out what they are
passionate about. As part of advisory,
students will begin to explore their
interests. Exposure to new ideas,
places, cultures and information is
a part of the school experience.

Mentors
Each student has a mentor in the
community who shares the student’s
interest. The mentor guides and
coaches the student intern at the work
site, while the student receives additional project support from the advisor back at school. The student is
expected to contribute a substantial
project of real consequence to the LTI
site. The mentor becomes a part of the
student’s learning team.

LTI Visits
The advisor regularly communicates
with the mentor to monitor and assess
the student’s progress. Together they
plan authentic challenging projects,
which become part of the student’s
Learning Plan. The best LTI projects
occur when both the student and
mentor are helped by the work.

LTI Search
Students learn to make professional
phone calls, conduct informational
interviews and spend the day at workplaces around the community in order
to find a good internship. A good
internship is one that the student is
interested in, where the mentor is a
good match for the student and where
there is the potential for real, rigorous
project work which will help the student and the LTI site.

What we have to learn to do,
we learn by doing.
Aristotle
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LTI Set-Up

Integrating the Learning Goals

Before each LTI is set up, the potential
mentor goes through a police check to
ensure that they are an appropriate
placement for the student. At the setup meeting, the advisor and student
go over the student’s Learning Plan
with the mentor and talk about future
goals.

Often students will need to learn new
skills in order to complete their LTI
project. To do this they work with
their advisor or other knowledgeable
adults back at school. Math skills,
new computer programs or research
can all be done back at school with
help from an advisor or other
resource.

Project Development
About 2 weeks after the start of the
LTI, the advisor, student and mentor
sit down for a project meeting. This
project will be added to the student’s
Learning Plan and exhibited at the
student’s exhibition.
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Introducing the 5As
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Learning Story: Ryan
Ryan had a passion for architecture and animals. He got an LTI at the zoo with
a landscape architect. His LTI project was to redesign the Parma Wallaby exhibit.
At his LTI, he learned how to create blueprints, write like an architect, and design
spaces. At school, he researched the the ideal habitat of a Parma Wallaby, and
learned about the physical space requirements of these animals. At the end of his
project he presented his design and research to the directors of the zoo.
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Learning Story: Priscilla.
After a month of informational interviews and shadow days, Priscilla found an
LTI with a physical therapist. Her mother had recently needed therapy on her
hand, and Priscilla had developed an interest in helping others through physical
therapy. While working at her LTI, Priscilla learned that the clinic had many new
patients with a condition called fibromyalgia. For her LTI project, Priscilla created
a series of informative brochures about fibromyalgia to give out to newly diagnosed patients. To do this work she consulted with her mentor to learn more
about the condition, interviewed doctors, and talked with patients about the
condition. At school, she researched the condition in the medical literature, and
learned to use a software program to layout the brochures. After many drafts,
her brochures were printed and used at her LTI site.
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Example LTIs
List of LTI sites at the Met Center in Providence
Urban Bankers of Rhode Island

Trinity Repertory Company

Providence Bicycle

Tolman Interactive

Diane Miller Photography

Edward Rowse Architects, Inc.

CVS Pharmacy

Rhode Island Youth
Guidance Center

YMCA

University of Rhode Island

Charlesgate Nursing Home

AS220 (artists’ collaborative)

Howard Swearer Center for
Public Service

Amos House

Central Falls School
Department

Kulture Klash

RI State School to Career
Office

Innovative Network Solutions

Carriage House

Perry Middle School

John Hope Settlement House

Navy Recruiting Station

Women and Infant’s Hospital

Roger Williams Park Zoo

Solo Insurance

Davio’s

Black Repertory Theater

Hasbro Children’s Hospital

Visiting Nurses Association

Children’s Shelter of
Blackstone Valley

Iglesia Metodista Primitiva

Rick Sippel Photography

Rhode Island Children’s
Crusade

Lifespan – Network Services

The Miriam Hospital

Masgautucket Pequot Museum

Gregg’s Restaurant

Lifespan Corporation

The Flynn School

Oil and Grease on Wheels

Roger Williams Middle School

Providence Tae Kwon Do

The Lima School

Lafayette Hatchery

Thrifty Sign

New England Tire

Providence Police Department

Step by Step Dance Studio

Empire Restaurant

Child Development Center

Fortes Elementary School

Daily Bread Bakery

Ignite Communications,
Northeast Digital

Tavares Pediatric Center

Second Story Graphics

Unicom Computer Systems
Hoffman Animal Hospital
Webster Avenue School
Lucien’s Auto Body, Inc.
Federal Hill House
George J. West Elementary
School

Center for Hispanic Policy
and Advocacy
Mack Motorsport Services
Air Brush Designs

Providence City Hall
Providence Police Mounted
Command
Common Cause

Project New Urban Arts

J and J Aquarium
and Pet Center

East Bay Pediatrics

Needlenose Productions

Hibbitt, Karlson and
Sorencen, Inc.

Providence Children’s Museum

Napa Valley Grille

Dream Edit

RI School for the Deaf

Equinox Communications

Narragansett Bay Commission

A.M.E.N.

Bridles and Bits

Urban League of Rhode Island

Brown University

Planned Parenthood of
Rhode Island

Kingstown Camera

The Amerzine Company

Kids First

John Housley Design

Pawtucket Red Sox

Precision Saw and Mower
Service, Inc.

Big Picture Company

Mark’s Deli
Bridgham Middle School
Cherry Hill Manor
City Gardens Florist

Tech Direct

Ryan Walquist, Artist

Carr’s

New Technology Computer

Contacto TV

95.5 WBRU Radio

Historical Preservation
and Heritage Society

Providence School Department

St. Vincent Infant Center

Rumford Pet Center

Windmill Street School

Martin Luther King Jr.
Elementary

Easter Seals Cornerstone
Preschool

Gilbert Stuart Middle School

Horizon Aviation

Club Neopulsi Creations

Rhode Island College

DiStefano Automotive

Pleasant View School

Save the Bay

Charron Electronics

Perishable Theater

Tockwotton Home

Audubon Society of
Rhode Island

Esek Hopkins School

Fileding Manufacturing

Concept Link, Inc.

Full Circle Gallery

Big Nazo Puppets

FAA-ATCI – T.F. Green Airport
Christopher Foster Glassworks
International Yacht
Restoration School
Providence Film Commission
Youth in Action

Scott Lapham Photography
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Exhibitions

Overview

Students present their work and learning at the end of each quarter. The
student’s parents, mentor, advisor,
peers and others come to reflect on
and evaluate his or her process and
products. The student creates visuals,
an agenda and note cards to create a
professional presentation. Your role is
to help your student reflect on his or
her work and to evaluate how the student has grown and worked toward
the goals on the Learning Plan.

Ten Great Questions to
Ask at an Exhibition

What Makes a Great Exhibition?

6. How have you worked with your
mentor? How have other adults
been resources?

A well prepared presentation:
• note cards
• agenda
• visuals
• eye contact
• speaking clearly
A packet for panelists
(including Learning Plan, agenda,
exhibition feedback form and sample
work)

1. What are you most proud of
this quarter?
2. What have you learned most
about?
3. What was the most challenging
part of this quarter?
4. How could you have gone deeper
with your work?
5. How was your work connected
to your interests?

7. Describe a day at your LTI.
8. Describe what role you play in
advisory and in the school.
9. What did you think of this exhibition? How did it compare to your
previous exhibitions?
10. What are some ways I could
support your work next quarter?

Evidence of Learning Plan work
(shown organized in the student’s
Portfolio)
Evidence of the process the student
went through (drafts, journal entries,
Supercalendar, meeting notes)
Creative activities that involve
the panelists
Honest self-reflection
(discussion of growth and struggles
throughout the quarter)
Evidence of improvement
(depth of learning, excitement about
projects, more responsibility for his
or her own learning)
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Exhibition Feedback Form

Student

Panelist

Advisor

Grade/Quarter

Date

What were the highlights of this exhibition?

Comment on how the student met the goals in his/her Learning Plan?

How could the student have gone deeper? (suggest resources)

5A’s
authenticity
Comment on the quality of the presentation and evidence:

active learning
academic vigor
adult relationships
assessment
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Assessment
Narratives

Transcripts

After the exhibition, advisors send
home a written evaluation of each student’s work. The purpose of this narrative is for the advisor to share with
you the most honest, well-rounded
picture of your student’s growth and
learning over the quarter.
The narrative discusses the student’s strengths as well as gaps and
looks at whether the student has met
the goals set out in the Learning Plan.
In some cases, students may have a
contract to complete Learning Plan
work after the exhibition.

At the end of each year, the student’s
narratives and portfolio of work are
translated into a one-page transcript.
This transcript is a summary of their
project work and level of achievement
over the year.

Once you receive the Narrative:
• Discuss the narrative with your
student: Take a few minutes to
read it over with your student.
Talk about some of the positive
highlights mentioned in the narrative. Strategize about things he or
she would like to do differently
during the next quarter.

Portfolio Development
Each student develops an ongoing
portfolio of work. This portfolio contains writing, project work, art, journals, exhibition videotapes. In short,
it holds all the major work or learning
the student has done. The student’s
portfolio is kept in physical form and
online. From this archive, the student
can create portfolios for college applications, for exhibitions, for job interviews, and more. At each exhibition,
the panelists look at the student’s
organized portfolio to help assess his
or her progress.

• Talk with your student’s advisor:
Feel free to discuss any concerns
or delights.
• Keep track:
Keep your student’s narratives in
this binder so you can document
his or her growth over time.
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Glossary of Terms Used
at Big Picture Schools
Advisor

Exhibition

Groups of students are lead by a
teacher who is referred to as the advisor. The advisor is the facilitator of
each student’s Learning Plan and LTI.
Every advisor is a certified high school
teacher. The advisor has primary responsibility for each student’s progress
in his or her advisory but also teams
with other advisors.

Big Picture schools schedule exhibitions of work on a quarterly basis.
Each exhibition within a school year
has requirements based on the student’s grade level and the status of the
individual student’s project work. It is
through this exhibition of work that
the student demonstrates his or her
accountability for all facets of the
Learning Plan. Exhibitions are presented to a panel of parents, students,
advisors, mentor and others who provide specific feedback.

Advisor Narrative
Each quarter, the advisor develops a
written document for each student in
his or her advisory. This document assesses and reflects on the student’s
work and makes recommendations for
the following quarter.

Intern
A student from a Big Picture school
who has an LTI in the community.

Advisory

Journal

Each student is part of an advisory
group. This is the student’s “home
base” at the school. Each advisory is
comprised of approximately 12–16
students. This group stays together
with the same advisor for 2–4 years.

The documentation of learning that
each student does regularly to record
thoughts, feelings, observations and
plans around their education.

Big Picture Learning Goals
The five general Learning Goals provide a framework for thinking about
project depth and student learning.
Expectations of Big Picture school
graduates are focused around these
five main areas: Communication,
Empirical Reasoning, Quantitative
Reasoning, Social Reasoning, and
Personal Qualities. Each area has detailed reasoning abilities associated
with it. The Learning Goals are the
guideposts for all real world project
work conducted by students.

Learning Plan
Each student has a personalized curriculum that is described in his or her
Learning Plan. This incorporates the
student’s interests and passions and
connects them, through project work,
to the Learning Goals. The student
and advisor develop the Learning Plan
in conjunction with the
parent or guardian and,
the student’s mentor. The
Plan is updated on a regular basis.
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Learning Plan Meeting

LTI Anthropology

This is a meeting of the student, advisor, parent and mentor to discuss
the Learning Plan. Each party contributes to the student’s personalized
plan. As students progress through
their years at a Big Picture school,
they become more and more responsible for running these meetings and
documenting the outcomes, which are
incorporated into the updated
Learning Plan.

In the first few weeks of a
student’s LTI experience,
he or she conducts an
investigation into the
site that provides
background and understanding of the
context of the internship.
The anthropology is conducted
under the supervision of the mentor
around such topics as how the organization is structured, how decisions are
made, how people are expected to behave, and how people’s work is evaluated.

Learning Plan Work
This is the detail of the Learning Plan
that the student agrees to carry out.
The work is presented at regularly
scheduled exhibitions.

Learning Plan Team
This group is made up of the student,advisor, parent/guardian and
mentor. The team works together to
plan and assess the student’s learning.

LTI Project
The authentic project a student does
at the LTI site, including the product
and associated research, investigation
and reflection on the project. This
work should be of value to the internship site and directly connect to the
student’s Learning Plan.

LTI — Learning Through Internship
Based on the Big Picture philosophy,
each student learns through pursuing
his or her own interests and passions.
By establishing an intern/mentor relationship with an adult in the community who has the same interest or
passion and who works in that area,
the student has the opportunity to
build skills and knowledge that are
relevant and real. The student’s advisor assists the intern and mentor in
developing project work and supports
that work back
at school.
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Mentor
The adult guide at the workplace
who becomes a part of the student’s
Learning Plan team.

Mentor Assessment
At the end of each LTI, mentors are
asked to assess the intern’s LTI experience and performance. The mentor,
advisor and student review the completed form together, which helps the
student better understand their work
and prepare for his or her next LTI.
Excerpts may be used in the advisor’s
narrative.

The Big Picture

Personalized Education

Personal Narrative

The Big Picture philosophy of educating each student one at a time
around their interests and passions.

Each quarter, the student assesses and
reflects on the work, the goals that
were established and accomplished,
and the next stage of work. These
written narratives are combined with
the advisor’s narrative, which is provided for the parents and maintained
in the student’s records.

Supercalendar

2
.0

Each student keeps documentation of
his or her work. It may be organized
in a portfolio box, a portfolio binder,
and digitally. Student’s use the work
in their portfolio as evidence of their
learning growth.
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Portfolio

The calendar the student uses to
organize plans and activities and to
keep track of important dates and
deadlines.
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In the search for the appropriate LTI
site and mentor, Big Picture students
take part in one or more shadow
days, which are one-day experiences
at a site of interest to the student. The
student follows a potential mentor in
the regular course of his or her work.
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Parent – Student
School Agreement
When you enroll at a Big Picture
school, you are agreeing to a partnership with the school. This partnership
means that we are all making a commitment to work together in the best
interests of the student.
As a parent/guardian, I agree to:
• Attend all four of my student’s
exhibitions each year
• Attend two to four Learning Plan
meetings for my child each year
• Attend at least one whole school
community function (open house,
family skills and talent fair, etc.)
plus the end of the year celebration
each year
• Keep in regular communication
with my student’s advisor
• Help with and monitor my student’s
work at home each day
• Make sure my student gets to
school on time each day
• Provide at least ten hours of community service to the school each
year (volunteering during the day,
serving on the family engagement
committee, chaperoning trips, etc.)
• Report any changes in address or
phone number immediately to the
school office
As a student, I agree to:
• Be at school on time each day
• Do my work at school each day

• Develop a Learning Plan with my
Learning Plan team each quarter
• Exhibit my learning each quarter
before a panel
As a school, we agree to:
• Respect each student
• Hold high expectations for each
student
• Keep in communication with the
family about the student’s work
• Develop individualized Learning
Plans, write a minimum of four
narratives each year for each student, and assist them in the college
application/life-planning process
• Help every student exhibit his/her
work publicly at least four times
per year
We work with students in different
ways. Please note:
• There are no formal year-long
courses such as English, math,
science, social studies etc.
• Each student’s learning is built
around his/her internships and
, not around subjects.
• There are no grades given (A,B,C,D
or F), but a detailed narrative on
the student’s performance is written
each quarter.
• When textbooks are used it is in the
context of the student’s project and
interests, or in a college class.

• Do my work at home each day
• Respect my classmates and
teachers

Parent/Guardian:
Student:

• Work with a mentor each year
as an intern
• Write in my journal three times
a week

School Staff Member:
Date
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